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ABSTRACT
A literature review and telephone survey examined the

following alternate methods for delivering vocational education
services: mobile training laboratories, mobile training programs,
training programs offered by educational institutions in business and
industry facilities, and equipment loaned or supplied as a gift by
business and industry for initial training, retraining, or upgrading
of the work force. Of the 91 mobile training units known to have been
in operation in 29 states, 50 were found to be operating at the time
of the study. Generally, those surveyed considered mobile training
units an economically sound and efficient means of using scarce
educational resources. The main reasons given for discontinuing use
of such facilities included wearing out of the trailers, loss of
funding, difficulties in finding and keeping instructors, and lack of
availability of power and other utilities in the location and form in
which they were needed. Mobile facilities were credited with enabling
vocational instructors to serve students who would not otherwise have
been reached, developing positive public relations, allowing
instructors to serve both public and private schools, exposing
students to a greater variety of vocational programs, and encouraging
additional support of vocational education by business and the
community. (Appendixes to this report include abstracts of over 50
ERIC documehts and copies of 13 journal articles dealing with mobile
training stations.) (MN)
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REPORT ON RESEARCH IN

ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF VOCATIONAL DELIVERY

PROGRAM:

In-residence program for the Professional Development of

Postsecondary Occupational Educational Educators, sponsored by

John Wiley and Sons, Inc. Publishers and the National Center

for Research in Vocational Education, The Ohio State University

PARTICIPANT:

Raymond L. Harry, Vocational Program Coordinator,

Washington State Board for Community College Education,

219 E. 7th Ave. Olympia, Wash. 98504

RESEARCH GOAL:

Determine alternate methods for delivering Vocational

Education Services in occupational areas that are

experiencing high equipment costs and rapidly changing

technology.
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Telephone contact was made initially to the office of the

State Director of Vocational Education in thirty-seven selected

states. The Director's office referred the call to those

individuals who were most knowledgeable in the areas of (a)

mobil training laboratories or programs and (b) industry based

training.

FINDINGS

Mobile Training Laboratories

Twenty-three of the states that were contacted by telephone

were known to have utilized mobile training laboratories in

some capacity between 1956 and the present. The purpose of this

telephone follow-up was to determine: (a) if the units were

still in use: (b) if portable units were no longer in use, and

why: (c) what were the most positive results or lasting

influences that resulted from their use: (d) what were or are

the major problem areas in the use of and/or the reasons for

discontinuing use: and (e) new or additional mobile training

units and their positive and/or negative results.

The following sections report the responses to these

questions.
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

OVERVIEW

The literature was reviewed to detect historical data

and case studies that would satisfy the research goal. The

methods of program delivery included mobile training

laboratories, mobile training programs, training programs

offered by educational institutions in business and

industry facilities, and equipment loaned or supplied by

gift (in whole or part) by business or industry for initial

training, retraining or upgrading of the work force. The

literature refering to these instructional methods included

all available journal articles and documentation listed in

the ERIC files and all relevant publications on file at the

National Center for Research in Vocational Education and

the libraries of The Ohio State University.

Following the review and cataloging of the known data,

further study was completed via telephone interviews with

appropriate vocational education officers in selected

states. The selection of states to survey was based on the

states' known historical involvement with these innovative

methods for vocational/technical program delivery.

7
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Are the portable training units still in use? Of the 91 units

known to have been in operation in 29 states, 50 were found to

be operating at this time. Contact with some states was not

possible because of change in personnel or nonresponse to

telephone messages.

Those units known to have been in use, at one time or the

other, appear in the source list or descriptions in Appendix A.

If portable training units were no longer in use, why? A

summary of comments relating to this question includes the

following reasons:

o Trailers worn out. Due to continuous movement from site to
site over rough roads, the frames of the mobile training
units suffered fatigue and the outside shell became warped.

o Funding ran out. The units were made available through
special funding, such as grants or legislative
appropiation, and continued funding was not made available
for ongoing use.

o Instructors difficult to find or keep. This concern came
from states where the distance from the base station or
residence of the instructor to the site of instruction
exceeds a practical commuting distance. This made it
necessary for the instructor to live away from home for
several nights a week. The result was usually a limited
one-year commitment on the part of the instructor. The
negative effects in this continuous turnover were the lack
of ongoing improvement in the curriculum, as well as poor
maintenance of the unit and its equipment.

4



o Power and other utilities were not available at the time,
in the right form or location. These concerns have been the
most severe where power requirements were different than
110 volt or 220 volt single-phase. At least one state,
Nebraska, has solved this by mounting 28-foot-high poles,
raised and lowered hydraulically, on a separate unit. This
unit contains the transformers, service entrance,
distribution service, and the wiring necessary to attach to
the local high-voltage power sources to provide electric
power to the mobile unit. At Great Oaks in Ohio, a small
generator unit mounted on a trailer is towed behind the
laboratory when commercial electrical power is not
available. North Dakota has two large diesel generators
mounted on trailers that may supply enough power to deliver
the three-phase electricity needed for the welding
laboratories, when commercial power sources are not
available.

What were the most positive results or lasting influences in

the use of mobil training units ? ,A summary of comments in this

category include the following:

o Serving students who would not have had the opportunity to
be served without them. This comment came from states with
a large rural population and small districts. Through the
use of mobile training labs, students in some districts
were served by vocational programs that could not
financially support a permanent facility or obtain approval
from the state for independent program operation. The
reason for potential nonapproval by the state included the
lack of enough students for continued support and the
inability to obtain or maintain a certified instructor.

o Positive public relations with business and industry. A
very positive relationship has developed between business
and industry and the educational institutions, due to the
location of portable training laboratories on the business
or industry site and the training of their employees. This
training was, in most cases, correlated with the skills
used in the workplace. Legislators in some states have
viewed the use of portable training units, equipment, and
programs as an efficient use of limited public funds.
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o Serves dual purpose as a classroom and a tool storage area.
In the construction trades programs, these units are used
as a portable classroom as well as a 'construction shack"
to store tools, plans, and some materials for the training
projects. The projects, as identified by the states,
included the building of residential facilities, the
repair, remodeling, and construction of public buildings,
as well as work on school district facilities. The real
merit of this type of classroom is demonstrated on days
when the weather is inclement and/or construction cannot
proceed because of a lack of supplies or support services.
All related subjects are taught in this classroom, making
the program of instruction intensive, with correlated skill
and related instruction all conducted at the same location.

o Ability to serve both public and private schools. Mobile
training units are being used in locations that provide
individuals with the service they both need and want. The
locations in some states have been restricted to public
school or business/industry sites. One state, New Jersey,
has also located mobile training units at private schools
on a regular basis.

o Exposure of students to a greater variety of vocational
programs. If a district or educational entity is able to
conduct and continue support of one to two ongoing
vocational programs in fixed facilities, opportunities can
be expanded to the geographic area through the use of
portable training units. Additional programs that have
fewer student requests or employment opportunities seem to
be the best candidates for temporary locations in these
entities. The number of programs that the individual
student can choose from is limited only by the number of
training programs available in the participant's geographic
area.

o Increased business, industry, and community support. The
use of state wide or regional advisory committees to advise
the educators in the development, placement, and operation
of mobile training units has resulted in a cooperative
effort and positive continued support. These advisory
committees have contributed equipment, supplies, and
personnel. Composition of some committees has included the
state's or area's leading authorities in the occupation.
This has helped keep the programs current, efficient, and
in tune with business and industry needs.



o Serving individuals in locations that would not otherwise
have been served. People who live in rural locations who
would otherwise have to commute some distance for
educational services are provided the opportunity through
portable units to attend classes in their own geographic
area. It has been found that individuals are not as likely
to take courses if they have to commute long distances.

o Nonduplication of equipment or instructors. The efficiency
of equipping one laboratory as opposed to several in the
same instructional discipline means financial savings in
both facilities and equipment. It is much more efficient to
equip one good laboratory than several laboratories that
are partially complete. The money spent on one mobile unit
compared with capital facility construction is, in most
cases, much less, especially if the capital facilities are
program-specific.

What are or were the maJor_problem areas in the use of and/Or

the reasons for discontinued use of mobile traininglAhll A

summary of comments in this area include the following:

o Units worn out. The major complaint in this area were that
many of the trailers were built on mobile home chassis.
These units when moved over rough roads, showed fatigue in
the frames and wear and tear on the covering skin.

o Could not keep an instructor. This concern came from states
where the instructor was expected to travel with the mobile
unit in large geographic areas or over the total state,
thereby keeping the instructor away from home for extended
periods of time.

o Funding dried up. Units initiated from special funding
sources were not able to be kept in operation because of a
lack of ongoing resources dedicated for this purpose.



New Or Additional Mobile Training Units And

Their Positive And/Or Negative Factors.

The telephone survey showed that many new units have been

developed and placed into operation. These units have been

designed to serve programatic needs in occupations that (a) are

developing or use newer technologies, (b) serve as support for

economic development, and (c) respond to on-site business or

industry training requirements. Newer units, in most cases,

have been constructed to correct problem areas identified by

previous users of mobile training units. Many of these newer

units are constructed with the capability of changing the

instructional program area without major modification.

A brief overview of some of these new mobile training units

is included in SECTION II.

Mobile Trainin Programs or Programs

With Equipment That Is Mobile

Vocational/technical programs show trends in sharing newer,

sophisticated high technology or expensive equipment among

training sites. This trend is supported by an increasing number

of states. A limited number of individual cases are illustrated

in SECTION III.
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The reasons for increased support include the following:

o Rapid changes in technoloq Rapid changes in technology
outdate equipmarin shorter periods of time. Sharing c'f
equipment allows for maximum use by larger numbers of
people. This process helps justify early replacement due to
wear and tear rather than obsolescence. This also helps
education keep current with the technological advance in
business and industry.

o Lower initial costs der school for equipment. The
increacing costs for single training stations in new
technology categories have made duplication of equipment at
multiple sites impractical. The planned movement of
specialized equipment for incorporation into regular
instruction is indicated as good conservation of limited
financial resources.

o Exposure to greater number of students. By moving equipment
from site to site, students at each location are given an
opportunity to develop skills in specialiLN1 occupational
areas. Most of the smaller schools or geographic regions
would not be able to provide instruction in these
specialties without a process of this type.

0 Exposure by students to a larger variety of types and/or
models of e ui ment. In some states, equipment manufactured
by different rms, different models, or those using
different operating principles are rotated. This rotation
gives each student much broacier experience and skill
development than a single school with fixed equipment would
provide.



CONCLUSIONS

Mobile training units, mobile training programs, and

training conducted within business and industry sites appear to

be an economically sound and efficient use of scarce

educational resources. The trend in their use is growing in

stated where economic development activities have created, at

an increasing rate, a need for.training in new or improved

technologies. These technologies have brought with them the

need for training in the use of relevant new or improved

equipment and processes. This equipment and processes are

usually very expensive and become outdated in a relatively

short period of time.

Vocational/technical education is being challenged by

business and industry to teach the skills their employees and

future hires need both today and in the future. The concerns

expressed by advisory committees and others about the lack of

currency in vocational/technical skills being taught in some

programs need to be addressed. To address this issue, thorough

studies are needed in each state to determine what are the

current and projected worker supply and demand, by occupation.

The results of these studies should contribute to a'master plan

that reflects a process for addressing any areas of deficiency

in the supply of a trained work force. Both the planning

process and the implementation must be accomplished in as short

a time span as possible.

14
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The planning and implementation should consider the use of

mobile training units, mobile equipment, or use of the

equipment and facilities of business and industry. This

consideration should be made especially when new technologies

first appear and training programs are being established.

The selection of the media to be used in presenting the

curriculum should consider the use of electronics.

Telecommunications, videodisc or tape, and the variations being

developed may be ways to alleviate some of the instructor

travel problems identified in the use of mobile training

programs and units. This is not to suggest that instructt,rs

should be eliminated, but rather thai. some of the actual

classroom or laboratory contacts could be decreased.

It is hoped that all vocational/technical programs

developed in the new and emerging occupations have a competency

based curriculum. The use of competency-based instructional

curricula lends itself well to the limited number of work

stations usually available in new technologies, due in most

part to the high cost and limited supply of equipment.

Competency-based curricula should have performance-based

measurements as the method of testing and documenting the

manipulative skills of the student.

11



SECTION II

CASE STUDIES

ON NEWLY IDENTIFIED

MOBILE TRAINING UN7TS

IDENTIFIED BY

TELEPHONE SURVEY
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MOBILE TRAINING LABORATORY
Arkansas Department of Education

Contact: Chuck Basely (501) 371-2165

The secondary education system in the state of Arkansas
operates a total of eight units that serve eight different
schools in the state. The state is divided into two sections,
separated by the Arkansas River. Four units operate in the
north and four in the south. These units are moved four times a
year, so that each participating school has the opportunity to
receive the four. specialties during the year. Units contain
such programs as machine shop, refrigeration/airconditioning,
electronics/electromechanical, auto mechanics, printing, health
occupations, and two with carpentry (one north and one south of
the river).

The most satisfying and positive result of using these
mobile units is the opportunity for the small school districts
to participate in an approved trades and industry program. The
opportunity would not be possible without the units because of
financial constraints. It was noted that some consolidation of
school districts in Arkansas may alter the usage of these units
in the near future.

Detailed information about these units may be obtained
from Chuck Basely, Trades and Industry Education, Arkansas
Department of Education, Little Rock, Arkansas.

13 17



MOBILE TRAINING LABORATORY
Statewide Postsecondary and Industry Education in Arkansas

Contact: Chuck Easly (501) 371-2165

The postsecondary vocational-technical system in Arkansas
has the use of a Computerized Numerical Control (CNC)
Laboratory for three to four weeks at a time. This unit is a
12-foot by 60-foot trailer that contains a CNC lathe, personal
computers, and classroom space that accommodates 12 to 16
students at a time.

The unit is financed by a combination of state and federal
funds. The curriculum is lock-step at the present time and
includes programming and operation of the CNC lathe,
computer-assisted design, computer-assisted drafting, and soon
to be added, CNC milling capabilities.

The unit may be located at any site that contains the
electrical power and air supply needed for operation. During
its operation, it has been located at vocational-technical
schools, industry, and at one trade show. The unit is moved by
a commercial mover, with costs of moving being the obligation
of the receiving host industry or school. While located at any
site, industry has the opportunity to use the unit in the
evening. High school students who receive the recommendation of
their instructors are allowed access when the unit is in their
area.

Positive factors for use of the unit include the ability to
serve many more students than would have been possible at a
single location. The higher cost of purchasing equipment for
several locations would have resulted in a decrease of services
to other program areas. Another positive factor is reflected by
the close cooperation of business, industry, and high schools
in the operation of the unit.

One negative factor was indicated. This was in the area of
keeping the instructor away from home four to five nights a
week for 50 weeks a year. It is desirable to have the same
instructor travel with the unit, to keep operation efficient
and the unit well-maintained. The host school or industry is
responsible for paying the per-diem of the instructor, in
addition to the moving costs.

For further information, contact Chuck Easly, Trades and
Industy Education, Arkansas Department of Education, Little
Rock, Arkansas.

14
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MOBILE TRAINING UNITS
San Diego County

Contact: Henry Pugh (619) 292-3600

San Diego County Office of Education operates eight mobile
training units serving an area of 4,255 square miles and a
school population of 32,000 students. The units serve high
schools, high school continuation facilities, and adults for
the purpose of job seeking or prepuatory skills as well as
advanced skills for the employed. Industry may contract for the
use of the units during the off hours, provided that they
travel to one of the school locations where the units are
placed. The eight units are located one-half of the regular
school year in a single location, than moved to another site.
Some use is made of the units during the summer through special
programs. Each unit has a maximum of 12 work stations, as
controlled by county fire ordinance.

The units are 60 feet long by 12 feet wide and built by a
commercial contractor in New Jersey. Programs that are housed
in the mobile units include: Air Conditioning/Refrigeration/
Heating and Solar, Banking Careers, Automotive Tuneup,
Electricity /Electronics, Graphic Arts (complete with camera,
presses, darkroom, and computer typsetter), Machine Shop, Small
Engine/Motorcycle, and Word Processing.

The units are moved from site to site by the Commercial
Driver Training program operated by the school district. This
method of moving has netted a considerable savings for the
district over using a commercial mover.

Several negative factors were identified and include (a)
high cost of operation due to the low number of students that
are able, by regulation, to be served; (b) costs for insurance,
fuel for the moving of the units; (c) per-diem and travel costs
for the instructor who travels, in most cases, with the unit to
its various locations.

Several positive factors were also identified. They
include: (a) ability to serve students in outlying locations
that would not have been served without the mobile units, and
(b) Making it possible for students in the rural locations to
be able to have a variety of vocational programs to choose from
during one of the mobile unit's visit to their area. A single
program located at a single school site would not give the
students the selection of programs or careers to choose from.

Dr. Pugh recommends one major improvement if the program
were to be developed for future implementation. In order to
facilitate the use by more students in each class session, a
classroom area adjacent to the mobile lab should.be provided by
the host institution. It is estimated that the number of
student work stations could double to 24 through this
improvement.

) ,r further information, contact Henry Pugh at the San
Diego County Office of Education.
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MOBILE TRAINING LABORATORY
Statewide Project in Connecticut

Contact: David Mordauski (203) 566-8563

The Industrial Arts-Plastics on Wheels (PLOW) project is
funded by the state of Connecticut to educate high school
students in plastics. The mobile laboratory is a 26-foot motor
home converted to a complete plastics lab. The mobile lab must
be used in conjunction with an industrial arts facility so that
workbench space can be provided to the students. The lab comes
equipped with the machinery and supplies needed to provide all
types of instruction in plastics work, including casting. The
host to the industrial arts lab must have the necessary
220-volt power and water hook-ups to make the mobile unit
operable.

The instructor stays with the mobile unit and provides the
specialized plastics instruction. The instructor moves the lab
from site to site and also serves as a teacher trainer in the
plastics specialty to the host industrial arts teacher(s).

The unit serves four locations and some 300 students each
year. The students served by this unit would not have had the
opportunity to obtain skills in this specialty if the unit had
not been on location. David Mordauski of the state voc-ed
department noted that as a result of the mobile unit, two
specialty laboratories in plastics have been established at
high schools to serve students on a regular basis.

Close cooperation with the plastics industry through the
continued use of an industrial advisory committee has been very
beneficial. Several special adult classes have been conducted
for employees of firms when the unit was located in their
geographic area. This statewide committee gives the state and
local educational representatives the continuing contact needed
to keep the curriculum current.

The unit was acquired through surplus sources and converted
for educational use for about $12,000, with an additional
$30,000 expended for equipment. The State Department of
Education provides $35,000, annually for the unit's operation.
This includes the instructor's salary.

Mr. Mordauski did identify one major problem area that, if
he were to do it again, would be changed. This is in the
design of the basic unit, which has serious size constraints.
His recommendation would be to develop this program for use in
a 60-foot trailer that could operate as a self-supporting
facility.

Further information can be obtained from Mr. David
Mordauski, Connecticut Department of Vocational Education,
Hartford, Connecticut.

16
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MOBILE TRAINING LABORATORY
College of Southern Idaho

Contact: Jerry Beck (208) 733-9554

This college operates a 38-foot by 8-foot mobile training
laboratory with 10 computer training stations. This unit
operates in eight counties that cover a 200-mile circumference
in this southeastern area of Idaho. The unit itself was built
by a local ',orse trailer manufacturer with the internal finish
work completed by the college staff. It is a low-to-the-ground
design with access for the handicapped, self-contained propane
heat, air conditioning, and electric rJwer. The unit is moved
from site to site by a one-ton truck that serves as the
transportation for the instructor.

The instructor is responsible for moving and setting up the
unit in each location. The instructor is provided per-diem
expenses when the daily commuting distance or circumstances
makes it impractical to return to home base. The instructor is
paid for a regular teacher load, with additional stipends for
excess teaching loads. The unit was moved to 26 locations in
the first 26 weeks of operation and served 245 people. The
courses that were conducted included: introduction to
computing, agriculture management, data base usage, and word
processing.

Costs of instruction for each site take into consideration
the movement costs and the per-diem needed to cover the costs.
The first 24 weeks of operation reflected the following costs:

Instructor OOOOOOOOOOOOO $8250.00
Generator Operation. ........ OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO $418.00
Propane OOOOO OOOOOOOOOOO ....... OOOOOO $82.00
Moving $1168.00
Lodging for Instructor $1150.00
Meals for Instructor OOOOOOO ........... OOOOOOO $768.00
Extra Instruction (over normal load) ......... $892.00
Miscellaneous OOOOO ........... OOOOOOOOOO $850.00

Considering that this period of time was during a very cold
time of the year, the heating and power costs were very low.

The unit has been located at a variety of sites, including
supermarket parking lots, public-owned facility property, high
schools, motels, and business/industry locations. Coursework
has been provided to the general public, agriculture workers,
and school districts. Business and industry has also been
served on an individual employee basis, and customized training
has been provided for blocks of industry.

The decision was made to build this unit to be pulled by a
one-ton truck with a fifth wheel hitch for several reasons: (a)
the licenses and permits required by a large truck tractor were
much greater than for the one-ton truck: (b) the one-ton truck
could double as the instructor's transportation, eliminating

17
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the need for a separate vehicle for instructor commuting or
local travel: (c) the low-to-the-ground profile allowed access
by the handicapped, made easy by a ramp extending the full
length of the unit's back: and (d) the unit was designed as an
educational laboratory and was not a retrofit of a mobile home
or a truck trailer.

The unit was originally equipped with 10 Digital Rainbow
model 100 computers, and is now being equipped with IBM and
IBM-compatible microcomputers. This standard is what the
business and industry community is using for its own
operations. The change in the type of computers in the mobile
unit is being made to serve these users, as well as to provide
new trainees with the "local standard.

Jerry Beck at Southern Idaho College makes one strong
statement: °A full-time person must be assigned to the unit
with the responsibility of seeing that the unit is moved to the
various sites and instruction provided in accordance with the
planned schedule.' Southern Idaho College administrators feel
that the unit is helping meet the needs of the state by serving
the rural area. Local legislators have visited the unit when it
has been located in their area. It was also taken to the state
capitol at Boise for a legislative demonstration.

Further information can be obtained from Jerry Beck,
College of Southern Idaho, Twin Falls, Idaho.

18
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MOBILE TRAINING LABORATORY
Statewide Project in Indiana

Contact: Noel Brown (317) 232-1816

Secondary programs in Building and Construction Trades are
operated in various locations throughout the state of Indiana.
The Building Trades program includes skill training in the
construction of concrete forms, pouring of foundations and
walls, concrete finishing, framing, bricklaying, general
carpentry work, plumbing, electrical, drywall installation and
finishing, and roofing. The types of skills taught may vary
with the construction project. This program is conducted
on-site with the assistance of a mobile classroom and
laboratory unit. The unit is a mobile home shell that serves as
a construction 'shack,' classroom, and storage area for
instructional materials and tools. The facility also serves as
the office for the instructor. External power and water must be
provided to the unit.

Training projects vary from the construction of homes for
private occupancy to the building of additions or remodeling of
public buildings or schoiis.

Further information can be obtained from Noel Brown,
Indiana Department of Vocational Education, Inciianapolis,
Indiana.
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MOBILE TRAINING LABORATORY
Southern Illinois

Contact: Grace Duff (618) 033-4202

The five southern counties of Illinois between the Ohio and
Mississippi Rivers are served by a mobile computer laboratory
that is housed in a 26-foot motor home. This geographic area
consists of 2 school districts and 12 high schools. The
training is provided to students in the K-adult range. Uses
include (during the regular school year) the delivery of
educational services to two major groups: (a) teachers and
staff of host schools desirous of inservice education, and (b)
adults and specific groups identified by the local community.
During the summer, the mobile lab is used as a career guidance
laboratory for JTPA students, using one of three different
software packages. This service provides this target group with
information it needs to assist participants in making the best
choices among possible training programs, as well as with
resume writing and job search.

The unit is located at any one site for one to two days at
a time, as identified by the needs of the host school. The unit
is in its third year of operation and is moved from site to
site by the instructor, who dedicates only part of the time to
this instructional activity. The curriculum used is competency
based and is centered around 10 computer work stations. These
stations use a variety of equipment manufactures, including
Apple, Radio Shack, and Commodore. Electrical power is supplied
by either the unit's self-contained generator or external plug
in.

For further information, contact Grace Duff, Pamms,
Illinois.
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MOBILE TRAINING LABORATORIES
State-wide in North Dakota

Contact: John Larsen (701) 671-2181
or Charles Lash (701) 224-3183

The continuing education and trades divisions of the North
Dakota Sate School of Science in cooperation with the North
Dakota State Board for Vocational Education operate 6
vocational/technical programs in mobile training laboratories
throughout the state. The programs include auto mechanics,
diesel mechanics, machinist, as well as welding (construction,
production and repair). One additional unit, that houses a high
technology laboratory, is moved around the state, primarily at
secondary schools. Its purpose is to showcase the high-tech
world to those who would not otherwise get the oportunity.

The units in the trade areas are available for use in
locations where welding training is not available, or in
locations where existing training facilities cannot meet the
demands for)training. One unit, the welding lab, includes
beveling equipment, automatic cutting torches, approved AWS
guided bend testing equipment, a power shear, and essential
support equipment needed to provide for proper instruction.
This unit is air conditioned, electrically heated, and vented.
Minimum time this unit is used at one site is four weeks.

The high tech mobile laboratory is a self propelled, self
contained unit, housed in a 16-foot retrofitted van body.
Retrofitting includes insulation, wiring, air conditioning,
paneling, flooring, baseboard heating, ceiling, lights, and
mounts for equipment. The van is mounted on a late model truck
chassis and is not a part of a tractor trailer rig. John Larsen
states that, this would be quite feasible but more expensive
unless the tractor was already available or moving arrangements
were already in place.

There are five student workstations in the van. They are:
(a) Rhino XR-2 robotics station, (b) CNC training station
(lathe, tooling accessary holder, 12video monitor, electronic
motor controller cartridge and 64K microcomputer), (c) computer
assisted drafting, (d) laser demonstration system, and (e)
photovoltaic kit with 4 silicon cells and metering system.
Charles Losh, North Dakota Board for Vocational Education,
recommends that consideration should be given to substituting
a fiber optics trainer for the photovoltaic unit to reflect the
recent interest in the use of fiber optics. This unit is
parked for two to four weeks at each site. The goal is to visit
about 20 schools each year.

Further information can be obtained from John Larsen, North
Dakota State School of Science, Wahpeton, North Dakota or
Charles Losh, North Dakota department of Vocational Education,
Bismark, North Dakota.
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MOBILE TRAINING LABORATORIES
Regional units in Middlesex County, New Jersey

Contact: Berry Zanzalari (201) 257-3300

Four units are being operated and used by the Middlesex
County Department of Education. The units were allocated to
Middlesex by the state of New Jersey when the courts determined
that the State Department of Education could not conduct
education programs in the local school districts. Originally,
eight units were operated by the state. Four each were awarded
to Middlesex and Camden City Vocational School.

The Middlesex units have been in operation for the past
eight years, serving up to 1200 students in 25 county school
districts. The units are placed in both public and private
schools, at no cost to the host school. Of the four units, two
are now in permanent locations at a youth corrections facility.
The other two are moved once a month to various locations
within the county. Between the two remaining mobile and the two
fixed units, about 700 students are being served.

Types of programs that have been offered during the past
years include small engine repair, plastics, vocational skill
assessment, and office occupations. All of the units serve
between 15 and 20 students per class session. Instructors serve
with the same unit through all of the locations and maintain
the curriculum used in the program they teach. The units were
moved, until recently, by a county-owned diesel truck tractor.
This has since been retired and relocation is now contracted to
private carriers.

The most significant positive benefits demonstrated over
the years by these units are the ability to serve students in
small districts that are not able to provide vocational
education services in their own facilities, and the ability to
serve nonpublic schools with equal services in vocxtional
education that would not otherwise be available. A side benefit
has been the positive public relations, as reflected in general
public reactions to the schools. The public sees these mobile
laboratories as a way of delivering vocational education to
their community without expenditure of funds for permanent
facilities and services that, in general, would not have been
available by any other process.

The factors that have reflected some concerns include: the
expense: in moving and the insurance that is necessary; physical
damage when parked in urban areas where security has not been
provided; and the demand that has exceeded availability for the
units themselves.

For further information, contact Henry Zanzalari,
Puperintendant, Middlesex County Vocational School, New Jersey.
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BUSINESS/INDUSTRY/EDUCATION TRAINING
Statewide in New Jersey

Contacts: See each entry below

McDonalds

On two different occasions, Distributive Education
instructors have participated as employee trainees by being
exposed to the competency-based instruction program in fast
food preparation and sales at McDonalds local restaurants. Many
of,these instructors were trained by their former students. The
experience fulfilled two purposes: (a) it familiarized the
faculty with McDonalds' competency-based training program, work
ethics and management practices; and (b) it provided career
awareness for the instructors on the career opportunities
available in the fast food industry, including management
careers that show how this type of employment may provide a
career and not just a quick pass-through job.

For further information, contact Mel Schwartz, New Jersey
State Distributive Education, (609) 292-6575.

Department Store Inservice for Instructors

A special program was sponsored by a major department store
to provide inservice professional improvement opportunities to
Distributive Education instructors. The program gave the
instructors skill in the use of inventory control cash
registers. This skill was taken beck to the classroom, where
students were trained for jobs in this new technology.

For further information, contact Richard Vangulic, New
Jersey Trades and Industrial Education Department, (609)
292-6565.
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Drafting

With eight computer-assisted drafting stations, students in
the high school program at Hunterdon Central Nigh School were
trained for jobs in local businesses and industries through a
custom-designed program with the EXXON corporation. The program
is extended to adults four evenings per week and each Saturday.
Both the high school and adult programs are tied to the needs
of EXXON Corporation and various other small businesses in the
Flennington, New Jersey, area.

For further information, contact Michael Graycar, (201)
782-5787.

Computer Repair

Mercer County Community College is conducting a computer
repair program in cooperation with U.S. Steel for displaced
workers. The program uses funding from both the JTPA and
federal Vocational Education appropiations. As the workers are
displaced from jobs at U.S. Steel, they are trained to enter a
new occupation as computer repair technicians.

For further information, contact Robert Terrano, (609)
586-4800.

Maintenance Mechanic

Ocean County Vocational School has been working with PACO
in a program that trains mechanics to perform maintenance and
repair on machinery used in assembly-line manufacturing. The
program started as a customized training program. It uses the
vocational school for the classroom portion of the training and
the manufacturer's site as the laboratory. The program has been
expanded recently to many other industries that wanted in on
the action.

For further information, contact Tom Rivers, (201) 240-6414.
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Automotive Repair Technician

A joint effort between Bergen County Vocational School and
the Bergen County Community College has resulted in a "2+2"
project to train Automotive Repair Technicians. This
competency-based program provides for the training of new auto
repair technicians, as well as the retraining of those who are
presently working in the industry. Three major course areas are
taught. They are: Computer Command Controls, Fuel Injection,
and Emissions Control. Instruction is provided in the diagnosis
and repair of all Tudor domestic and foreign automobiles.
Adults, high school students, and college students may
participate in the same program, with each competency recorded
when completed. This record of completions may be used by the
students as credit toward a certificate or associate degree at
Bergen County Communitl College. Both training institutions
work closely in this vocational program to provide articulation.

For further information, contact Susan Mullin,
(201)343-6000.

Automotive Emissions Certification

New Jersey has a required certification of automotive
emissions control inspection and repair technicians. In a
program developed by the state in cooperation with the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, training is provided for
inspection and repair personnel. This training is provided
statewide in all county vocational schools. The completion of
the training is mandatory for at least one employee before a
facility can be designated as an auto emissions inspection and
repair station.

For further information, contact Richard Vangulic, New
Jersey Trades and Industry Education Department, at (609)
292-6565.
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MOBILE TRAINING LABORATORY
State of New Mexico

Contact: Wilma Ludwig, State Director for Vocational Education
Santa Fe, New Mexico, (505) 827-6511

During the past several years, New Mexico has operated
mobile training units in such program areas as electricity/
electronics, drafting, microcomputers, hospitality (cashier/
checker, hotel/motel, etc.), and office occupations (office
simulations). The state has now discontinued the use of these.
mobile training units for various reasons. These include: (a)
extreme difficulty in finding an instructor who could travel
throughout the state and be away from home for five days a-week
and longer, if the weekend commute was extensive or if the
winter weather made traveling hazardous; (b) mechanical failure
of the units after several years of moving the units that were
in trailers.

Some positive elements made the use of mobile training
laboratories both productive and very worthwhile. Students in
smaller and remote geographic areas were afforded the
opportunity to participate in vocational education programs
that would not have been available without them. Many of the
districts served do not have enough students to obtain approval
of a permanent vocational program from the state or the
facilities to house the programs. Use of the units allowed
students to be exposed to three or four occupational areas, if
they so chose. Also, the equipment used in the mobile units
could not have been available.. to each of the districts on an
individual basis because of costs.

Some of the mobile units are now located permanently at
sites that serve consolidated districts or consortiums. Other
units have been dissolved, with the equipment and supplies
placed in permanent facilities.

Further information can be obtained from Wilma Ludwig,
State Director for Vocational Education, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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MOBILE TRAINING LABORATORY
South Western Ohio

Contact: Rosemary Kolde (513) 771-8840

In the southwestern corner of Ohio, The Great Oaks Joint
Vocational School District operates two mobile computer
laboratories as described in the brochure on the following
page. In addition to this brochure a few recent elements of
information were supplied by Dr. Kolde. This information
follows:

The time that each unit stays at a site varies from two to
three moves per day to four weeks. Either one or both of the
units can be located at a site during the same time, depending
on the demand for size of the group to be served. The units are
moved in most cases by the instructor or, on occasion, by a
'representative from the district's central garage. The cost of
each unit at the time of purchase was approximately $55,000,
plus $60,000 for instructional equipment and software.

These units serve elementary students through adults with a
wide range in skills. Computer literacy is provided through
software usage. The units are located at a variety of sites,
including business, industry, or schools.

The most positive factor in the usage of these units thus
far has been the excellent public relations that have resulted
in the community. In specific, the positive input and
visibility with business and industry have been credits to
vocational education and the Great Oaks District.

The greatest problem has been the difficulty in booking the
units to match the number of requests for service. After nearly
one full year of operation there is an eight-month delay from
the time of request for a new booking to the time of delivery
of the education.

Three additional units are being planned for the near
future in the following areas: (a) Computer-Assisted Design,
Computer-Assisted Drafting, (CAD/CAM) (b) Laser Technology, and
(c) Robotics. These new units will be developed as the funding
becomes available.

For further information, contact Rosemary Kolde, Associate
Superintendent, Great Oaks Joint Vocational School District.
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The Great Oaks
Joint Vocational School District

The Great Oaks Joint Vocational School District
is the vocational education department of 35
school districts serving a population of 600,000
throughout 2,200 square miles of southwest
Ohio. The District is governed by a 33 member
Board of Education and is supported by a 1.70
mill operating levy assessed over a 4.7 billion
dollar tax duplicate and by funds from the State
of Ohio Joint Vocational School Foundation
Program. Great Oaks fosters cooperative rela-
tionships with business and industry, profes-
sional organizations, participating school dis-
tricts, and other interested and concerned
groups and organizations to consider, plan and
implement educational programs designed to
meet common needs and interests.
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The "Computer Connection" had its debut
September 20, 1984 at the Ohio Vocational
Association's 63rd Annual Convention in Day-
ton, Ohio. Hundreds of educators and others
toured the mobile computer laboratory at the
meeting and were impressed with the potential
of the unit.

"The Computer Connection"

A Motorized Computer
Instructional Laboratory

The "Computer Connection" came into being
as Great Oaks Superintendent Dr. Harold L. Carr
reacted to comments of participating district
superintendents. "We can't all afford to bus
students to Great Oaks Campuses to use the
computer literacy laboratories set up there."
"We'll bring the computer to you," stated Dr.
Carr.

The statement is now fact, as two "Computer
Connections" are heavily scheduled through
the first of 1985 and beyond. The Batavia Ford
Plant and Sharonville Ford Plant are on the
schedule for two weeks each in October and
November. Miami Trace High School and Indian
Hill High School are scheduled. A unit will travel
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to Columbus for the Ohio School Boards' Associ-
ation meeting in November and to New Orleans
for the America Vocational Assocation's meet-
ing in December.

The motor classroom can be driven to any
participating school requesting it. Interest has
already been indicated by elementary schools
who want young students to develop computer
literacy. The classroom can be moved directly to
business and industrial sites for use there in
education and training. The education would be
offered to management personnel who want to
explore computer concepts. The training would
be offered to secretaries and others who want to
learn word processing and other skills to en-
hance their work capabilities. The motor class-
room can be used at any of the Great Oaks
campuses to expand at"" 'It education offerings. It
can also be used in shopping centers and parks
where the general public can experience com-
puter literacy.
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Each IBM-PC has a color monitor, 256K of
memory, and two disk drives, The software
offers computer literacy, Lotus 1-2-3 spread
sheets, and industry state of the art Multi-Mate
word processing. It's a high-technology update
of the bookmobile service of the past to upgrade
southwest Ohio's computer skills.
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The "Computer Connection" consists of 18
IBM-PC's (Personal Computers) housed in a 1985
Airstream 345 Series motorhome. The motor-
home can pull its own Onan electric generating
set mounted on a Collins trailer.



MOBILE TRAINING UNITS
StateWide in South Carolina

Contact: Robert David (803) 758-6968

The State Board for Technical and Comprehensive Education
in the state of South Carolina operates three mobile training
units, all equipped with Computerized Numerical Control (CNC)
machine tools. These units are rotated among South Carolina's
16 community colleges, as well as to industry. The units were
designed to be a part of the State's 'Design for the 80's6 plan
and were custom-designed and built specifically for the heavy
equipment found in a machine shop. The units are 12 feet wide
and 60 feet long and are moved from site to site by a
commercial contractor. The units stay at each community college
for one quarter, or longer by special arrangement. The units
have four work stations that supplement the regular machine
tools found at each of the community colleges.

Two of the the units are located only on community college
campuses, the third, between its regular college visits, is
sometimes located at an industrial site for the conduct of
"customized training." This assists industry in keeping its
current work force employed.

The units' goal, as originally envisioned (and in fact is
being accomplished), was to assist the local community colleges
to keep their instructional programs current with the needs of
business and industry. As a result of decreased funding from
the state's General Assembly, the State Board determined that
the mobile training units were the best way for the state to
accomplish its goal. At that time, there was not enough funding
available for each college to purchase the equipment for its
laboratories. As time goes on, however, the colleges are
purchasing the next generation of equipment for their exclusive
use. As a result, It is expected that in the near future, these
units will have their mission changed to a different
occupational goal. Several programs have been considered, such
as Robotics and Automated Manufacturing.

Several positive elements have resulted from the use of
these units. They include: (a) decreasing the impact of the
loss in machine tool jobs, caused by the movement of industry
to automated machining, by supplying them with trained personal
in a timely manners (b) getting the program up and operating
statewide in a short period of times (c) providing good public
relations to the education system from industry as well as the
law makers (one of the units was placed on display at the State
Capitol during the session of the Genera] Assembly).
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Several factors of concern (and areas for improvement) in
the future development of mobile laboratories were identified.
They are: (a) the units, as designed, are heavy for the purpose
of carrying the weight needed for the machine tools, but as a
result they are difficult to move; (b) the brake units were
originally designed to be electric but have since been changed
to air because the electric controls were not consistent; (c)
keeping the tooling on the units repaired or replaced is
difficult. Under the original agreement, the host schools were
to see that repairs or retooling were completed prior to
movement to the next site. The state office now repairs or
replaces tooling before movement. It was also felt that a
maintenance agreement for the machine tools was a necessity.

For further information, contact Robert David, Office of
the State Board for Technical and Comprehensive Education,
Columbia, South Carolina.
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SECTION III

CASE STUDIES

ON NEWLY IDENTIFIED EQUIPMENT SHARING

AND TRAINING PROGRAMS

CONDUCTED AT VARIOUS SITES

IDENTIFIED BY

TELEPHONE SORVEY
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MOBILE TRAINING PROGRAM
Statewide in Pennsylvania

Contact: John Brandt (717) 783-6960

A one-year special training project in diesel engine
technology was developed by the state of Pennsylvania for use
in trades and industrial, agriculture, and industrial arts
programs. This project, a trailer with diesel engines of
various types, was moved to all corners of the state. This gave
each of the areas an opportunity to observe, receive
instruction, and become familiar with the newest developments
in diesel engine power. The variety of programmatic
applications made the unit a very efficient approach to
state-wide education. The unit was used in secondary and
postsecondary institutions as well as with adults.

The project operated one year as a pilot program and was
found to be very successful. The main reason for not continuing
was the lack of available funding. This state has experienced a
significant decline in students over the past several years.
The equipment is now being used at Pennsylvania State
University as part of the College's instructional program.

For further information contact John Brandt.
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USING INDUSTRY AS A TRAINING SITE
Michigan (Delta Schoolcraft)

Contact: Ivan Ryan, (906) 786-9315

This district is conducting two 'quick start, customized
vocational programs for two local industries. The training
programs are in welding and machine shop. The two firms employ
between 40 and 50 workers each. The programs are offered in the
employers facilities and provide for upgrading of skills for
those individuals with previous work experience as well as some
initial skill training. Both groups are new hires. The age
range for individuals being served is 18 and older. The program
is funded by federal Vocational Education Funds. The curriculum
was developed jointly by industry and the educational
institution and is modified continuously as the need arises.

Positive public relations have resulted in employers'
feeling positive towards education as well as participants
gaining a strong sense of graditude toward the educational
institution. These programs have the benefit of being taught on
the equipment used on the job site, in the actual job setting,
with the required work habits needed for maintaining continuous
employment. The educational institution would have considerable
difficulty in purchasing the equipment necessary for
duplication of the work-place. For further information, contact
Mr. Ivan Ryan, Delta Schoolcraft Intermediate School District,
Michigan.



EQUIPMENT LOAN PROGRAM
Statewide Project in North Carolina

Contact: Charles Keels (919) 733-3061

North Carolina has two log loaders, one log skidder, and a
winch (donkey) that are loaned to vocational agriculture
programs throughout the state, for use in training students in
forest harvesting. These pieces of equipment are loaned to
eight or nine schools per year for a period of three to five
weeks to train students in the equipment's operation. This
specific training is correlated with forest harvesting
instruction provided by the local school.

The skidder unit is moved from site to site by
International Paper Company as a community service. The loaders
are mounted on motorized units and are moved by the incoming
host school. The donkey is moved with the loaders. A group of
business and industry representatives donate funds that are
used for operating expenses of a statewide advisory committee
as well as insurance for the equipment.

The log skidder is owned by the John Deere Implement
Company and is loaned to the state, with required maintenance
supplied through a local John Deere dealership. Routine
maintenance (i.e., fuel, oil, lubricants) is supplied by the
host schools. This program began in 1967-68 and has served
between 400 and 600 students each year. During the first years
of operation, two skidders made it possible to have two sets of
equipment that provided for one set on each side of the state.
Recent economic conditions have cut this to the one remaining
unit consisting of the total equipment inventory.

For further information, contact Charles Keels, North
Carolina Department of Vocational Education.
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MOBILE TRAINING EQUIPMENT
State-wide in North Dakota

Contact: John Larsen (701) 671-2181

The continuing education division of the North Dakota State
School of Science, in cooperation with the North Dakota State
Board for Vocational Education, conducts seven vocational/
technical programs using mobile equipment throughout the state.
The equipment is moved from site to site in trucks and
trailers. The programs being conducted are; building operation
and management, carpentry, cash register operator, clerical and
secretarial, custodian-housekeeper, lumberyard employee,
weatherization technician, and computer operator.

Each program is designed to accommodate six participants
for maximum individual attention by the instructor. Whether the
training need is basic, beginning job entry or advanced
upgrading, each program's curriculum is individually fitted to
the specific needs of the participants. The instruction is
available at school sites as well as business or industry.

Instructors are experienced people from the college's
faculty or a person from the community who has a competency in
the field and the desire to train others. In addition to modern
technical equipment, each instructor is aided by an extensive
library of audio visual soft ware (film strips, slide sets,
movies and video tapes).

"The future of the mobile training concept in North Dakota
looks good", says Larsen, program coordinator. "With the North
Dakota State School of Science being a state-supported
comprehensive college, this is another way of meeting its
responsibility to the entire state."

For further information, contact John Larsen, North Dakota
State School of Science, Wahpeton, North Dakota.
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MOBILE TRAINING EQUIPMENT
Statewide Projects in Oklahoma

Contact: Ivan Armstrong (405) 377-2337

Oklahoma has several occupations for which equipment has
been purchased for rotation among those schools that do not
have the opportunity to provide instruction in their use, or
that do not have sufficient numbers of people to make their own
purchase economically possible. Some examples follow.

Cosmetology

Five facial units that provide practice and skill building
in the performance of facials are rotated among those schools
in Oklahoma with cosmetology programs. The use of this
equipment gives the students the skills needed to meet recent
modifications in the state's cosmetology licensing requirements.

Automotive Mechanics

Four computer-aided diagnostic units for automotive
mechanics repair instruction are rotated anong schools with
auto mechanics programs. This equipment is now planned for
permanent location in vocational schools. The need for rotation
has been eliminated by the purchase of like (or other) current
equipment in most of the training locations.

Computer-Aided Design and Drafting

Five units, one IBM and four TERAK computer-aided design
and drafting systems, are rotated to twenty school locations
with a nine-week stay at each of the schools. The IBM unit is
used in locations where the experience level of the students is
not as advanced as those rE7..eving the TERAK units. The TERAK
units may follow the use "Jo TBM unit to further increase
the students' performance :one... The units are moved by
district state supervisot4 ..heir regular travels and
evaluations throughout the ..,;.4te.Teacher training is provided
in each of the areas through inservice activities before the
equipment is placed in rotation cycle.

For further information on these examples, contact Ivan
Armstrong, in the Oklahoma Department of Trades and Industrial
Education, Stillwater, C4lahoma.
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MOBILE TRAINING EQUIPMENT
Southwestern Washington State

Contact: Charles Smith (206) 754-7711

A consortium of four community colleges in southwestern
Washington state operate a mobile automatic transmission
training unit (MATT). The unit provides the equipment, tools
and supplies in one package to the participating colleges. The
unit contains an automatic transmission test unit, 16 automatic
transmissions, spare parts, specialized tools, and
instructional materials (Learning packages with overheads,
tapes, slides, etc) for providing training in the repair and
testing of automotive automatic transmissions. The MATT program
is a complete package for basic and introductory experiences.
The program the unit provides is not intended to take away or
substitute for advanced live work.

The unit is a compact trailer that is towed behind a pickup
truck. It is programmed for parking in, or adjacent to, an
existing automotive instructional or commercial repair
facility. The unit and curriculum is designed for integration
into the regular automotive mechanics training program. The
units' automatic transmission tester must be unloaded and
placed in a space where access can be made from all sides,
usually in a shop facility. The transmissions, special tools
and replacement parts can remain in the unit until they are
needed. The hands-on work experience and instruction on the
transmissions must be accomplished at the appropiate work bench
area.

The unit has been located at any one of the 4 participating
community colleges for a minimum of 2 weeks and as much as 12
weeks at a time. In more recent years it has been rotated
between 2 colleges to best accommodate individual college
schedules. Original instructor training, in the use of the unit
and curriculum, was provided to the participating instructors
before the unit was placed in service.

Problems with the unit have been minor, but have created
some concerns* The trailer itself was difficult to control when
being pulled. The unit whipped when going down hill. The
problem was easily corrected by the commercial trailer builder
(the rear axle was out of parallel with the front). The other
problems were related to natural wear and tear due to use
(filters plugging in tester, casters on unit broken, special
tools missing or broken).

For further information contact Charles Smith, Automotive
Instructor, South Puget Sound Community College, Olympia,
Washington.
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APPENDIX A

MOBILE TRAINING UNITS

KNOWN TO HAVE BEEN IN USE

BETWEEN 1956 AND THE PRESENT TIME

DOCUMENTED BY

ERIC ABSTRACTS
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JOURNAL ARTICLES
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mobile trailers and five locations. Prevocational courses for
special needs students are given in maintenance and repair,
food services, electrical assembly, commerical sowing, and
other occupationsl areas. Advanced training is available at
the Kansas City Technical Center. (NP)

Descriptors: Handicapped Students/ Disadvantaged truth/
Mobile Educational Services/ Special Education/
Prevocational education/ Flexible Scheduling/ Mobile
Laboratories/ Vocational education/ Secondary Education/
Program Descriptions

Identifiers: Missouri (Kansas City)/ Missouri

Ii1122$2 eA1oo2
Clessreeme en Miele
Modern Schools, Feb 7
Many school distriets, unable to provide special educational

activities for their students because of lack of funds. sparse
population, or *burst isolation, are finding the best solution
may be classrooms en wheels. examples in South Dakota and
South Carolina are silted. (Author/NLF)

Descriptors: *Mobi
ion/

le Cclassrooms/ *Rolocatable
Gra

Facilitiop/
Vocatiensl Educat *Seondary Education/ *phic Arts

ed123742 C2903411
Project MODEL: Mobile Labs as a Propagation Devise
thirsuchs, Everett R.: Naughton, dames A.
American Vocations' *darnel, 110, G. 4107 Sep 79
The mobile laboratories operated by Project MODEL are

designed for disadvantaged and handicapped students. The vans
Offer full array of diagnostic and career exploratory
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programs plus actual training that remits In placement.(Author/Oe)
Descriptors: Disadvantaged Youth/ Handicapped Students/Job Training/ Mobtl Laboratories/ Career INploratien/Vocational Education/ Mobile Educational Services/ CareerEducation/ Job Placement/ Educational Programs
Identifiers: Mobile Occupational Development Education Labs/Project MODEL/ Massachusetts

14089417 141104414
Adult Dehoel In l sign Leo Steele. Pills CommunityItemation Bale
Altshule, terry
Community Education Journal, 4, I, 27.19 JonFeb 74Describes a community-based adult school designed to allowresidents of the community an opportunity to develop their owninterests. (ON)
DeacrIpteras Adult Programs/ Adult Education/ CommunityEducation/ School Community Programs/ Community Schools/Volunteers/ Vocational Education/ Mobile ClassroomsIdentifiers: Los Angeles/ California

24078243 VT104737
Mobile Unitstom or Suet In InmAistrial IdimotiontSmith. Howard
Industrial Education, 82, 4. 12.23 Apr 72
Descriptors: Career tducation/ Educationel facilities/Industrial Arts/ Industrial Education/ Mobile Classrooms/National Surveys/ Program Descriptions/ State Boards OfEducation

140111780 1A903313
New Jersey Classrooms on Noels
American School and University, 41. 4, 43 Dec 72Twelve mobile trailers ere part of an mperimental programof itinerant vocational education. (Author)
Descriptors: Audiovisual Aids/ Cost Effectiveness/ MobileClassrooms/ Mobile Educattonel Services/ OelocatebleFacilities/ School Shops/ Vocational Education
Identifiers: Itinerant Classrooms/ New Jersey

E4089719 1A103312

America
Mobile Classrooms Wins VesatIOne1 BdUcistMen t Mural
Burnett, 1. C.
American School and University, AS, 4, 42.44 Deo 72A fully equipped mobile machine shop training unit Perusefive mingles. (Author)
Descriptor,: Career Iducatien/ Cost Effectiveness/ MobileClassrooms/ Mobile Educational Services/ RelocatablFacilities/ Rural Areas/ leiteol Shops/ Vocational EducationIdentifiers: Arkansas

14091719 1A1101111
*et le Imola Are Solar A Mound. of OW and Unusual 1104,1Primettodo
Motion's Schools, SS, 4, 2244 Apr 72Descriptors: Cross Age Teaching/ Educational Innovation/Mobile Classrooms/ Ornamental Horticulture/ *School Activities/ *Teacher Interns/ *Vocational Education



1401141142 VT1103442
Waking Summar Instruatien Salle IteAgClassroom
Redskins, Irving C.
Agricultural Education Magesine, 44, 11, 2711.27e May 12
Descriptor,: Agricultural Education/ Developmental Programs./ Educational Objectives/ Educational Research/ MobileClassrooms/ *Mobile Educational Services/ Program Descriptions

/ °Summer Programs/ *Vocational Agriculture

godlier. 0441110490
A Cargo et Crew Itakieetion
Mood, Molter
American Education, P. 5, 1S.20 Oct 71
The activities of a mobile classroom serving six counties onthe Eastern Shore of Maryland are described. (CM)
Discriptors: Career Planning/ Mobile Classrooms/*Vocational Education
Identifiers: Maryland State Department of Education/ MSDE

10211971 VTS021104
Checker Training Is Rolling En Washington State
Logan, K. Otto
American Vocational Journal, 4S, S. 54°94 Rey 71History of a mobile classroom. (Editor)
Descriptors: Career Opportunities/ Food Service Industry/Food Stores/ Job Training/ Merchandising/ Mobile Classrooms/Mobile Educational Services/ Program Descriptions/Veicational education
Alentifiers: Cashier Checker Training

IJOIYOIS VTIOI427
llowndItobin Aide Tunep Program
Smith, Howard
Industrial Arts end Vocational education. SO, 5, 27.211May/Jun 71
This mobile classroom brings automotive courses to manystudents and trainees. (Editor/0111
Descriptors: Adult Education/ *Auto Mechanics/ MobileClassrooms/ Mobile Educational Services/ OccupationalInformation/ Secondary Education/ Vocational Education

14004511 TT5003111
Noses Take Toohnieel Training To Studied. In Mural Salmis
Amer Vomit 11. 44. S. 74 89 May
Descriptors: Electronics/ 11Wile Classrooms/ Program

Descrkptions/ Mural Schools/ Trade and Industrial Education

14002432 4411000411
Schoolrooms On the Ss
Pearson, Gaynor
Amer 'duo, 5, 5, 55211 55 Mar
Descriptors: Culturally Disadvantaged/ Disadvantaged Youth/Iducational Facilities/ Federal Aid/ Mobile Classrooms/Mobile Laboratories/ leading Programs/ Remedial Programs/Vocational Education
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ED /71114 00011313
Texas Migrant Ceune11, Eno.
Villarreal, Oscar L.
Texas Migrant Council, Inc., Laredo.
12p.
101$ Price nrospco, Plus Postage.
Language: English
Geographic Source: U.S.! Texas
Operating various programs, the Texas Migrant Council. amulti-service agency, administers assistance to migrantsduring their stay in their home base state, as well es ontheir migrant trek. Its Need Start program serves mobilemigrant children from the ages of 0 to II and gives continuityof services by following them to the northern states duringthe summer months. the program also smoke to hire staff fromthe migrant population and develop a strong training programthat will aid them In their career development. Nutrition andhealth services WO provided. The Nome Start program helpsparents teach at hems what head start leachers offer inclassrooms. Nutrition. health, education andsocial - psychological services are rendered to the wholefamily. the Numen Development Program initiates new servicesor adepts existing services and brings them together to meetthe fertile:4 comprehensive needs. The Council offers atraining program for migrant health aides, and CETA(Comprehensive Employment Training Act) program that enables amigrant to decide on new employment goals and to receive theservices that will enable him to fulfill his plan. The TeenStart program provides two teen centers where young people canspend their leisure time engaging in constructive activitiesto fully develop their individual capacities and alienate themfrom a potential delinquency environment. A Child Abuseprevention program is also offered. (OS)

D escriptors: Agency Role/ Child Abuse/ Early ChildhoodEducation/ Educational Programs/ Employment Opportunities/Neelth Services/ deb Training/ Mexican Americans/ MigrantAdult Education/ Migrant Children/ Migrant Education/Migrant Worker Projects/ Migrant Youth/ Mobile EducationalServices/ Vocational Education
Identifiers: Project Nead Start/ Texas Migrant Council

10171163 MC011212
An Opportunity to Clone.
Texas Migrant Council, Inc., Laredo.
46p.
IONS Price Ilf01/11004 Plus Postage.
Language: English
Geographic Source: U.S.! Texas
Since 111419 a bright yellow van with 'Texas Migrant Council'

painted on the side has symbolised hope for progress forthousands of Texas migrants. The van itself is a mobile schoolthat follows migrant families out of their home base state ofTexas to northern labor camps each summer. II brings with itbooks, teachers, health care, hot food and programs for thechildren and adults. The varlets. symbolises a wide variety ofservices waiting beck hems. Gesides the mobile Need Startprogram or children up tog years of ego, the Council offersa Nome Start program to train parents In remote areas inleeching their young children the same skills taught in a NeedStart Program. The teen Start program offers recreation.
counseling, tutoring and job placement at eight centers. TheManpower Program helps migrants learn skills for better payingoccupations, pays them wages for learning, end finds them

Alcoholism projects, drug avoidance campaigns, childabuse prevention, educational television series, andcoordination with outside agencies are among the otherservices offered. Per the quarter millfimmOgrent familiesliving in the Texas Lower Pie Wands Valley, the Councilbrings options few have ever had before of self help, socialadvancement. and the opportunity to choose. (Author/OS)
D escriptors: Agency Mole/ Alcoholism/ Child Abuse/ EarlyChildhood Education/ Educational Programs/ EmploymentOpportunities/ Nealth Services/ deb Training/ MexicanAmericans/ Migrant Adult Education/ Migrant Children/ MigrantEducation/ Migrant Worker Projects/ Migrant Youth/ MobileEducational Services/ Parent Participation/ VosationelEducation
Identifiers: Project Need Start/ Texas Migrant Cornell
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110111711115 010170211
Careers Resource Project Utilizing a P bile Unit Design.Final Desert. Report Ns. I-70T0.
Indiana Vocational Technical Coll., Evansville. Ind.20 dun 77 112p.: The letters of appreciation, whichconclude this document, may not reproduce well due to brokentype
Sponsoring Agway: Indiana State Board of Vocational andTechnical Education, Indianapolis.
EMS Price MPOI/PCOS Plus Postage.
Language: English
geographic Source: U.S./ Indiana
A project was conducted to implement seven objectives: (1)through prevision of career information, consultations. andinservice training, offer a eystematio, articulated, andcomprehensive (1112) career education program to schoolstequesting assistance: (2) increase utilisation andavailability of vocational/career education resources in theproject service ores: (2) through a public relations programand liaison coordinator of local project efforts, provide a

broad vocational education information range for dissemination
purposes: (4) foster interinstitutional cooperation through
shored use of project personnel, equipment. and materials: (5)
upon request make available to high schools (erodes O-12) an
organised and systematic schoolbased comprehensive placement
models (S) centime to give community support and direction by
maintaining an active vocational advisory counsels and (7)account for objectives' implementation by using a stet,
monitor and by having the careers resource project evaluateits own activities. All objectives were reached. The career
education activities were Instilled by using the following:isservicing of teachers, counselors, and administrators:materials library: mobil unites newsletters: and testinstruments (Student Career Orientation Profile). Thesemethods were mods available to a school as a total servicepackage. (The report contains project contact records and
serrespondsnce.) ICES)
Descriptors: Advisory Committees/ Career Education/ *CareerExploration/ 'Consultation Programs/ lducetionel Resources/

Elementary Secondary education/ *Information Dissemination/
Information Sources/ Inservice Education/ InterinstitutionalCooperation/ dab Placement/ 'Mobile Educational Services/Objectives/ 'Occupational Information/ Program Evaluation/
Vocational Education
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1011124SO SS SC01042!
A Career IOU:mitten Program for Dural Scheel DistrictsACTION (Allen County TOM for Individualised 000UpatienstNeeds).
Humboldt Unified School District ISO, Kans.: Iola UnifiedSchool District 2117, Kans.; Nermaton Valley Unified SchoolDistrict 2114, Kans.
7$ 10p.
Sponsoring Agency: Kansas State Dept. of Education, Topeka.

Educational Improvements and.Development.: Office of Education(0141W). Washington, D.C. Projects to Advance Creativity inEducation.
IONS Price 0,40.93 MC111.117 Plus Postage.
The Allen County Team for Individualised Occupational Needs(ACTION) Project is a cooperative career education projectdeveloped by three rural Kansas school districts and theircommunities. The participating high schools have enrollments

of SOO. 400. and $00 students. The ACTION Project is designedto provide quality career education through a shared approachwhich eliminates duplication of expensive staff, curriculum.and equipment. Three portable trailers (each a speciallyequipped classroom laboratory for either industrial andtecP.ical, business, or service career 'Wootton) retate amongthe districts: the laboratory instructor for each componentmoves with the classroom. Each student spends onethird of thecourse in each of the career areas. In addition to theonehourperay class, directed at students at all highschool levels. ACTION merges the career education concept withexisting curriculum in ether courses through teacherworkshops. Pour advisory committees include teachers,students, business and industry representatives, and a citizencouncil. Community resources are used both through talks toblesses by local citizens and student field trips andinterviews. In its second year (1073.741, ACTION hes received
positive community and student evaluation. (OS)
Descriptors: Advisory Committees/ Stainless (Wootton/Career Education/ Community Resources/ sinterdisciPlinorYApproach/ Mobile Iducationel Services/ Program Descriptions/Rural Areas/ School Districts/ Secondary Iducetion/ ServiceEducation/ Shared Services/ Technical Iducstion
Identifiers: Kansas
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1013104$ OS C1010232
The Northwest Arse Scheele . Mild- District Secondary

OocupationalVesatlenal Training Program. Vocational Educationby Nubile Units. Ospert en sn See platy Project.
Orenkhahn, Clarence
Northwest Area Schools Multi-District SecondaryOccupationalocatienel education Center, common, S. Oak.7$ 911p.

Sponsoring Agency: Surest: of Occupational and AdultEducation (0M111/01), Washington, D.C.; South Dakota State Div.of Vocational Education, Pierre.
DOS Price 11F$0.S3 MC-S2.011 Plus Postage.
this report discusses the objectives of an exemplary projectMn sparsely populated southwestern South Dakota which involvednine ochools effort' In the past throe years (11174.10 inbringing a variety of vocational education courses to studentsthat none of the district' would have been able to undertakeindivieuelly, because limited financial resources and thesmall number of students In each would not have made sucheducational opportunities feasible. The publication isdesigned to show the degree to which project objectives havebeen achieved, end also to provide information which otherschools in sparsely populated areas might use in Implementinga program of vocational education opportunities through use ofretool:table. selfcontsinod facilities. Discussionspecifically covers project initiation, general and specificpurposes. multidistrict Inception, activities precedingapplication for project. the program in operation, :pours.codes, advisory committees, rotation schedules of mobileunits, the multidistrist curriculum philosophy. multidistrictstaffing, governance, finance and budgeting, and projectaplorsisal. Detailed 'nurse descriptions are provided for theareas of general Metals, Wilding Trades, Electricity/Electro-woe, Auto Mechanics, Agricultural Technology I (Plant andS*41 Ilmlento). Quantity food Occupations, Health Occupations.Sales and Distribution; and Agricultural Technology IS (AnimalScience and Range Management). (MD)

Descriptors: Adult education/ Course Descriptions/Demonstration Projects/ Mobile Classrooms/ ProgramDescriptions/ Program Development/ Program Evaluation/Regional Programs/ Itelocatable Facilities/ Rural SchoolSystems/ Secondary Education/ Vocational education
Identifiers: South Dakota
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10432149 1110055711
Evaluation of Career Education Projects,M. 7715.
Chem, Heroine ILI And Others
Philadelphia School District, Pa. Offi

Evaluation.
Sep 16 -152p.
Report No.: PS0-7715
EMS Price 1111-110.113 HC411.611 Plus Postage.
The evaluations of 26 career education programs whichoperated In the Philadelphia. Pennsylvania school districtfrom duly 1, 1571 to June 30. 1176 are contained In thisreport. Generally the projects achieved their objectives, withonly a few exceptions. Indications are that the careerdevelopment programs currently In progress In Philadelphia arewell adapted to the environment in which they are expected tofunction, and have been developed in accordance with theactual needs et the students they are Intended to serve. Ofthe 26 projects evaluated, eleven of these were primarilyconcerned with classroom er shop instruction, six withcurriculum development, and five with guidance activities. Theother tour projects involved staff development. job placement.and the development

and refinement of computer managementsystem for the skills centers. Information is presented foreach program separately and includes budget, projectdescription, project history, objectives, projectimplementation, and project outcomes: evaluation questions.discussion, and concluelons and recommendetions. (AC)Descriptors: 'Adults Adult Vocationol Education/Bilingual Education/ Career Education/ Career Planning/Computer Oriented Programs/ Consumer Education/ CounselorTraining/ Distributive Education/ Educable MentallyHandicapped/ Elementary Secondary Education/ /valuationMethods/ Guidance Programs/ hose Economics Education/Homemaking Education/ Individualised Instruction/ Instruction-al Materiels/ 404 Placement/ Medicine/ Mobile EducationalServices/ Parochial Schools/ Pregnant Students/ ProgramDevelopment/ Program Effectiveness/ lirograo Evaluation/Public Schools/ Resource Centers/ School Districts/ SpecialEducation/ Vocational Education
Ident if lore: Pennsylvania (Phil:W*1001e)/ *Phi 10011PM*School District

1175.1170. Report

ce of Research and
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10119905 0E000713
Mobile SWOMpational Development Rdwatlen Laboratories

Project MODIL duly 1. 1174 through dune SO, 1171, Final
Report.
Massachusetts State Dept. of Education. Seaton. Div. of

Occupational leucation.t Mashoba Valley Technical Nigh SOhool,
Westford, Mass.

Aug 71 14p.
Sponsoring Agency: Officio of Iducation (0141W). Washington.

D.C.
100$ Price 0140.111 MC-S3.$2 Plus Postage
Included in the report of Project e0011.04 final year of

o peration as a Federallyfundd educational project is a brief
description of the project and an examination of Its various
operational activities. The project was originally designed tt.
test the effectiveness of specialised form of instruction
for specific groups (physically and mentally handicapped, the
incarcerated, ethnic minorities, and other socioeconomically
disadvantaged) and to demonstrate their instruction to
agencies which serve these groups. To deliver these programs
of entry-level skill training or vocational assessment and
o rientation, four mobile units dealing in business education,
distributive education, small engine repair /auto tune-up, and
vocational evaluation were utilised. An outline of the
project's ID major objectives and their status and disposition
are presented. A third party evaluation was conducted to
assess the productivity and effectiveness of the project In
reaching and dealing with five distinct groups: corrections.
retarded, handicapped, disadvantaged, and racial and ethnic
minorities. The evaluation was uniformly quite favorable. A
rational for the continuation of the project's soncepts and
o peration as a private nonprefit organisation are presented.
Tables end charts supplement the discussion on the project's
operations and activities. (Author/IC)

Descriptors: Demonstrations (ilducetional)/ Disadvantaged
g roups/ Sducetional Objectives/ *Educational Programs/ Federal
P rograms/ Handicapped/ Minority Groups/ *Mobile Educational
Services/ Mobile Laboratories/ Program Descriptions/ Program
Evaluation/ Rehabilitation Programs/ Special (duration/
Vocational Education

Identifiers: Project MODEL/ Vocational (valuation
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10113120 19 100011101
The

11171- 74.
Breton Papers tdmeatten and &?Sloane 10 We Mashie,

Quintana, Francis, Comp.
New Mexico Highlands Univ.. Las Vegas.
74 Sep.
leonsoring Agency: Office of Education (CHEW), Washington,

D.C.
EONS Price SIT-110.74 HC42.22 Plus Postage
Opals of the New Mexico Chicano Mobile Institutes were to:

improve the quality and equality of education to meet the
needs of Chicano Students in public and private institutions
of higher learning throughout the State; and prepare personnel
in higher education to meet the needs of students, from low
income and ethnic minority families, attending all public and
private schools in the State. Persons identified as having
some influence on the education of Chicanos in New Mexico were
invited to participate in two 1day institutes. Since
participants had to pay for their own expenses, they were
asked to participate through correspondence if unable to
attend. Of the 15$ persons identified, $2 did not respond, Si
corresponded by mail, and 311 actually participated. The first
institute identified, defined, organised, and documented all
problem areas affecting Chicanos at all educational levels.
The second reviewed the problems identified in the first
institute. then identified, defined, and related proven
innovative solutions to the problems. Roth institutes were
conducted in a very successful manner. A synopsis of both
institutes is given in this paper. Also included are: list
of all people responsible for education in the State: analysis
of statewide testing: pupil enrollment by school districts and
summaries of four Civil Nights reports pertaining to education
in the Southwest. (NO)
Descriptors: Civil Rights/ Community Involvement/ Early

Childhood Education/ Educational Improvement/ Elementary
Secondary education/ Higher Education/ Institutes (Trainine
Programs)/ Mexican Americans/ Mobile Educational Services/
Post Secondary Education/ State Programs/ State Surveys/
etooent Needs/ Vocational Education

Identifiers: Chicano Mobile Institutes/ New Mexico
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10103$3$ 01003234
Project MODEL: Mebfl Occupational Development Education

Laboratories. second Annual Deport.
Massachusetts State Dept. of Education, Boston. Div. of

Occupational Education.* Nashabe Valley Technical High School,
Westford, Mess.

Jul 74 S2p.s Per the first annual report, see ED 0041 114S
Sponsoring Agency: Office of Education (MEW). Washington,

D.C.
EMS Price MP-110.741 HC4.43 PLUS POSTAGE
The report presents a record of the second year activities

et Project MODEL (Mobile Occupational Development Education
Laboratories). Included are a brief description of the project
and an examination of the various operation ecttvitiess
components, the development of nine objectives, their status,
and their dispositions financial verification: and
projection. The document serves as clear indicator of both
the successes end difficulties encountered during the second
operational year and whet has been accomplished to date. The
prow was designed as an experimental program to help
develop inhouse, on-going programs in institutions and
agencies which serve the handicapped and disadvantaged. Four
mobile laboratories (business education, smell engine repair,
distributive education, and vocational education) are staffed
with teachers and aides, and deliver an alternative system of
audiovisual, self paced, individualised instruction which
provides the stimuli for learning experiences involving
personal interaction, exposure, training, and evaluation. The
Project MODEL summer workshop attempted to (1) maintain and
repair the mobile unite' interiors and exteriors. (2) review
the usage and operation of all audiovisual equipment, and (2)
computerise the description of its instructional programs in
cooperation with Project CAREER. Appended are tables showing
student characteristics and services provided. (Author/BP)
Descriptors: Academically Handicapped/ Autoinstruct ional

Laboratories/ Ilehevioral Objectives/ ondicapped Students/
Institutionalised (Persons)/ Job Skills/ Job Training/
Language Handicapped/ Mentally Handicapped/ Mobile Classrooms
/ Physically Handicapped/ *Pilot Projects/ Prisoners/ Program
Descriptions/ Vocational Education

Identifiers: Massachusetts/ Project MODEL
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1000014S 9S CIODSISS
Project mom. (Mobile Oscupetienel Development "Wootton

Laboratories): First Annual lispert.
Massachusetts State Dept. of Education. Beaton. Div. of

Occupational Education.: Neshoba Valley Technical High School.
Westford, Mass.
Sep 73 433p.
Sponsoring Agenoy: Office of education (WSW), Washington,D.C.
100$ Price Mf-$0.741 HC1120.114 PLUS POSTAGE
The report presents a record of the first year's activities

of Project MODEL (Mobile Occupational Development Mutation
Laboratories), Including indepth statements on policies.
organisational Structures, schedules. financial verification,
and projects for the newt year of operation. The document
serves as a manual Of policies and procedures for the project
as well as a study of the successes and difficulties of the
tnservice program. The project was designed as an experimental
previa to be used to develop inhouse ongoing programs in
institutions and agencies that serve the handicapped and
disadvantaged. It is an alternative delivery system for career
developeent In terms of occupational training for the
institutionalised. handicapped, and disadvantaged populations
In Massachusetts. Four mobile multimedia laboratories, teacher
coordinetors, and sides provide students with handson
selfinstructional learning. Instructional programs are
compact, lasting from two to t. sive weeks. Educational
opportunities in each mobile unit are unlimited and
diversified enough to meet the basic needs of most students.
(Author/41j)
Descriptors: Academically Handicapped/ Autoinstructionel

Laboratories/ Behavioral Objectives/ Curriculum Wide,/
*Handicapped Students/ Institutionalised (Persons)/ deb Skills
/ Job Training/ Language Handicapped/ Mentally He ndicaPP0d/
Mobile Classrooms/ Physically Handicapped/ *Pilot Projects/
Prisoners/ Program Descriptions/ Vocational Development/
Vocational Education

Identifiers: Massachusetts/ Project MODEL
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10093527 32 IC00711113
'valuation of the boast of ISTA Title. I Program for

Migrant Children et NirPant Igrisultural Workers, Volume
11VOppendiesa. Final Report.
Exotech Systems. Inc., Palle Church. Vs.
21I Jan 74 ISOp. $ Volume IV of 4 volumes, 000071180.1,12
Sponsoring Agency: Office of Education (MEW). Washington.

D.C. Office of Planning. Budgeting, and Evaluation.
Contract NO.: 01C0-73.011H
IONS Price MP 40.78 HC49.111 PLUS POSTAGE
Volume IV of the evaluation report consists of case studies

from 10 migrant education projects In $ of the sample States.
These projects were visited in duly through September 1173.
The case studies give noteworthy or innovative aspects of the
projects, detailed descriptions, and the functions. Theprojects ere: (1) Hornet! County Summer Migrant Education
/rejects (2) Pitt County Migrant Education Projects (3) New
Jersey Office of Migrant Education Recruiting Program: (4) New
verses, Office of Migrant Education Health Services for Migrant
Children* (1) the Archway Schools (1) Mobile Educational Unit
Programs (7) Pilot V Programs (II) Migrant Summer School
Williamson Central Schools (I) Dixon Camp Migrant Infant Care
Programs and (10) Vocational Child Development Program -
Hamilton Union High School. The observers found that most
noteworthy projects, no matter where they were located, whatkind of a program they offered, or how much money they had,
were characterized by the strong control leadership of the
project directors and by the personal dedication of the staff.
The appendices include: (I) supplementary data and
Calculations for the recommended estimation method discussed
in Volume It and (2) the Texas testing results mentioned in
Volume II. (NO)
Descriptors: Case Studies/ Child Development/ Elementary

Grades/ Federal Programs/ Health Services/ Ineervice
Education/ Migrant Child Care Centers/ Migrant Child
Education/ Mobile Educationist Services/ *Program Descriptions/
Program Evaluation/ Sesondary erodes/ Tables (Data)/ Tooting/
Vocational Education

Identifiers: alimentary Secondary Ideation Act Title I.,'
ESIA Title I
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100907311 10041843
Mobil Unit to Provide Vocational Valuation for iloneliospped

Children. Final Meport.
Maltimore County Board of Education, Towson, Md.
73 131p.
Sponsoring Agency: Social and Rehabilitation Service (MEW),

Washington, D.C. Div. et Research and Demonstration Grants.
Bureau No.: 110322S
1011S Price M$0.74 NCSG.107 PLUS POSTAGE
Presented is the final report of 3.year project (1117073)

to provide vocational evaluation in a mobile unit for the 330
Intellectually limited students In grade 10 special classes In
the Baltimore County schools, Main project aims are given to
be evaluation at home schools and subsequent development of
recommendations for using school and community resources to
help students attain economic independence. The literature on
vocational improvement Is reviewed, and investigations of
mobile units are summarised. Described are the county, school
S ystem. special curriculum students, and eommunity services.
Service delivery by the mobile unit Is seen to have Included
aspects such as unit design and preparation for arrival at
schools. Explained Is the evaluation system which involved
sequential exploration of the student's history, level of
functioning, and career potential through psychometric tests
and work samples on five Tower system tasks (clerical work.
e lectronics assembly, mail clerking, sewing, and workshop
assembly). Among findings reported are significantly
consistent, uniform, and standardised assessment in the mobile
units improvement In student self concept due to Individual
appraisal of potential combined with recommendations) perm/ItA
approval of the evaluations and extension of the evaluation to
include all types of students. (liven In appendixes that
consist of almost half the document are descriptions of
program components, a profile of student characteristics. end
representative evaluation forms.) (MC)
Descriptors: Aptitude Tests/ Curriculum/ Educable Mentally

Handicapped/ Exceptional Child Education/ Mentally
Handicapped/ Mobil Classrooms/ Program Evaluation/
Vocational Aptitude/ Vocational Education/ Vocational
Inter fists
Identifiers: Baltimore/ Vocational Evaluation
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10070SSO IC0S2242
Exemplary Programs cep the HandlOapped. Vellums II. CareerOdUcatelen, Pee States.
Seri:stein, Patricia; And Others
Abt associates, Ins. Cambridge, Mass.
dun 73 132p.
Sponsoring Agency: Bureau of Education for the Handicapped

(10411/01) Washington, D.C.: National Inst. of Education
WHEW). Washington. D.C. Task Force on Dissemination.
Report No.: AA1711103
Contrast MA 010.0-7211142
1DRS Prise WPS0.74 NC-SO.97 PLUS POSTA=
Described are six career education programs for handicapped

youth selected as exemplary because of elements worthy of
further study or replication. Presented In the fern of case
studies each program Is examined In terms of program
operations, notable features people, evaluation.
recommendations, and Informational sources. Described are the
following programs: Career Development Center (Syosset, New
Work) offering students (ages 111 to years) with adjustment
problems occupational and academic education In an
Individualised approach; Mobile Unit for Vocational Education
(Towson. Maryland) utilising a mobile van to assess employment
potential through work sample exploration in 10th grade
students from special education glossae: Project SERVE
(Special education, Rehabilitation. and Vocational Education)
In St. Paul, Minnesota, serving handicapped students (ages IA
to 21 years) with emphasis on Interagency cooperation and the
generation of new SERVE programs: Project Worker (Fullerton.
California) .using a video tape currieulum to teach job entry
skills to high school handicapped students: Technical
Vocational Program for Deaf Students (also in St. Paul)
providing postoecendery training in conjunction with en area
vocational Institute serving hearing students; and Vocational
Village (Portland, Oregon) applying a personalised program of
career education to high school dropouts. (See EC CO2 242, IC
002 244. and IC 092 241) for related information). (OS)

Descriptors: Adolescents/ Case Studios/ Dropouts/
sExceptionel Child Education/ *Handicapped Children/
Individualised Instruction/ Innovation/ Interagency
Cooperation/ Mobile Classrooms/ Program posorilotform, Program
Evaluation/ Video Tape Recordings/ Vocational Education

Identifiers: Fullerton, California/ Portland. Oregon/ St.
Paul, Minnesota/ Syosset, New Verh/ Maryland
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The Indian Student, Parent and Family - -A Wooer? of Montana

educational Programs.
Fitzpatrick. dames W.
$9 Spo Paper prepared for American Personnel and

Guidance Association Convention (Reno, Nevada, INS)
IONS Price MP-110.74 14CSCIS PLUS POSTAGE
The report concerns progress conducted by Montane counselors

and educators In their efforts to tter meet the needs Of the
Indian student. parent, and their 'amities. The programs were
sponsored by the local school districts, Montana. Department
of Public Instruction, Bureau of Indian Affairs, tribal
e gencies, and the Montane University System. The following
were some of the objectives of the progress: Improving the
school's holding power; developing better homeschool
relationships: Identifying those students with special
aptitudes. Interests, and needs; establishing an effective
counseling program which would promote greater
selfunderstanding and mere realistic educational and career
planning of Indian students: and providing Indian families
with general education in the basic skill areas. Included in
the document are opinions and ideas of participants of an
Indian Education Conference Conducted by the Department of
Instruction of Montana. (EL)
Descriptors: Adult Education/ American Indians/ Career

P lanning)/ Counseling/ Curriculum Development/ Education/
Federal Stets Relationship/ Ouldence Services/ Higher
Education/ Mobile Educational Services/ Recreation/ Remedial
Instruction/ School Community Programs/ School Melding Power/
Vocational Education

Identifiers: Montane

10020030A RCOOOSie
APPALACHIA TRIES A COOP.
RHODES, CHARLES W.
ITMA7SI
DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM IONS.
EDUCATORS AT THE APPALACHIA EDUCATIONAL LABORATORY IN

CHARLESTON, WEST VIRGINIA. HAVE MODIFIED THE EDUCATIONAL PARK
CONCEPT TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF SCHOOL CONSOLIDATION WHILE
MAINTAINING A PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TEACHER AND PUPIL.
AS PROPOSED, THE EDUCATIONAL COOPERATIVE WOULD CONSIST OF A
CENTRAL FACILITY, :JOINTLY CONSTRUCTED EIV SMALLER SCHOOLS IN
THE AREA CONCERNED. PROM THIS FACILITY, TELEVISED LECTURES BY
MASTER TEACHERS IN A WIDE RANGE OF SUBJECT MATTER ARIAS WOULD
B E TRANSMITTED TO LOCAL SCHOOLS. A FLEET OF NOME
LASORATORIES MOULD SE SCHEDULED AND DISPATCHED FROM THE
CENTRAL FACILITY TO PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS. PROPOSED COMPONENTS
OF A CO-OP OF THIS SIZE INCLUDE EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION, MOBILE
FACILITIES. COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION. SHARED COURSES.
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION, AND VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE. FIELD
TESTS ARE BEING CONDUCTED IN APPALACHIAN STATES, EACH
CONCENTRATING ON A SINGLE PHASE OF THE PROPOSED CO-OP.
EVALUATION HAS ALSO BEEN UNDERTAKEN ON AN INTERACTION ANALYSIS
TECHNIQUE DESIGNED TO AID INSERVICE TEACHERS IN DETERMINING
THE DEGREE OP FREEDOM A STUDENT MAY BE ALLOWED IN EXPRESSING
HIMSELF. WHILE PERMITTING CONTROL BY THE TEACHER. THIS ARTICLE
APPEARS IN EDUCATION Nays, VOL. O. NO. 10, MAY RT. INS.
PAGE 12. (DA)

Descriptors: Computer Assisted Instruct /an/ Cooperative

/
Education/ Culturally Disadvantaged/ Early Childhood Education

Educational Parks/ Educational Television/ Evaluation/
guidance Services/ Instructional Nadia/ Language
Standardization/ Mess Media/ Mobile Laboratories/ Physics
Instruction/ Rural Environment/ Rural School Systems/ Shared
Services/ Smell Schools/ Specialists/ Student Teacher
D iDletienshill/ Telecourse,/ Vocational Education

Identifiers: APPALACHIA EDUCATIONAL LABORATORY
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19.'6;*1

EJ792207
Mnbile Marine Museum.

19/6/2
F1290cM6
Women's Mobile Campus.

EJ71177.e?0

Arirain's "Uniquely American" to Tour the Golden Stato.

19/6/4
EXT2:147

lhr Effrct of Mobile Group Counseling on Nomadic Fulani 's Attitudo!Toward Formal Education.

1,7/6,65

EX:67404
WorUshops on Wheels Drina Training to the Day Care Door.

139/6.'6-10

Ea266752
CE Footprints on Ari:ona Hiohways.

19/6/1
EJYr,';'04,5

Mobile Training for Directors of Day Care.

19/6/8
FANnne

Consumer SCills.

19'6/9
CA247176
Are Mobile Education Units Effective in School Health F'roorams?

19/6'1
E,L*.7.1:35

Thor. Mobile Seminars Adventure in Expanding the Classroom.

i 1 ' ' ' g:)//1 1°L,

P, 6 If
En:Ati,9

lhe Itirwrant Teacher Service, Queensland 1901-1930.

'14:

klementats. Instrumental Music Program.

1e06i13
EM42454

P.C.A.P. oiect Profiles and General Profillec. Queensland PriolitCountry Area Program-Evaluation Series.

M16/14
EM:4151,

Thy Computer Experience Microvan Programs A Cooperative Endea4or tc
Improve University-Public School Relations through Technology.

A-17
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1t1
EP279.A4

rtommitvru Oh MCI:IL.

yo
lc 10
rP:7:.$641

Deliyen, Systi.m to Rural School e: The W:10-Sre7,ce
N1;1 1-..r1' 1 v; Y-441 Pvcprom.

1,7*::Aa.1

ihv Mobile rield Study Unit in South-West Queensland. Ptiority Count r\
Arao Prosram Evaluation Series: Report No. 9.

19/10
EDY15787,

An Erb: Guide to Developing an Emergency Child Care System (Free Chile.
Care in the Aftermath of Ma for Disasters).

Fr211305
Indi\idualired Dilingual Instruction. Final Evaluations 1978-79 Propran

Year. No. 15 in Series.

19/6/:'0
ED20b47.2

P.C.A.P. Pro sect Profiles. Queensland Priority Country Arei
Proaram.-Evaluation Series.

^ T1916/::1-22
V7.6.21
FP20617.1

lhr, Mobile Remedial Unit in South-West Queensland. Priority Lountry Arc
ripotam Evaluation Series: Report No. 6.

An Effective and Convenient Approach t, the Inservice Preparation of
Teachera of Mainstreamed Exceptional Children.

11' N,7.600.14,15.16
Vi#515
r.1..0,?404 Pstrime9

WtIvt,hoos on Wheels Bring Training to the Day Care Door.
MauL. Pamela; Gogerty. Patrick L.
Childirn lodav, vii n3 p7-10,35 May-Jun 1982
k.ailable from: Reprints UMI
languages English
Document Types JOURNAL ARTICLE (080); PROJECT DESCRIPTION (141)
Describes a program for training day care providers in which resource,

specialists visited caregivers in Seattle and surrounding suburban witrural areas in a specially equipped and staffed van. Outcomes of the
pnpram as well as trainee characteristics are reported. (RH)

Descriptors: *Child Caregivers; *Day Care; Early Childhood Education:Oirkile Educational Services; Participant Characteristics; Poprao
Des.triptions; Prooram Evaluation; *Skill Development; *Training

Identifitrs: Washington (Seattle)
A-18
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PsnillTo
Training for Directors of Day Care.

k:elrod, Pearl; And Others
`,Dung Childten, yS7 n3 p19-24 Mar 1902
Available from: Reprint: UM1

Erailish
Uncument Type: JOURNAL. ARTICLE (000) ; PROJECT DESMIPIlUti (141)
Describes the design, implementation. and impact of thri

to, Dirertors of Day Gars Centers (MTDDC) Pogr.ami a procire :4

rre,ited to provide directors with information tf:J I 0 v( t ! Z: 1

.dminiftrAti.ve and aroanitional skills. (Author/RH)
Descriptors:* *Day Care; Early Childhood Education; *Manaorn

bv.e1opmvot; *Mobile Educational Services; Postsecondary Ldovatio.1
OTOCIVM Administration; Program Descriptions; Program Effc,ctivena:,..:

110:nlnor Worl,shorn,

CE511068
Consumer Skills.
nridelv. John; And Others
VoEd. yb6 n5 p45-52 Jun 1981
Aweilahle from: Reprint: UM1
tanguaav; Enolish
Document Type: JOURNAL. ARTICLE (000); TEACHING GUIDE (052); PROJEC

DESCRIPTION (141)
innsumer education activities for secondary, adult, and special need

Ouda.nts are described in "What. Does It Cost to Run a Home?" b. John an
Oos-ph Gindele; "Taking the Show on the Road" by Linda Lewis; "Special Hon:
Er Program" by Marty Nelson; and "Understanding Civil Law" by Michael Weis
(SF)
Desrriptors: Adult Education; *Consumer Education; Daily Living Skills:,

om: Economics; *How? Managements Homemaking Skills; *Moile Education:,
St1 .ise: Secondary Educations *Special Education

Identifiers: *Civil Law; *Mock Trials

5i0
CJ:47177, SP51("5S

The Mobile. Seminar: Adventure in Expanding the Classroom.
MOT IA, Doh
Hvalth Education, v12 n1 p27.-25 :Ian -eb 1981
Available from: Reprint: UMI
1,4notleov: Enolish

Wort el T,ee: JOURNAL ARTICLE (080); PROJECT DESCW110N till)

Ow. method of eliminating the restrictions of the tradition61

Ihc mobilf seminar. a traveling class desionrd to provide. siudmis ""

fArmli, with new opctortunities for professional and personal orooth.

Pr...,rliPiols: *Field Trips; *Health Education; Higher Education:

Fet-eponsit.ititv; *Mobile Educational Services; School Responsibilit

*I.Demin,,ts;
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1f,/5,14
E1Y4inl7 SPO24O0

The Computer Experience Microvan Program: A Cooperative. Endeavor to
Improve University-Public School Relations through Technology.
Amod. Lui:a D.; Martins Jeanette
11'711? 'up.
HMS Mr°1/PC01 Plus Postage.
Language: English
Dor.ume.nt Tvpc: PROJECT DESCRIPTION (141)
Geographic Source: U.S.; New Mexico
Journal Announcement: RIEJULP4
In i loue extent the Southwest can be described as a rural area. UckNtr circumstances. programs for public understandir,a of techoG)loc

hi.romr.. first of all. exercises in logistics. In 1952. New Mrxico Vtatt.
4'1 car s i t introduced a program to inform teachers about compi.itcwiv(hlinloo.. This program tal:es microcomputers into rural clascroomt (vie a
4an that ta:els throughout the state) in order to introduce microcomputer
tr.rhnr.lnq. and its potentials for educational programs to students anM
11'1.4 11,r ploo.*om's organizational structures involves support fo... th

Sprmv Center. the International Hall of Fame ronndAtion. WIJ
Ilhi...ersity. and Texas Instruments Corporation. The van proAraw

rt.-.I 1r4 :Christ is 4150 pvr day. Utdectives of the project encompass» (1)
compnteu autwoness; (2) computer literacy; and (3) hands-on machine time.
ihc :on pi iect has been effective in improving university relations with
public elomentar,y and secondary schools. (JMK)
lwrxsiptots: *Co/leoe School Cooperation; Computer Literacy; Educationalecnologo Elementary Secondary Education; Information Dissemination:

*Instal .ice leacher Education; *Learning Experience; *Microcomputers; Mobil(
Classrooml,%; *Mobile Educational Services; Outreach Programs; *ProgramD.s.lopment: Program Effectiveness; Rural Education; School Dut.invss
Relationship; Staff Development; Student Participation

Idcntifiers: *New Mexico State University

UL;; COPY AVAILABLE
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195/Vi
ET239b14 IR020067

Computers on Wheels.
Po.semead Elementary School District, CA.
1984 2p.; Prepared at Emma W. Shuey School.
EDRS Price - MFOI/PC01 Plus Postage.
Language: English
Document Types PROJECT DESCRIPTION (141)
Geographic Sources U.S.; California
Journal Announcements RIEJUN84

cn IS THE FULL TEXT OF THIS DOCUMENT: How does a school
proAde the computer learning experiences for students given the paucity of
p.'oilable funding for hardware, software, and staffing? Here is what out
school. Emma W. Shuey in Rosemead, did after exploratory reseiArch Un
computers by a committee of teachers and administrators. The computers cm
to the students 'Computers are on three mobile carts--one carrying an Apple
11c, the second a Commodore 64, and the third holding six Commodore :'1C -2O
machines linted to a disk drive. Room was not available for a computer lab
ro Ih stag-1'3hp for such a lab; thus, the nrcessiti few plaino CCIMPLACT

"whe,:ls." Student assistant% from the 5th and 6th grades roll out the
ccmiontrr from ihe library each mornino to VOTiOUL clauses. The pr
i.Iriot.d with tf,tb 5th and 6th graders .getting familiar with both thc

r4nr.ro1 lr'n or cerh computer and its supporting software. These studcntv, nco
a' a cadre o{ tutors to help those in the .lower grades. Tc 1.1:1X: of

linhlwoinht earphones allows each computer user aural feedbacI; without
disturbing other students in the same classroom. The educational goal is to

each student in the school repeated opportunities for learnino
enporiences on the computer. In addition to becoming proficient in basic:
computer operations, computer-assisted instruction is being accomplished in
vOrlOWE sub iect areas. Starting with the 5th and 6th graders in October.
Ho, program enpanded to include 2nd, Zed, and 4th graders in ii,nuat4. ih
have also been community computer nig ,e providing parents and friends with
tho opportunity to visit the classroom and share their children's lc,ohino
e-p7riences. In addition, a computer c4ub meets twice a week learninn
be.-Acs, in programing. This computer program - -one that sends 41-.10 computers
to thy students hos worked very smoothly. Enthusiasm runs high with both
O udents ond teachers. Looking to the future, the computer comsrottee setAs..
to enrich this program even further. This document was selected by the:
Ass,ociation of California School Adminstrators (FtCSA) Task Force on Public
Confidence as descriptive of a promising practice or exemplary proic!ct
whrthi of hiohlighting for the California educational community. (Author)

rxecriptorrii *Compute Assisted Instruction; *Computer Literacy; *Crete
Air. 14-aching; Demonstration Programs; Elementary Educations *Microcomputers
s *Mobilo laboratories; Program Descriptions; Tutoring

F'F Project
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ri-p641 kre)14516
6 Unique Delivery System to Mural Schools: the NOW-Space Cont orMicrocomputer Van Proaram.
Amodeo, Luke D.; rind Others
net M7. lip.; Paper presented at the National Rural ideLetionAssociation Conference (Manhattan, KS, October 15-18. 198Z).
!DRS Vvice mrol/Pcol Plus Postage.
Lenquarie: English
Durument lepe: PROJECT DESCRIrTION (141); CONFERENCE PArER (1"0)
Seoarephic Source: U.S.; New Mexico
Joernel Announcements RIEMAY84
Colleboration between New Mexico State University's Celleov of Edueetionand three other entities has led to the computer experience microvanproprem. implemented in 19873, a unique system for bringing microcomputelsinto rurel New Men;ico K-I2 classrooms. The International Space Mall of FameFeuedion pro..ides the van. International Space Center staff provideedminisiretive coordination and support for scheduling, 'Texas Instruments

ferpoletioe (11) supplies the microcomputers and software (includina the TI[1160 Curriculum Guide, based on Piaget's theory of intellectualdu.elopment), and the College provides two instructors who travel with the
.'0104 plus various support and maintenance functions. Pa'-ticipatinq schoolrlettitts pa, lif.70 per day per visit in program cost so tAI wail foe/ ase.ommtimant to effective utilization of the program. Pr 2m y proicctrAti meet i VL'S ar'c' computer awareness. computer 1 iteracy, and hands-on machire
tiro :. for students and teachers. Students receive instruction durino th;sr heel devi after which teachers are provided with more dviai)edins!iuction and ra:iew of available softwere. First-year ealuetions are
poc.iiive. Rural teachers, many of whom experienced bnviet about computer s.are reassured to learn that the van personnel are professional educetors.noi competyr scientists. Rural students benefit from expuuule tomicrocomputers'. Participants want the van to return so the can have mora
1.-1.,1!-.0, (-cowl ILO 4:1 time. (UI

Det.cliplort: Aueucy Cooperations *Comput cr Literacv; Lumputc.r Proorow,;
Prouleima; Educational Cooperation; Educational

104fleiioul Obicctiet: Elementary Secondary Educative; Hiphvr EdurEliost:
Teecher Education; *Itinerant Teachers; *Microcomputera; fhobal

idtit-,iivhol Se: vices; Program Costs; Program Descriptions;
F.,olurtiolo; Pwal Areas; *Rural Educat i on; Rural. Schools

illentifives: Compute' Ahxiety; International Space Center; lhtvrnational
Spa$!:e Hell of Fame Foundation NM; *New Mexico; New Mexico State Uni..ersit..4
1p4as Instrumente

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Fj7,7751 CE5130S2
Mosoowyr Development in Saudi Arabia: Education and Training to Produce aSkilled Work Force.
Campbell, Clifton P.
Thrnst: The Journal for Employment and Training Professionals, vi n2n21-33 SumFall 1982
Available from; Reprints UMI
Languages English
Dnrument Type: JOURNAL ARTICLE (080); PROJECT DESCRIPTION (141)Saudi, Arabia is attempting to build an indigenous skilled labor force tomr4:t manpower need:. The system includes five secondary vocationalindus'tr'ial schools. the Higher Technical Institute, prevocational andvocattioNal trainino centers using competency-based, mediated instructionalfflaterials. and mobile training units for isolated areas. (SK)Dcsrriptorms *Economic Development; Industrialization; *Job Training:*Lishor Force Development; Mobile Classrooms; National Programs;Postsvcondary Education; Prevocational Education; Secondary Education:*Technical Education: *Vocational Education; Vocational Schools; Vocationallrainine Centers
Identifiers: *Saudi Arabia



Ea.7NIAIN1 CC511594
Snuih Carolina's High Technology Blitz.
Dildlev. O. William. Jr.
Yc,cEd. ni p32-34 Jan-Feb 1982
Atonable Proms Reprints UMI
1041UU6001 English
Document Types JOURNAL. ARTICLE (080); PROJECT DESCRIPTION (141)
Discusses a South Carolina project to incorporate high technology

trainino into proorams at 16 technical colleges. Also discusses the
development of training modules, supervisory training courses, special
school3 instructor training packages. a statewide system of resource
centers. and mobile training units. (CT)

Descriptors: Mobile Educational Services; Postsecondary Educations
*Rehouce Centers; *Statewide Planning; Supervisory Training; Teacher
Friucations *Technical Education; *Technical Institutes; *Technolooical
Adtancement

Identifiers, Robotics; *South Carolinas *Technical Education College
S.stem

1 o"676n EA017220
iluctialian Education Council. First Annual Report for 1983.
r4u=trolian Education Council, Melbourne.
Ic.,k4 38p.
EPPS Pt ice IIF01/PCO2 Plus Postage.
Lonaut.o*: Enolish
Dorudirhs UEUERAL REPORT (140)
l'irutaphic Sources Australia: Victoria
ortutne41 tainnouncements RIEAPR85
L'elernments Foreian
It o% rvport presents the accomplishments and activities of the Australian

Frilw:;4tion Council in 1983. The council held two meetings in 1983. One, in
Conberro. addressed conditions regarding Commonwealth funding for capitml
our poses. criteria for registration of nongovernment schools. participation
of ',tousle people in tertiary education, and a national youth policy. The
second meeting. held in Adelaide, 'et up a Task Force on Education and
Terhuoloov, as well as considering youth policy, aboriginal education.
equit. and access to tertiary education. CommonWealth schools and
commitrion guidelines. and new arrangements for recurrent funding of
schools. the report gives an overview of major developments in education in
th-u South Wales. Victoria. Queensland, Western Australia, South Australis.
Tasmania. the Northern Territory, and the Commonwealth as a whole. Included
in the report are four appendixes. (MD)

Le.scriptorss Apprenticeships; *Computers; Educational Finance;
oFducational Technology; Elementary Secondary Education; Employment;
Enrollment; Equal Education; Higher Education; Migrant Education; Mobile
Classrooms; Multicultural Education; Reading Achievement; *Reports; Rural
Edi)cation: School Community Relationship; Science Education; Special
reluccitinu: Statistics; Surveys; Vocational Education

Idrvitifiers: *Aboriginal People; *Australia

1, 4

CE0388P
tilkotnati..e Strategies to Improve and Expand the Delivery of Vocational

EdQcetion in Small. Rural. and/or Isolated Secondary Schools in Hawaii.
11:44mii State Dept. of Education, Honolulu. Office of the Director for

Vocational Education.
Atio 19S3 83o.
Et PS Price - MF011PC04 Plus Postage.
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Lanauage: English
liTirnmcnt (..pes NUN-CLASSRUOM MATERIAL (055) ; EVALUATIVE REPORT (142)Cie.:131anhic Source: U.S.; Hawaiimi-d Announcements RIEOCTES4
Go,ernifiTnts State
lntrndp.d for administrators of schools within the Hawaii Department ofEdoc,ation. this document provides descriptions of 34 alternative strategiesimolemcnted by small. rural , and/or isolated secondary schools across thenation to improve the quality of their vocational programs. Introductorymaterials discuss the document's purpose, the need for the study thatadmtified the approaches, limitations of the study, and oeneralo/us:Joni.. from a concurrent literature review. The descriptions of thestrateuios follow. Each description provides information under thefollowing headiness definition, purpose. description, planning. stafftequivemvnts. multi media use. initial cost. and additional cost peroHapsit. The strategies considered are: area vocational centers. area4o :.tional schools. artists or eaperts in the school, audiovisual modules.rommunih. sourre trainers,

competency-based/individualized instruction.ncation,01 education. computer-assisted instruction, conference calls. thec000f:raive schools concept, cooperative vocational education,corpotate-sponsored school programs, correspondence study, the employmenttrathihu office option, flexible scheduling, independent studios,individualized instruction. intermediate units. itinerant or circuittr.arhprn. iob crPation. the learning center system, microcomputers,minic.oHrues. mobile instructional materials. mobile labs, paraprofeusionals-lid aides. phasing, programmed instruction, rural student vocational.tit oarAim!. et qd e;:chanciea, teacher egchanges. television and radie).tut..in,cow 141.,chino two or more sub iects simultaneously) , twc-way.r:aationsl education. and mining community resources. A s..tmmaroitvis huuoc.stions for choosing a strategv. A bibliography is aopended.t st
14.rliptors: I.ompetency Based Education; Computer Assisted Instruction;Education; Correspondence Study; Educational Method s%E,Iltrstional Radio; *Educational Strategies; Educational Television;Ind*nond^ni Stud.; Individuali:ed Instruction; Itinerant Teachers; JobNe,.f.lelomr.nt; (yarning Centers (Classroom); Literature Reviews:Microcomputers: Minicourses; Mobile Laboratories; *Nontraditional Education: Floe( Descriptions* Programed Instruction; *Rural Schools; SecondaryEduci.tions *Small Schools; Student Eachange Programs; Teacher ExchangeFinotawl TPleconferencino; *Vocational Education
Identifieru: Hawaii; *Isolation (School Districts)

lam. ;FI

FtV7.61663 rC04545
A Report of Innovative Rural School Programs In the United States.Bart,er. Bruce O.; Muse, Ivan D.
Feb le)Sel 9p.; Paper presented at the National Conference of the PeopleOnited for Rural Education (7th. Des Moines, IA, February 2-3. 1984).HMS Price - MF01/PC01 Plus Postaoe.
1.anauniae: English
Pocumvnt T4ies PROJECT DESCRIPTION (141); CONFERENCE PAPER (150)beograohic Source: U.S: Utah
loutnal Announcements RIEMA'yEl4
1 :-1 innn.ati.e rural school nrograms are briefly described. Included areWirth Daleta's Mott School Disrict 416 (316 students). which cooperates inMul1i-District Vocational Mobile Program bringing vocational educationnpaortunities to isolated, rural students; Washington's Liberty SchoolElc,trict (180 secondary studwnto). where supervised correspondence courseuhoe e,oanded curricular offerinps to over 100 elective courses; and Iowa'srAl Community School District 1241 students). which uses volunteers for

A45
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coutinuino education and prekindergarten classes. Also described arc
m.011,1 's.r Community Schools (Iowa), where parents use "report cards" tr

rrcceOtons of teacher/school performance and poblems:
0.rronsin Sntina Valley School District (784 students). where vocatiow.1
edu17.ation cl4sses in dairy cattle management use microcomputers; and South

s Rutland School District (150 students), where modified blect.
schedulino allows secondary students more stud? time and teachers more
inc-trurtional time. Additional programs are New York's Sacketts Harbor
Central School District (525 students), which offers secondary students a
lnrallv-nriented environmental safety course; Minnesota's Eagle Bend School
District (?78 students), with its own television station; Texas' Sab.inal
Independent School District (600 students), where students produce their
coon yearbook and the high school newspaper consistently wins state merit
auards; and Kansas' Lorraine Unified School District (540 students). whose

Senior's Honor Dinner honors outstanding seniors and their parents.
(t1H)

Descriptors: Agricultural Education; Correspondence Study; *Educational
Innovation; Elementary Secondary Education; Gifted; *High School Students:
Mivrocomontrrs; Mobile Educational Services; Outdoor Education; Parent
rd,rticination: *Prooram Content; Program Descriptions; Rural Education;

Schools: Safety Education; School Districts; *Small Schools; Student
olhlications: Television; Time Blocks; *Vocational Education
ldt.ntifiers: Mock Scheduling

17"2;e1

CE077.860
;foil. into the Pseible Use of Mobile Leboratorier for Junior Hioh

Inlo3tri4l Arts and Home Economics.
. 11. (1.

Dcot.. of Education, Edmonton. Planning and Resear9h Branch.
Jul 19se,:

LoPS PricF - mrol..pc07% Plus Postage.
tanollacie: Enalith
1)mument 1..pri EVALUATIVE REPORT (142)
Cleooraphic Source: Canada; Alberta
oomnsl Announcements RIEAPR83
Government: Foreign
A study, was conducted in Alborta (Canada) to determine the feasibility of

taunt, mobilo industrial education and home economics laboratories to
pridc on-site instructional facilities for Junior high schools that do

hm.e sufficient populations to warrant the construction of more
permanent laboratories. Information was sought on the flexibility of such
mobile units in terms of programs, the ease of mobility of the units, the
durability of the units, the costs of investing in mobile units, and the
e;:tended costs of using the units. After investigation of these factors, it
ow.s., decided that mobile laboratI'ves have the potential to facilitate the
delivery of similar educational opportunities to the less urbanized areas
of the oroyince. It was found that the possibilities extend beyond the
industrial education and home economics programs at the junior high school
irs.el into many other courses where manipulative hardware is an inteoral
oAtt of the course. Examples of other subjects include tvpino.
micronrocctsino. and the whole range of prevocational and vocational
prr.ce4mg. Use of mobile laboratories is a viable delivery system; use of
.-n, to v.sfem is a matter of personal perspective. (KC)

tit:tics-toter :is Delivery Systems; Feasibility Studies; *Home Economics:
ithaluslriA Education; Junior High Schools; *Mobile Educational services;
atitbila L4toratories; Outreach Programs; *Program Development; Rural
Filuretion: Vocational Education

Identifiers: Alberta
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sq.le,en7R AC810164
1,-oninu Community Colleae Faculty in the Techniques and Sills Requiredfor SrAar En^rov System Installations Report.Lon, Robert O.
Ic.vrine fer Innos.ation in the Community Coll.; Los Angeles. C.:Aif.HA: 1980 68p.
SprInsorino Agency* Department of Education, Washington. D.C. Solarlechnology Transfer Div.
Contract No.: EN-MI-C-01-4223
EDRS Price - MF01/PC03 Plus Postage.
Lanouados Enalish
Document Types PROJECT DESCRIPTION (141); RESEARCH REPORT (143)Geooraphic Sources U.S.; California

Anhouncements RIEJUL81
PlAnnino. operation, and evaluation outcomes are reported for a protectundetaLen b. the League for Innovation in the Community Colleae to train4nr:Itirinal faculty in the installation of solar enerov systems. Afterintridoctory material wsminina the need for a cadre of trainedinOallation instructors at community colleges, the report describes PhaseI cif thp proiect. which consisted of three, three-day workshop; and one.wortsnop conducted in various locations for faculty from over 4lro.titutions. This enamination of Phase I details: the planning activitiesof I ter. coralittee chArod with workshop development; criteria forparticipant selection; the topics covered and the materials used during theLJeltrhops: and a revised wortfshop aoenda developed by an evaluative tasteforeq. Ihr rqoart then summarizes topics covered at three additionalwtqL,tolor tondurtd during Phase II, which were modified on the basis ofoisined during Phase I. This is followed by an outlitse of theihpics and ic.arnihq obiectives of a prototype five-day installationwort shop. bard on the recommendations of a final task force review. Therc,r.ort conclndes with: (1) findings of a mailed survey conducted toIdl,otif. the solar energy activities of project participants sinceattendina the worl4shops: and (2) summary recommendations stressing the needte oro.sdo ingtruction relevant to installers, rather than to technicianznr pooineers. (JP)
Urlierintors: *Community Colleges; Course Content; Instructional Materials: Mobile Laboratories; *Solar Radiation; Summative Evaluation; *TeacherEducetloh: *Inaher Workshops; *Technical Education; Two Year Colleges

P.N (-mow.;
14 72 11NOT13

'7' 114,6:1-5
14.6;1
FJ16177/
hnl.ile Units for Vocational Training in Rural Bra:il

14'6/2
F.11%.1

tot Evecial Needs Students

11.6°7

1:1esSrOomis on WheViS

4

F-oiect MODEL: Mobile Labs as a Propagation Device

14 ..
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School in Suburban Los Angeles Fills Community Education Role
tt4;En

15 17 14/ED

j

ED:41765
Alternative Strategies for Delivery of Vocational Education to RuralSchool s.

1!°.

ED195719
Continuina Education for Electrical Power Technicians. Final Report, June076-December 1978.

P',/6/1

E0175584
Te:zos Miorant Council, Inc.

LU17558":
An Opportunity to Choose.

15.6.15
FDle.?vi'0

Pesorre Proioct Utilir.ing a Mobile Unit Desion. Final kowort.10,ncirt

lb/5;1-2
Ice*alid command code

TI. 1.2
1

E1'1..017on CEO:110:499
hlternative Strateaies for Delivery of Vocational Education to RuralL3chools.
Oocl.smn. Verdell
illeaUit State Dept. of Education, Juneau.Aun 1978 44p.
Ems Price - MF01/PCO2 Plus Postage.
Langitaaes English
Document Types NON-CLASSROOM MATERIAL (055)
Gepoaraphic Sources U.S.; Alaska
Onlirnal Announcements RIEOCT81
Ooiernments State
This booklet for educational administrators and instructors contains aseries of 30 strategies to overcome problems of delivering a vocationalproaram in small rural schools. The strategies, written in abstract form,ewe intended for adaptation or modification for local use. Each isptesE,fitod in this formats definition, purpose, det:ription, planning, staffrepnirements. multimedia use, initial cost; and additional cost perThese strategies are presented* cooperative schools concept.iir,thle schodulina, phasing, television and radio, learning center sdstem,repre,,Tiondence study, mini-courses, learning on athletic trips, teacherhrottOP computer-assisted instruction, conference call. in-homotomtouction. independent study, intermediate units, Job creation.(114fpre.ntlated staffing, programmed instruction. two-in-one mobilelholuctional materials. mobile labs. residential boarding programs.tq6cher interns. community resource trainer, work study, student eachanaes.
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c.nopc:rti.v vocational education. rural student vocational programs.itmerani tearhes. individuali:ed instruction. and vocational experts iniho schoo). (YLEs)

Descriptors; Computer Assisted Instruction; Cooperative Education:Cooperative Proarams; Correspondence Study; Delivery Systems; Educational.PlhliiHO; Educational Radio; *Educational Strategies; EducationalTelevision; Flexible Scheduling; Home Instruction; Independent Study; Jobbe.elopment; Learning Centers (Classroom); Minicourses; Mobile Laboratories*Proaram Design; *Program Development; Programed Instruction; ProgramImplementation; Residential Programs; *Rural Schools; Secondary Education;Student Exchanoe Programs; Student Teachers; Teacher Exchange Programz;IF.leeoniett.ncino; *Vocational Education; Volunteers; Work Study Proarams

Frilq.n-lci, CEO:27260
r,r.ntinuino Education for Electrical Power Technicians. Final. Report. June1976.Decomber 1978.
linnell. Richard W., Ed.
011ahoma State Univ.. Stillwater. .

J970 ;M7p.; Photographs and some pages will nOk reproduce well.Soonsorino i4gencv; National Science Foundation, Washington. D.C.hi,nf No.: SED-76-18811
EDRS Price - MFOI/PC10 Plus Postage.
lenpuane: Enolish
Porummt 141e: TEACHING GUIDE (052); PROJECT DESCRIPT ION (141)61I,oncaphic Source: U.S.; Oklahoma
Orouthi Announcement: NE11AYS1
Mc- ohiecti :e of this project was to develop and tort a method ofoff*rini technical education to individuals employed in the electricalwlocl induetrv. Representatives from industry were invited to an advisorycouncil meeting where attention was focused on the needs of the industry.This in4ormation was used to define an extensive curriculum. and selectedvowe idr.ntified for implementation. It was decided that the method oforvsentation would consist of highly structured criterialbased units usingsound-on-slide instruction. A significant part of the program was the useof a tre.e/ino laboratory hdused in a 35-foot semi-trailer. The units weree*oluated through pre- and post-testing and were revised. Once a unit was(odiplPted. a student tent to accompany the unit was produced. Results of.ths7. field testina indicate that the project has been successful in meetingohlectives. Additional work in continuing education for particularaeeas )s summated. (Appended are the following units--InformationIntroduction to Electric Distribution, Distribution Substations. PowerFactor Improvement--a samnle certificate, and a typescript for DistributionSut.stations.) (Author/I,C)
DP=rriplcrs: Adults; *Continuing Education; *Curriculum Developments1:lef:tricit; *Electronic Technicians; Engineering Technology; Industry:lntoervice Education; Instructional Materials; *Mobile Laboratories; OffCeMOUS Facilities; *Technical Education; Technology
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RESULT 18 DOCUMENTS
2 1..P 1 ALL/DOC-ALL

1

AN 009836. 8409.
FS 37.3.
TY 1984.
ST New Mmico.
PI NM8413301.
NO f ;tJ: 951.6.4-03-12.1123. 954.6.4-11-12.1127. 956.1.4-00-12.112Z.
TI Vocational Information and Program Services (VIF'S).
PI: Slower, Omero

PHONE: (505) 864-7741.
ON Universitv of New MexicoValencia Campus

51 Rio Communities boulevard. Belen, NM 87002.
DI Co)/env/Universitv.
SA New MMiC0 Stray bot. of Education, Santa Fe.
Di Start Date Ot Jul 83; End Date 30 Jun 84.
rr 560. 0o(1'.

tell Tfri :; proir.ct also received tol.aoo from another section.
1 r TEACHFWCUORDINAfM.
Et 111141 SLHUUL AND POUILECONDARY (10-14) .

PP MATERIALS DISTRIBMION.
HO Instructional-Materials. Mobile-Educational-Services.

kgeource.Matertals. Rural-Schools. Technical-Assistance.
MN Dibliooraphies. Gott-Effectiveness. Postsecondary-Education.

Secondary-Education. Vocational - Education- Teachers.
It' State. Proposal.
PP DISSEMINAIION OF INFORMATION AND/OR PRODUCTS.
AP Services and resources including supplemental vocational materials

ar'd demonstration equipment will be provided via mobile units to
vocational teachers in at least thirty school districts or
institutious in rural New Mexico. Two coordinators will provide
profesmional contact and assistance in developing materials that
meet needs of particular students or community programs. Detailed
records will be kept of materials loaned and their uses. A
bibliography of free loan materials and a cost analysis will be
delivered, as well as quarterly and final reports.

AN 0n8511. 8309.
rs
EN, 1983.
ST Washinoton.
PI WAS313323.
tin CNs 82;-AP8(15?)Nb.
II Updating of the Instructional Curricula in the Latest Technological

Drvelopment in Computer Numeric Control (CNC) Machining Utili:ing
Mobile Equipment Facilities.

PD Bramel. Sally; Brown. David
PHOM: (2060 878-3710.
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ON NaRh.ille-Davidson County Metropolitan Public Schools
Nash,illo. TN.

fli lorel Education Agency.
Sennotaec: State Dept. of Education, Nashville.

DI gt..tvt Pate 61 Oct 79; End Date 30 Sep 80.
FF 1a.9q5 (Charged to FY 1979).

Product una4'ailable at NCRVE.
T TEACHER,'COORDINATOR.
El SCCONDARf (7-12).
PR HANDDOOK/GOIDE.
MJ Srodent-Placement.

Guidance-Programs.
tiN Vocational-Aptitude.
1$) State. Proposal.
PP WND1CAPPED.
At: nil!, hundred handicapped students entering the Vocational AdvancementProgram in the ninth or tenth grad, will be tested using the

Fastcmatic Approach to Vocational Education (SAVE) evaluation todetermine vocational strengths and weaknesses, and to help with
the.dir placement in regular vocational programs and subsequently inrobs. Part-time testers will conduct the SAVE evaluation from a

...ocotional evaluation center. Reports on each student willbe developed based on the SAVE test for use by teachers in course
or I. and job placement. A manual describing procedures and
instruments used or developed will be included in the final report.
Wortshops clso will be developed.

Student-Evaluation. Mobile- Educational - Services.
Disabilities.
Secondary-Education. Exceptional-Pesons.

t(A

r.

"2't Ti :A4s.

PI lAW.,17201.
MO CM: 0027.012..'!.
TI D$71ivt. of a Foundry Production Curriculum to Rural School

DITA.ricts in East Texas through a Mobile Foundry Laboratory.
rr) FlOtihr. JemCb L.

PHONE: (71Z) 845-3016.
A:11 University

Crlege Station, TX 77840.
nT rolloov/University.
SA Texas Education Agency, Austin.
PT Start Date 01 Aug 79; End Date 30 Jun 80.
FF 14.).718.
IP STUDENT.
EL HIGH SCHOOL (10-12).
PR MODEL.
MJ Rural-Areas. Mobile-Laboratories, Foundries. Industrial-Arts.

Experiential-Learning.
MN Models. Career-Education. Deli very - Systems.

School-Business-Relationship. Program-Development.
Curriculum-Development. Secondary-Education.

111 SiAte. Proposal.
Pr PliiA EDUCATION.

HanMs-oh experiences in foundry techniques will be provided to
industrial education students in rural areas to increase their
career awareness and employability. During the first year of the
roitsct a mobile foundry laboratory (MFL) will be planned.
dcsioned, and constructed, using equipment supplied by the Texas
chaptr of the American Foundryman's Society. A curriculum to be
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Dcliierv-Svstems. Mobile-Educational-Services. Program-Development.Pnral-Areas. Rural-Education. Welding.UN FOneotiunal-Research.
Formative-Evaluation, Itinerant-Teachers.MndAs. S.ystems-Development.

II) State. Ptoposal.
PP PURAL. EDUCATION.
AP A model vocational siducation delivery system for pro:iding onsitetraining in welding to sparesly populated and geographicallyisolated villages will be researched, developed, field tested, andevaluated. Welding was selected as the program for field testingbecause of complexities in the requirements, electrical needs.e:Aremely heavy weight, and logistical problems. The report on thisptoiect will include details on problems encountered and offerinsight into providing vocation training in remote areas accessibleby boat and/or airplane.

16
AN 00055D. 8203.
FS 17:;.

ST North Dakota.
PT ND6017.;207..

NO CN: PR ?5:
fl remtL,ibilitv Study for Mobile Marketing and Distributive Occupationalimhoratnries in North Dakota.
PP lohns. Don

PHONE: (701) 7772513
141 . ci Li 1 v of rkil th D%Voi e

For' s. ND 50292.
r1.11c,Qc.

DoCot L;tate Board for Vocational Educatioh. Bismarck.DI Start Date 01 Jul 79: End Date 30 Jun 80.
rr $500.
I LOC,4 OIDM1UISTRAIOR.
EL SECONDAPY (7-12).
PP rEkSIbILITV STUDY'.
MO Distributive-Education. Rural-Areas. Mobile-Laboratories.Feasibility-Studies.
It, Sietc. Proposal.
ri: NONE or THESE.

Tn determine the fe,,tsibility of establishing a mobile distributiveeducation lab in rural North Dakota. studies and articles related tomobile occupational laboratories will be reviewed, significantfeatures and designs of units will be identified, recommendationsconcrrning the use of the labs will be obtained from experiencedvocational educators and curriculum plans will be identified. Afinal report including recommendations for equipping a mobile laband organizing a curriculum delivery system will be written.

17
k:1,:0124. 8401.

FS
F 1'130.
z71 Tcrinessee.

t TNE3o11204.
NO Ctrs E 79.23.
71 Proiect SAYE. An Articulated Guidance and Placement Program forHandicapped Youth (Continuation).
PD Miller, E. C.

PHONE: (615) 259-5213.
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i4

ew.103177.. 8101.

F. 197S.
Fl

rt

HO CH: PD2-A8-623.
11 Identification of Innovative Approaches to Vocational Education intlrh.-tn Centers.
PP Deloch. Jessie D.
011 S26 South Ada SC-eet. Chicago. IL 60607.
OT Individual.
S( Illinois State Office of Education. Springfield.DT Start Date 01 Mar 78; End Date 31 Aug 78.
FF 4;3,977.
I'll Product unavailable at NCRVE.
TP LOCAL. ADMINISTRATOR.
Ft HIGH SCHOOL (10-12).
PR FEASIBILITY STUDY.
Ml Cooperative-Education. Disadvantaged-Youth. Educational-Innovation.Mobile-Educational-Services. Program-Planning. Urban-Education.Nis Ancillary-Services. Career-Development. Job-Placement.

School-Community-Cooperation. Young-Adults.ID Stvtr. Ptoposal.
Pr INNER-CITV EDUCATION.
AP Proiect obiectives are (1) develop and test innovative job andcurrictAlom development procedures as a prerequisite for the futuretmplowill'ation of a transportable urban training model for thcdisath antiooed; (2) obtain emplover commitment to trainee placemm.ttmod Lupprwts as a part of a program development process for at. leasttERI to fifttints urban trainees; and (3) document all per;.sp,cts of program planning and development. Procedures will br toc.:ire staffing orientation and primary data search; developloorhutc. presrnttion; ehalze community for potential

fratrirm. placement sites according to product or service; establishpliolitv list of potential sites, expand data base on these selected
organizations. and make initial contacts; schedule and complete
on*itt: visits: work closely with employers to obtain commitment andtailor curriculum and training delivery; refine final package andir.corporate into comprehensive AVTE report.

15
All (.l00659. S203.
FS 131.
F 1978.
ST 1.4.4.sl'a.

PI Ar7B13303.
NO CN: V85703 (3608-78).
TI Vocational Education Delivery Projects-- Welding.Pt) Rogers. Sam.
nn 11.4sia University

Rural Education Affairs Office, 2221 Northern Light' Boulevard.Anchorage, AK 99504.
01 College/University.

Ala91,:a State Dept. of Education, Juneau.
PT Start Date 15 Mar 78; End Date 30 Sep 7E.
FF t10.000.
TP 1EACHER.TOORDINATOR.
EL SECONDARY (7-12).
PP MODEL.
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FF $15.000.
WI This proiect also received 15000 in local funds for FY 1978.
TF' TEACHER; COORDINATOR.
Ft SECONDARY (7-12).
PR CARCERNOCATIONAL COUNSEL I NO.
11,1 Covert Ehplorotion. Decision-Making-Skills.

Iniormation-Dissemination. Inservice-Teacher-Education.
Learnano-Modules. 'Mobile-Educational-Services.

MN Career-Choice. Career-Education. Field-Studies. Grade-9.Grade-10. Instructional-Materials. Program-Evaluation.
Secondary-Schools. Teaching-Procedures.

ID State. Proposal. .

PP CAREER DEVELOPMENT.
AR To increase career education development and dissemination, increase

the overall awareness of the benefits of career education, promote
adoption of a comprehensive career education approach in the central
Vansas area, and increase teacher knowledge and awareness of
occupational alternatives, project staff will (1) develop
instructional procedures for use in grades 9 and 10 to assist
studrnts in developing occupational decision-making skills. (2)
field feet these modules in a minimum of four sites to determine
tilitebility. (3) provide inservice workshop opportunities for
tearhers and counselors on career education implementation
.v.ttetedies. and (4) provide a career van to make weekly visits to
all participating districts to pick up and deliver career-related
materials. This: set of tested career modules will be available to
Vansas educators for ninth and tenth oracle classrooms to aid in
coroct decision melVina.

11
"e;07..

FS 12.
Fi

SI Kans4s.
PI KS7B1=03.
NO CN: 7S-12-03.
I) Ceteor Egploration Program.
PD Martin. Bett.

Liboral Area Vocational-Technical School
Liborel, VS 6791.

fT Local Education Agency.
SA Uansas State Dept. of Education, Topeka.
Pr Start Date 01 Jul 77; End Date 30 Jun 78.
FF t5.000.
Dt1 This proiect also received 11400 in local funds for FY 1978.
Tr STUDENT.
EL HIGH SCHOOL (10-12).
PR CAREER/VOCATIONAL COUNSELING.
MJ Carper-Education. Educational-Opportunities.

Information-Dissemination. Inservice-Teacher-Education.
InstructionalMaterials. Mobile-Educational-Services.

ID State. Proposal.
rr CAREER DEVELOrMENT.
a: noinct staff will provide students with information and experiences

which will encourage them to assess their own abilities, interests.
end attitudes and to develop good self-images. Career materials and
tcacher inservice programs will be provided, and a van will be used
to rotate the materials between the schools of Liberal and sin
schools in the surrounding area.
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11! ril0tr. Proposal.
r.F. HANDICAPPED.
AP lnr purpose of the project is to match handicapped voungsterc'abilitieu and vocational course offerings, as well as relatina bothof these to opportunities for meaningful emplo,ement in the communit,.Sstematic vocatioral evaluation and guidance will be provided to126 vounoster% currently enrolled or about to be enrolled in the YAP(Vocational Advancement Program). Because youngsters to beevaluated attend school in all parts of the country, a mobilevocational evaluation center consisting of a converted school buswill be used.

11

AN 001131. 8401.
FS 1'2.
FY 1T78.
ST New York.
PI NV7B13205.
110 CU: 78-3B-727.
TI Mobile Career Ekploration Unit.
rD McCormick, John.
ON Monroe Board of Cooperative Educational Services41 O'Connor Road, Fairport, NY 14450.
OT Intermediate Education Agency.
SA New York State Education Department, Albany.DT Start Date 01 Feb 78; End Date 30 Sep 78.
FF $43,769.

una:ailable at NCRVE.
tr STOUCNI.
E.: MOH SCHOOL (10-1::).
rr IWORMATION SYSTEMS.
NO And3o,.isna1-Proorams. Career-Education. Information-Centers.

Nobile-Educational-Services. Occupati onal- Information.
MN Lducational-Opportunities. High-Schools. Manpower-Needs.5ocondarv.Education.
111 StitIte. Proposal.
F'r' PISSENINATION OF INFOWATION AND/OR PRODUCTS.
Ati The protect, will establish a portable carcar information center topro.ide component district high schools with an occupational

information st.'stem which will allow for constant updating ofinformation. A trailer or bus will be equipped with audiovisualprotection equipment. Videotapes and slides will be prepareddeT.cribing the training shops available in the occupational center.Training opportunities will be matched with local business andindu6try emplovment needs.

12
AN 000914. 8203.
FS 132.
rl 197S.
Si Vfonses.
UI VS7017.i.:04.
NO CFl: 78-132-04.
TI Career De.clopment Program for the Central Kansas Area.PD PrnoI.3. Dale.
ON fo.ntri-41 VANOOS Area Vocational-Technical School

Nmwfon. I S 67114.
OT loc.al Education Agency.
Sr, tansas State Dept. of Education, Topeka.
PI Start Date (.11 Jul 774 End Date 30 Jun 78.
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ST Washinoton..
PI WA7813201.
Nn rr t 78-AFL (133)NP.
11 Mnipile Automatic Transmission Training Prooram.PP Smith. Charles R.
ON Olmpia Technical Community College

2011 Mottman Road, SW, Olympia, WA 98502.OT Community /Junior College or Technical Institute.SA Washington State Commission for Vocational Education, Olympia.DT Start Date 05 Apr 781 End Date 15 Jan 79.FE *22,620.
1P TEACHER/COORDINATOR.

COMMUN1TY/JUNIOR COLLEGE OR TECHNICAL INSTITUTE (13-14).PR PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS.
NJ kap-Mechanics-Occupation.

Interinstitutional-Cooperation.Mnbile-Classrooms. Shared-Facilities.MN Cmmunity-Colleges. Comprehensi ve-Programs. Cost-Effectiveness.Curriculum-Development. Field-Checl:. Handicapped.Inspryice:Education. On-the-Job-Training. Retraining.S*.: -Fairness. Shared-Services. Unemployed.rurAnsmissions (Automotive). State. Proposal.Fr rimmutum
AU in sopply comprehensive automatic transmission instruction toenhance egisting auto mechanics programs at three communitycolleays. an egisting mobile unit and additional equipment includinotransmission tester, engine, and related components will be sharedamong the three institutions. Following the pilot testing of theciolopmont on the 01..mpia Technical Community College campus. at,chrriole of cgt4iPmnt uee for Lower Columbia, Grays Narbpr, 4nd01.mpi,A lcchnical conrnuriit.' colleges will be developqd to include atonlmum of one quarter of use per campus for each school vcar.opoortunitiPs for specialist instruction will beroto.ided to populations including apprentices, emploed mechanics.out-of-school youth. handicapped individuals, adults unemployed orrhpAnninn lobs. and women with mechanical aptitude. An uporaded andel:pandod curriculum and materials will be developed. Costeffvctiycnums of the program will be improved through cooperati,.eshawing. An evaluation report will be delivered.

lo
AN 0(12q5. 8203.
VS,

rt 078.
ST rcnnetcsee.
Fq TN781:.2.)4.
un CU: En-PO.
11 Systematic Approach to Vocational Evaluation (SAVE).ON Metropolitan Nashville Public Schools

Nashville, TN.
OT Local Education Agency.
E Tennessee State Dept. of Education, Nashville.DT St.Art Date 01 Jan 78; End Date 30 Sep 78.
Fr Srl.,7.0.

TPTFACHEP/COORDINATOR.
El HIGH SCHOOL (10-12).
PR CAREER/VOCATIONAL COUNSELING.
MJ Caper-Choice. Handicapped-Students. Mobile-Educational-Services.StuMent-Evaluation. Vocational-Counseling.
MN Employment-Opportunities. Guidance-Programs. Occupational-Guidance.Student-Ability. Student-Needs. Vocational-Aptitude.
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1P SIHDE111.
El HIGH SCHOOL AND POSTSECONDARY (10-14).
PP TPAINDIG PROGRAM.

Scilar'Podiation. Mobile-Laboratories. E%periential-Learning.
Domonstration-Centers.

Mt/ Serondarv-Education. Instructional-Materials. Job-Experience.Postsecondarv-Education.
ID State. Proposal.
PP TECHNOLOGICAL PROBLEMS.
AP A mobile solar demonstration unit will be 'developed to provideadults. secondary vocational students, and agriculture students withhands-on egperience and information about the primary types of solardevices. The unit will be constructed on a trailer and will consistof a full-scale room of construction and insulation. Project staffwill incorporate the two most common types of solar heatino devicesnw tmod (solar air-to-air and solar hydraulic) and a conventional

propane heatino system into the room. The unit also will provide asolar test bed to duplicate onsite solar operations. The mobilityof the unit will allow it to function in the areas of solar
confiouration studies. portable information and demonstrationprotects. and security of equipment by storage. A final report willbe deliveted.

8
oo:?.21. ELO:.

FS 17,7:.

JP79.
lonncv:Tc.

ri 111-41.
Ho rH: C
11 Fioic.ct SAYE: An Articuloied Uutoatice and rlacemont rroortkm fur

1+$ndiciipprd
IT. Miller, E.C.

Mr.tro 11,Ash:tllo Public School
14,se.h.211e.

01 lace) Education Aaency.
541 Tennocsce State Dept. of Education, Nashville.
DT Start Date 01 Oct 78; End Date 30 Sep 79.
FF *7.940 (Charged to FY 1970).
T STUDENT.
EL MOH SCHOOL (10-12).
PP CAPEER.'VOCATIONAL COUNSELING.
Mi Handicapped-Students. Student-Testing. Student-Placement.

Mobile-Educational-Services.
FIN Serondarv-Education. Job-Placement.
ID Stt0e. Proposal.
PP HANDICAPPED.
AP One hundred handicapped students entering the VAP program in the

ninth or tenth grade will be tested to determine areas of vocational
strengths and weaknesses* the information will be used to place YAP
students in the regular vocational program and for Job placements.
routfime testers will conduct the SAVE evaluation in a mobile
incational evaluation center and will develop reports for teacher

based on the tests. A manual describing procedures will beIncluded in a. final report.

9
0017.4h. 8:01.

VS 17.2.
FV 197a.
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1:-4 lhe. mobile foundry laboratory (MFL) developed in the first year will
b.T. placed in service for two weeks at each of fifteen selected
c..hools and evaluated. A descriptive brochure will be developed and
tr,,:w1v,rs from selected districts will participate in a three-day
writlfhop. Fifteen additional districts will be identified for
possible participation during the third vear. depending on funding.The WI will increase career awareness and employability of urban
and rural industrial arts students in east Texas.

6
AN 003174. 82U3.
FS 132.
F; 1981.
ST M4ssachusetts.
PT MA8113224.
Nn CNI 405-081-81-0801-3.
11 Mobile Occupational and Vocation Exploratory Program (MOVE).
PD Tobin. David J.
ON Assabet Valley Vocational-Technical School

Fitchburg Street. Marlborough, MA 01752.
HT Lora') Education Agency.
S(4 Mseachusetts State Dept. of Education. Boston.
DT Start Date 01 Oct 80; End Date 30 Sep 81.

Fundino for this project is charged to FY 1980.
VP STUMM'.
Fl HIM smout. (10-12).
F re TRp:4111114C, PROGRAM.
11.E r.-reVI Voloiation. Visibilities. Mgoile-Educational-Services.

Experie:nce-Proerams.
ort School Wsiness-Relatioship. Secondary-Education.
rD Proposal.
PP NillIDICAPPED.
p'11% 1he Mobile Occupational and Vocational Exploration Prooram will

prJide vocational training to seventv-two handicapped students in
1st. aoeo hioh schools. Vocational and special education will be
poided at each school with specialised training in community
wiltIsitra throuohout the school year. Students will receive
training in foods, painting. decorating, home repair. and electrical
-1.d electronic repair. Three local and one central advisory boards
composed of parents. students, school personnel, work site sponsors,
cold Lommunitv tepresentatives will monitor the protect.

7
AN 6,.7'694.

12.
FY 1°81.
ST Misnouri.
PI MOS113203.
MO CM: 81-131/132-600-7 (A).
11 Mobile Solar Demonstration Project.
PO Adler. Del

PiloNE: (314) 897-3603.
ON Linn Technical College

tinn, MO 65(.61.
of Crsom.unit.,'Junior College or Technical Institute.
qA Missouri State Dept. of Elementary and Secondary Education.

Jefferson City.
11T Start Date 01 Jul 80; End Date 30 Jun 81.
FF
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11 Dt.lirtv of a Foundry Production Curriculum to Urban Centers in
1.7;07. throuoh a Mobile Foundry Laboratory.

PT 1!:.one. 'lobes L.. Jr.
OH lry Atli University. Department of Industrial Education

Cntlege Station. TX 77843.
01 Colleorp.Uni..ersitv.
Sr, le.:(145 Education Agency, Austin.
PI St,(rt Date 01 Jul 81; End Date 30 Jun 82.
FF $42.1n.
7P 7EOICHER/COORDINATOR.
EL HIGH SCHOOL 00-12).
PR TRAININ6 PROSRAM.
MJ CAreer-Exploration. Foundries. Industrial-Arts.

InserviceTeacher-Education. Mobile-Laboratories. Urban-Education.
MM Cost-Effectivenes. Demonstration-Programs. FeasibilitvStudies.

Industrial-ArtsTeachers. Program-Effectiveness.
Secondsrv-Education.

ID State. Proposal.
PP rARFEF< DEVELOPMENT.
J,D Industrial arts students in urban schools will be provided with

hands -an ogperience in foundry techniques and will increase their
nrn and attitudes about foundry-related careers. The mobile
loboratory's practibilitv and cost effectiveness will be
drminostrated. and development and operAtion of other mobile
loboratorios will be stimulated. One industrial arts teacher from
r,ich of the sitoon participating schools in one or two large urban
wchoml districts will attend a workshop an using a mobile laboratory.
loh (1,,.! of foundry instruction usino the mobile laboratory and zn
iusIturfional oaclaae supplied will be provided. Nonparticipetina
$whIstrieJ atts teachers will be given eight hours of inservice
traintug to thc.1 mobile laboratory. The ten-day student
iutAtticiional proeram and the teacher inseryice trainino prouram
will he ealuated to determine the mobile laboratory's impact and
$74Fecti.eneLs.

cor,;%71. 612.03,

FS 132.
FY 1PF11.
SI le;:es.
PI 7).E1177.2::8.

NO 11275.)042.
71 Deli..'ery of a Foundry Production Cur-iculum to Rural School

Diatricts in East Teuas through a Mobile Foundry Laboratory
C'ont'inuation).

PD Doane. Jamtes L.. Jr.
PHONE: (713) 6145-3016.

DM Depettment of Industrial Education, Tegas AEA University
College Station. TX 776143.

OT ColledelUniversity.
SA To-as Education Agency. Austin.
DI SIfIrt Dete 01 Jul 80; End Date 30 Jun 81.
FF
IP rEil'HER:COURDINATOR.
Fl HIGH SCHOOL (10-12).
rk TFAIN)NS PPOCRAM.
11.1 Foundries. Industrial-Arts. Mobile-Laboratories. Rural-Education.
tisi C*Ieer-Awareness. Inservice-Teacher-Education. Secondary-Education.
ID State. Pronosal.
PP PUPAL EDUCATION.
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nr: Ninhlins Community College
Mi ciwe.. , WA 98032.

ftt te,mmnniti/Junior College or Technical Institute.
St, Witi,hinnton State Commission for Vocational Education, Olympia.PI FAArt to 30 Dec 82s End Date 30 Dec 83.
Fr r,!.4t10.

TV IFCIIEP.CUORDINATUR.
Fl COOlioNlif,JUNIUk COLLEGE OR TECHNICAL INSTITUTE (13-14) .rp plumu INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS.
NJ Feasibility-Studies. Instructional-Materials. Machinists.Naterial-Deyelopment. Mobile-Educational-Services.

Nomrsical-Control.
UN re,mmtuliti-Colleges. Curriculum- Development.

Poltsecondary-Education.
Tb Mose. Proposal.
PP CUPPICULUM.
AP kelebant literature and curriculum will be reviewed, and educationalinvtitutions using or interested in using CNC instruction will beinr.iovcd for preparation of a rough draft of curriculum. The draftwill hP reviewed by participating machine shop instructors andprr%ented to the Washington Association of Machine Shop Instructors.0,rticulmm ouidelines and materials then will be finalized.

nridilipnaliv, the feasibility of using mobile CNC equipment will betied.

(41 wq,$7.4.

1'1)!:f.'.

Ol,r-ooi.
rT miA;L::(7).
Nit (ti: to1 111:13:'.600-1(A).
11 of a Mobile Solar Demonstration Proiect (Continuation).PP S.mmnnds. Jawe4 P.

P111.04Li (3J4) 8c:7-3603.
ON Linn Uchnici' Collo=

11° 65051.
r11 rompinnitt:Junior College or Technical Institute.SA Nil4ouri State Dept. of Elementary and Secondary Education,41cf tot sr.!, Cats.
VI FAest Date 01 Jul 81i End Date 0 Jun 82.pr
IF riPFNI/COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE.
EL NONE OF THESE.
UP INFORMATION SYSTEMS.
43 iniormfAion-Dissemination. Mobile - Laboratories. Solar-Radiation.ID State. Proposal.
PP DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION AND/OR PRODUCTS.
AF; The mobilo solar unit will be demonstrated to 4 high schools, 4Agricultural groups, and 3,000 members of the general public througha liaison with an euisting energy-re;ated state or federal aoency.ihrp asticlos will be published. A final report will be delivered.

4

At, 0i.c.101. S209.
FS 11::.

1Y8.%
teb:414.

PI fl8:417:97:.
NO CFI: 22400:9.
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us.A with th MR will also be developed. In thc spring of

eAected rwol school districts will be invited to Texas A'11

111,i..xsit for an introductory presentation of the pirt and the

curciculum. Dmring the next academic year school dittri(Ara will

fol c.rticipation. Teacher preparation and curriculum

ithpli.,.thent,oiio#, will occur during the next two academic year. This

proicct will worve at a model of service, and curriculum deli,.ery to

ArWiiii as well as a model of education/industry cooperation in

addressing mutual needs.

cIn OF DOCUMENTS IN LIST
nrS SEARCH MODE. - ENTEP OUERY
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Mobile classrooms
bring

vocational education
to rural A erica

-r'

by E. C. BURETT
Director for Special Programs

Crowley's Ridge Vocational & Technical School
Forest City, Arkansas

In the past two years a ne% von.
wig in lia1bile occupational educe.
tion has taken to the back roads
of rural America. The demand for
career education is on the rise,
But more than 50 percent of our
nation's schools do not offer care*,
courses. They can't afford the fa.
cikties and equipment for voce.
tional aaining, and they can't Or
ahouldn't transport students to
facilities where this equipment is

, available. A solution to this prob
km which is currently being tried
in several parts of the country
is to nsobibze the facilities so that
several schools can share equipment.

In August of 1970, the Disadvan-
taged and Handicapped Section of
the Arkansas State Department of
Education assigned a fully
equipped mobile machine shop
training unit to the Crowley's

Although Arkansas mobile units are still in the experimental stage,
they have inspired other units in other states throughout the c.Aintry,
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Ridgy Vocational and Technical
School in Forrest City, a school
which serves a five county area.
The unit was placed in this Eastern
Arkansas Community because it is

a heavily populated farming are*
where mechanization has displaced
hundreds of working people, the
unemployment rate is high and
many people are forced into the
mb market without a saleable skill.

4s a mobile prototype for many
later vocational facilities, the
machine shop is housed in a 12
ft by 80 ft, four axle trailer. which
from without may. look somewhat
like a mobile home. However the
simikuities stop there. Built and
equipped by Educational Programs
and Equipment Corporation of Lit-
tle Rock. the chmsis is constructed
of ten inch I beams and weighs hi
mess of two and one half tons,

The sides and top of the trailer are
made of truss construction with
plywood walls glued and stapled to
every 2 x 4 in. stud and then
covered with exterior aluminum
siding Normal mobile home con-
struction will not stand up to the
stresses and strains placed on a
facility by education and the oper-
ation of light machinery.

The machine shop is equipped
with ten lathes, ten milling ma-
chines, one numerical controlled
unit, twenty student desks, black-
board and slide projection equip-
ment. The mobile unit is a self-
contained heated arid air-condi-
tioned classroom. Only toilet
facilities and electricity are needed
for its operation.

More than seventy-five percent of
the public school districts in the,
area that Crowley's Ridge serves"

A..424 86

and many more beyond their area
asked for the services of this first
machine shop. A counselor-co-
ordinator was added to the school's
staff to work with the disadvan-
taged and handicapped population.
and to schedule the travels of the
mobile machine shop. A certified
instructor was employed to remain
with the unit teaching an explora-
tory course to high school students
and machine shop skills to adults.
The mobile unit remains on the
campus of each participating high
school for six weeks during which
not less than sixty juniors and
seniors are enrolled for thirty to
sixty hours of instruction. The
trailer has working stations for 28
students in each class. In the eve-
ning, adult classes are scheduled
for those interested in up-grading
their saleable skills. (Continued)



Independent trucking companies are
contracted to move the mobile class-

rooms from one school to another.

From K thru 12, the demand for
vocational and career education is

on the rise.a
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From September 1970 through
May 1972, 897 students were en-
rolled in courses in this one rein-
eatable school facility. From June 5
through June 9, 1972 the mobile
unit moved 151 miles from its base
of operations for use as part of
an in-service training program for
high school vocational instructors
from all over the state of Arkansas.

While the mobile vocational faci-
lity is still considered to be in the
experimental stage, the Arkansas
Department of Education this past
September placed four more units
in four very rural school districts.
The new units include a second
machine shop, an electronics shop,
a building trades shop and an air
conditioning and refrigeration
shop, each with 720 sq it of floor
space.

The four new units rotate once
every 18 weeks among the commu-
nities of West Fork and Prairie
Grove in the Ozark Mountains and
Charleston and Paris in the Ar-
kansas valley. Each of these school
systems have fewer than 1500 stu-
dents in grades one through twelve.

At the end of each 18 week term,
the Department of Education con-
tracts with a trucking firm to ro-
tate the cla s rooms. They can he
moved and prepared for the next
class within 24 hours. In the fore-
seeable future it is hoped that a ly
number of schools may each ac-
quire one mobile unit for a particu-
lar vocational skill which they will
then share with other geographi-
cally compatible schools in a round
robin schedul'. Each mobile teach-
ing trailer including equipment
has a turn key cost of about
130.000., a price which if it per-

A42-c
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mits a school to teach several ca-
reer skills, has a cost/benefit ratio
far superior to conventional eon.
struction.

The success of the Crowley's
Ridge machine shop has sparked
many other pilot projects through-
out the country. Mobile units are
now in use for teaching food store
operations in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
and health operations in Apalachi-
cola. Fla. The State Department of
Education in South Carolina solved
a pressing need for expanded cuffr
culum in graphic arts and in in-
dustrial sewing with mobile units.
In Kentucky, the Louisville schoo:
system is using a mobile unit for
testing and evaluating students.
while in Shelbyville two units are
used by the J oh Corp Center to
teach woodworking, welding and
automotive repair skills. Four units
are in use in the Kansas City,
Missouri Public Schools teaching
waitress and his boy skills, main-
tenance and repair, electrical
repairs. and domestic sewing. And
San Diego, California recently es-
pantie() their career education
courses in the remote areas of the
county with mobile units to teach
health occupations distributive ed.
ovation. small engine repairs, auto
mechanics, graphic communications
and appliance repairs.

With the costs of education in
creasing while revenues remain
constant or lag behind, nu
may he the only way we will nice
a demand for career education
which seems to loom larger each
day. With average delivery times of
two or three months they at least
outstrip elmt increases during con.
stria-Him

.4 Sti 11 / berenther 190
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Ins.cia cue or Connecticut's classrooms on wheals, reading students loam sound of consonants. In another, adults study auto repairs.

SCHOOLROOMS ON THE GO
11$ GAYNOR PEARSON

C siiiist)le
oneroom schoolthe

ism des ilk School near
. 1:1 LW. ul bud
sag nearly two years ago. But its
passing did not mark the demise

.404 14,444.1 04 Litt" :sum. In
fact, "little red schoolhouses" of a
new bretu are cropping up in a
await, of towns and titles.

The.r PIM* MT0 trolmrtt Iwo of
two varieties mobile units which
mote from school to school and
relocatable units which are
parkrcl, with whcels jacked up. as

mems tIvatfoo. kore/I IMf

stationary additions to schools.
Both types come specially
equipped for the jobs they per.
form. whether for teaching read.
ing. science, trade skills, or art.
And all add up to a new ration.
alea new rolefor the one.
room school.

It is estimated that there are at
least 40 of them. So fat as is
known, allwith one exception
were purchased and equipped.
wholly or in part, with funds pro.
sided under title I of the Elemen
tary and Secondary Education

Act. The basic aim of title I is to
provide extra hoip for youngsters
Who have been shortchanged cul.
'orally.

The unit which received no
tide I subsidy is the 'Mobile

t"Eune-Up Traini Usk leased
and operated by the Connecticut
Department of Education from
November '67 to November '66 at
a cost of $37.000 with funds ob
tamped under the U.S. Manpower
Development and Training Act.
This unique "auto repair shop on
wheels " --a van towed by a pick.

A-43-a

up trucktoured the State's IS
vocationakechnical schools to of.
ter special instruction in auto
motor tuneup maintenance. The
two experts manning the unit of.
fared instruction at two 'eyeb
olt "tatty" course for beginners
and a "refresher" course for auto
mechanics vi;., wanted to update
their tune, ,.44111.

The aim was to train 100 entry
and 400 refresher students during
the year of operation. According
to Edward Shia, coordinator of
the program for the department



On the Go--Ionimede

R _DING LABORATORY
BRANFORD PUBLIC SCHOOLS

0

Pulled up outside a Connecticut target school, a mobile unit opens its door to students for a 40 minute class in remedial reading.

of education, 88 percent of the
goal was achieved. Most of the
graduates found jobs; some are
now in business for themselves.

As this is written, the future of
the program is uncertain. Last
December, the unit was being
wed to offer tuneup training to
inmates of State prison, with the
State paying the teachers' salaries
and the contractor donating the
use of the unit.

Most of the mobile units now
in use are reading laboratories,
packed with hardware for correct-
ing reading problems and manned
by reading specialists. Branford
was the first town in the State
with a mobile reading lab. In
1966, with $25,000 in title I
funds, Superintendent Rodney E.
Wells had the unit designed and
equipped to serve seven of the
town's elementary public schools
and one parochial school,

The miniature classroom how
es seven carrels, each with its own
headphonemicrophone combine-
lion. each with a Controlled
Reader Jr. and a FlashXa de
vise for developing visual memo-
riration, A rentoteontrol system
permits seven different reading
programs to be conducted simul-
taneously. Three reading special-
ists take turns drivirg the lab to
schools, plughing it Into an elec
trical outlet, and teaching slow
learners.

Bridgeport recently spent the
sum of $44,500 in title I money
to buy and equip two auto camp.
en for use as reading labs. Each

lab, manned by a reading special.
ist and two teacher aides, visits
four elementary schools in thud.
vantaged areas each school day.
Each lab has two carrels for indi
vidual study and some $3,500 in
equipment and materials.

Florence E. Sutphin, reading
consultant for the Bridgeport
schools, becomes excited when she
describes the new teaching tools.
"They're the answer to the prob.
lem of old schools with no space
for reading services," she says,
"This is the only way we can fol.
low the children who need our
help most."

Bridgeport also has a mobile
art gallery, the only one in the
State. The "Art to You" unitan
18 by 9.foot display room mount-
ed on a truck chassis - -cost
112,000 in title I funds. For 11
months of the year, the mobile
gallery visits schools and public
centers, with its doors thrown
open to young and old alike. On
an average, over 200 persons a
day come inside to view works of
art by Fairfield County artists ant
by Bridgeport an students. On
hand to explain the exhibits is
Ronald W. Wilaek, curator and
young Buffalo, N.Y., painter.

The mobile art gallery repre-
lents tlx culmination of a long-
time dream by John C. Nerreau,
Bridgeport's supervisor of an.
Operating expenses run about
$8,000 a year and are met by
State funds.

Norwalk has a different kind of
art unit on wheelyan arornbile

A43b

for spurring artistic creativity
among culturally deprived chill-
dren. It operates during the six-
week summer session and carries
a wide variety of art supplies. Un
der the supervision of two art
teachers and a teacher aide, about
550 youngsters a day, from ages
four to 16, crowd around the unit
and join in painting, sculpting,
and other artistic activities.

Donald W. Rogers, art depart.
went chief, purchased a camper
and made an art unit of it with
$6,000 in title I money. Funds for
operating expensesabout $3,000
a summerare supplied by title I
and State grants.

The bar act which the new
style oneroom schools can have
on children's lives is shown by
Meriden's mobile science unit, a
combination science lab and plan-
curium. The $40,600 unit is
housed in a 40. by 12foot house
trailer which is towed four times
a year to four elementary schools
in deprived neighborhoods. A
hired cab tractor does the towing
at $25 per move.

The science area was specially
designed and equipped according
to local specifications. There are
no extras. The inventory consists
only of the materials and equip.
went considered essential in a ba.
sic science program. The area has
eve carrels, plus an audiovisual
console and a weather station.

The planetarium seats only 22,
but it does the job. Here, as in
the science area, the emphasis is
on a smallpoup instruction.

Donald W. Frite, science teacher
in charge of the unit, tells of a
kindergartner who made his first
visit to the planetarium. After
only 25 minutes of instruction.
the boy went home and fiabber
Basted his father by naming all
the stars in the constellation de
scribed that day by Mr. Fria.

In addition to the mobile sci
ence unit. Meriden also has two
house trailers that have been con.
vetted into centers for special
instruction in language am
reading, speech and hearing, and
so forth. The trailers are attached
to elementary schools where space
is short. These relocatable units
can be moved, if necessary, but
present plans call for leasing
them where they are.

Bridgeport has nine trailersnle
reading labs stationed at priority
schools. Danbury has four and
calls them Supplementary Lan.
guage Arts Centers. Likewise, An
sonia has use of the relocatable
"little red schoolhouses" in opera.
tion as reading labs, each parked
at a target school.

"We could not have offered our
tutoring program in our crowded
regular fadlides," says Ansonia
Superintendent Joseph R. Mar
Lad. "The reading labs give us
space which is admirably adapted
to our purposes. Without them.
there would be no program."

PterlOft 4 editor of Connecticut
Relocation. publiihed by the ism, IN.
Printalt IduratioN. His ankle MU
ppesred in that pountat
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LACE LEI IN' CENTER

Taking the Show on the Road
by Linda M. Lewis

Nonh Idaho College home eco-
nomics instructors sit in the
driver's seat as vocational home

economics adult education takes to
the roads in a classroom on wheels.
The Mobile Learning Center, a 27-foot
motor home equipped with all the ne-
cessities for a classroom experience,
provides short-term consumer home-
making classes for families of limited or
liivd incomes in economically de-
*Vetted or high-unemployment areas of
the five monhem Idaho counties.

Funded by the Idaho State Board for
Vocational Education, the mobile learn-
s% enter prugram is designed to help
people help themselves by utilizing all
the financial, personal and community
resources available to them. The pro-
gram, in its tenth year, was conceived
hv rlarence E Naught, North Idaho
College's vo ,tonal director, to im-
rmv home elvironmentsand the
quality of family life of adults unable to
commute to hc,memaking education
classes offered at the area vocational
school in Coeur d'Alene.

Practical Subjects

Talking about improving the quality
of life and actually doing something
about it are two different things. each
year the mobile learning center pro-
vides instruction for 250.300 persons in
the general content areas of food and
nutrition, clothing management, home-
making skills, budgeting, consumer

education and life skills. With two 24
clock-hour classes conducted at various
locations for two-week periods, the
program is customized to best meet the
needs of each region and each target
group served.

In the food and nutrition instructional
area, for example, farm families might
request food preservation technique
workshops, senior citizen groups might
desire assistance in preparing and freez-
ing make-ahead meals for one or two
people, teen-aged parents might enroll
in budget meals classes that stress eco-
nomical and nutritious methods of pre-
paring foods for young children, while
Head Start parent groups may wish to
participate in a field trip to a local gro-
cery to make name-brand/house-
brand/generic-brand food cost com-
parisons. Such student statements as
"My kids now read all the cereal labels,
knowing what is best for them and
which isn't," or "I spent less money and
brought home more groceries than I
ever have before," or "Figuring fractions
in the recipes helps me figure fractions
In my adult basic education class" attest
to the program's value.

To get the traveling program on the
road, initial contacts are made through
social service agency personnel and
program brochures placed where low-
income persons have access to them.
The program coordinator and instruc-
tors speak at civic, social, church and
agency meetings to create interest and

A-44-a

encourage sponsorship for classes. The
travel schedule is determined by agency
requests, homemaker group interest or
instructor inquiries into the needs of
people it different localities. The mo-
bile unit's multi-purpose classroom and
kitchen accomodates small classes for
five to eight adults; however, larger

A .6

Checking under the hood is all in a day's
work for the author. It wouldn't do to be
caught on a lonely road with mechanical
trouble. (Photo by Sandy Goodson)

number of students may participate In
class if a local grange hall or commu-

nity meeting room is available.

Quick Change Artists
Both the program and the instructors

must be flexible to keep groups of
homemakers informed as changes and

JUNE 1961 47
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advances in the occupation of home-
making occur. Organization is the key
to success; therefore, a wide variety of
lesson plans, teaching aids and labora-
tory supplies must be available at all
times if immediate student needs are to
be met.

. .
In one instance, an instructor had

prepared a laundry procedures lesson
and was busy setting up the teaching
aids when a student came into the mo-
bile van carrying a large container of
cooked beets. Someone had given her
the beets the night before; she didn't
know how to either can or freeze them
so she brought them to class I or instruc-
tions. The laundry aids were returned to
the cupboard, the. canner aid freezer
containers were brought out, and a
lesson in food preservation took place
that day. The laundry could wait; the
beets couldn't.

Although the mobile unit serves as
home base for the majority of classes,
much instruction involves choices of-
fered in the marketplace. Consumer
buying experiences will best transfer to
the students' personal lives when they
are conducted in realistic settings.
Therefore a chain store provides the
setting for a wardrobe management
lesson, the discount fabric store pro-
vides all the learning aids needed for a
fabric selection exercise and the thrift

48 VocED

outlet proves to be an economical
source for obtaining used adult gar-
ments to be recycled into children's
clothing.

Responsibilities for teaching home
economics in a classroom-on-wheels go
far beyond those of a regular home-
making teacher in a stationary class-

"With two 24 clock-hour
classes conducted at
various locations for

two-week periods, the
program is customized
to best meet the needs

of each region and each
target group served."

room. In addition to possessing a broad
working background in all areas of
home economics, mobile learning cen-
ter instructors must display a keen abil-
ity to understand and work with all
types 00 students with a variety of life-
'styles .end a myriad of personal needs.
They must be willing to drive a cumber.
some vehicle along seldom traveled

A-444 91

Alice Bundy, principal mobile unit instrut.
helps developmentally disabled aduln w
a production line for sewing instrument
Mrs for the forestry industry. A number
classes are targeted at developing sob sit'
(Photo by Ken Sylte)

roads and must demonstrate the
chanical ability to make small reps
since they maintain the electrical, ss.
sanitary and generator systems of
classroom. Mobile instructors must .
as public relations experts, student
cruitment officers and family our
ors.

The mobile learning center prof.
teaches people that their incomes
stretch to cover the basic human ne
that quality of family life is more im;
tant than a large bank account, and
each individual is a worthy NI'
being. A written student evalue
stated, "I like your classes because I
get away from the house, meet pet-
and make friends, yet learn loft
things that save me money. I feel hi.
worthwhile person again?" That's w.
the North Idaho College mobile It.
ing center program is all about.

About the author
Linda M. Lewis is coordinator of vocatied
home economics at the Area Vocational
Technical School of North Idaho Colley
COMA/ d'Alene.
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By WALTER WOOD

Over roads through lush farmland rolls the jobmobile with a
cargo of career education for the disadvantaged youths on the
Eastern Shore of Maryland. The classroom-on-wheels--one of
two 40-foot-long trailers equipped for teaching short-term
courses in typing, auto tuneup, and merchandisinghelps the
dropout get back in school, gives the slow learner a chance
for better grades, and offers training in marketable skills to
the jobless. The van brings to a girl who cannot type 35 words
per minute in high school the opportunity to increase her
speed and the possibility of landing that job she wants in an
urban office. The jobmobile project, designed by the Maryland
State Department of Education (MSDE) to demonstrate to
local school systems the potential of short-term instructional
programs, provides five-week, 50-hour courses at school stops
in six of the Shore's nine countiesCaroline, Dorchester, Kent,
Somerset, Talbot, and Wicomico. It goes without saying that
no moss gathers under a jobmobile,

A-45-a
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igrant families share the jobmobile's educational
wares, thanks to thoughtful planning. During sum-
mer months when most schools are closed and
Somerset County tomatoes are ready for picking,
the mobile classroom in typing and auto tuneup is
driven to Westover, a crossroads town deep in the
fertile tidewater country. At the Westover Ele-

mentary School the van joins the program for migrants op-
erated under title I of ESEA. While fathers, and frequently
mothers, are bending in the fields under July and August sun,
freshly scrubbed children in their neatest clothing are being
helped with reading and math skills in air-conditioned com-
fort incongruous to the steamy hovels of the migrant camp.
.After the sun goes down, adult and teenager pickers who want
to pull away from the migrant stream go into the jobmobile
to.learn the wiring of an automobile ignition system or how
to type without . .
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andy wiring boards superimposed with a diagram-
matic ignition system of an eight cylinder gasoline
engine enable students to perform theoretical tuneups
inside the jobmobile before visiting garages to practice
actual repairs. Typing students view movies of the
typewriter keyboard in action and receive instructions
from accompanying sound tapes. Switching from film

to practice book, students copy a finger dexterity exercise
without looking down at keyboards: You must allow the queen
to pet each of the six zebras. Day by day the queen pets the
sebras a little faster and at the end of five weeks most students
are typing more than 30 words per minute. . .
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IIobmobiles still come as a surprise to the Eastern Shore
migrant worker who is preoccupied with thoughts of
how many baskets of tomatoes he can pick in a day at
20 cents a basket. The career education vans, pur-
chased with funds provided by the U.S. Office of
Education under the Vocational Education Amend-
ments of 1968, first appeared on the Eastern Shore

only one year ago. The guiding hand of the jobmobile project
is that of Charlotte Conaway, a vocational education program
specialist of the MSDE in Baltimore.

The concept of packing a classroom securely into a trailer
and trucking it to schoolhouse after schoolhouse, mile after
mile, is as novel to the Shore's old-line educators as the me-
chanical crab picker is to the hardshell watermen who thought
Fletcher Hanks' hydraulic clam whammer would never make
the grade. But it did, becoming the cotton gin of Maryland's
clam industry. The jobmobile has as good a chance to achieve
equal distinction in the education business. The kingsize vans
filled with desks, typewriters, adding machines, cash registers,
auto spark plugs, distributor kits, film projectors, and sound
equipment rove the quiet byways to train young men and
women for possible jobs in department stores, supermarkets,
drugstores, service stations, and garages. To understand the
impact of all this is to know that some folk say Eastern
Shoremen like nothing better than to throw cold water
whether from the Chesapeake or the Choptankon other
Eastern Shoremen's attempts to try something new.

Be that as it may, the jobmobile, like the clam whammer, is
showing signs of success. The first big victory came before
schools closed for last summer's vacation. Ten students in
Princess Anne High School were dropping behind in their
typing class. The ten were assigned to take the jobmobile's
short course. Earphones on and seated at individual type-
writers, the students listened to recorded instructions and
picked up the rhythm on their machines. The pace was
speeded up gradually, and when the course was completed
most of the ten fall-behinds were push-aheads at 35 words per
minute. Back to Princess Anne High went the ten to take a
final exam. Six passed. Jubilation for the jobmobile and
Charlotte Conaway.
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MAKING SUMMER INSTRUCTION MEANINGFUL-

-Via ltakle Vomit ly ClituropittIrving C. Wedeking
Vocational Agriculture instructor

Aurora, Nebraska
One of the greatest

challenges facing the
Vocational Agricul-
ture Instructor is
maintaining a sound
educational summer
program. Because of
the high degree of

It I technological change
in agriculture, it is
very difficult for an

instructor to maintain an educational
summer program by using a car or
pickup to make on-farm instructional
visits to his students, specially during
the time of the year when the instruc-
tor should be most effective in his
teaching. It is felt there are more needs,
problems to be solved and the applies-
don of formal learning that should be
be done during the summer months.
Also many areas of agriculture can
only be partially taught during de
school year, because of being out of
season, of not being able to use live or
growing material, or the normal opera-

ons which are completed during the
..nruner months. Some examples are:
irrigation well efficiency, crop disease
identification, fertilizer management,
and livestock improvement.

In this article I will describe the we
01 a Mobile Education Unit in the
Aurora school district to meet the above
challenge.

Community Background
The Aurora school district, located

seventy-three miles west of Lincoln,
includes 516 farm families with an
average farm size of 306 acres. The
farms are mostly row crop, beef fatten-
ing, swine fattening, swine production
and beef cow operations. The popula-
tion of Aurora is 3,180 with most busi-
nesses being agriculturally related.

Objective
The specific objectives planned in

this project were:
1. To provide a complete program in

Vocational Agriculture by imple-
menting a formal summer education
program to fulfill the needs of stu-
dents enrolled in the supervised ex-
nerlence programs in Vocational
Agriculture.

Irviag Wedding
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The greatest challenge fac-
ing the vocational agriculture
instructor is maintaining
sound summer educational
provam.

2. To provide special entry skill level
occupational preparation to those
students who are socioeconomically
or academically handicapped and
place students on-job when skill level
is reached.

3. To assist students to make career
choices and decisions regarding fu-
ture educational and occupational
plans by using on-location study of
occupations.

4. To reduce the unemployment per-
centage among students of this abil-
ity and age level grouping by pro-
viding on-location situations and
skill entry study during the summer
months.
Mobile Classroom Equipment

The mobile classroom started with a
stand-by 1958 I.H.C, 42 passenger,
school bus. The bus was wired for
110V, carpeted, curtains installed, air
conditioning, electric beating, and a
7.5KW, 110.220V power unit was in-
stalle.i.

Educational equipment and materials
placed in the Mobile Unit are as fol-
lows: four student desks and chain,
filing and storage cabinets, resource
material rack, instructor's station, two
tape recorder, video-tape camera, re-
cording deck and monitor, wide angle
overhead projector, film projector, slide
and filmstrip projector, overhead view-
ing screen, five wireless listening head-
sets, calculator, two-way business band
radio, textboola and resource materials.
studen files, 21 Kodak carousels and
16 hours of video tape which have com-
plete lessons, demonstrations, skills,
occupational information, etc. for mo-
bile classroom we. All equipment,
fixtures, and teaching aids are mounted
or stored as to prevent movement or
resist shock during road travel.

Mobile Cla 'troom Procedure
The 222 ware mile district was

divided into 24 teaching areas by using
the following criterion: (1) .a teaching
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Use at Mobile Classroom during the school
day. Students measurie and calculating
field loss on actual leaden.
area is no more than twenty square
miles, (2) no student travels more than
three miles to Mobile Unit, (3) stu-
dents in area are grouped by needs,
interests and grade level, (4) special
needs of students are to be considered
on individual bads, (5) eight students
will be considered an area. Teaching
areas are altered to meet criterion on
June 1st of each year.

Area schedules are sent to the stu-
dents one month in advance and they
are expected, but not required to at-
tend summer instruction. Formal in-
struction is given from 9 to 11:00 A.M.
and from 2 to 4 P.M., four days each
week. Ten hours of formal instruction
are given to students with special needs
each week. Students are given school
credit for each ten hours of instruction.

Day School Students
The Mobile Unit is used eight hours

(Concluded on next page)
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Rear portion of Mobile Classroom showing
part of students' desks, storage and filing
cabinets. hstructor's station, resource
wish rich, and equipment storage.
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(Washing irons pep 275)
each week for day school students, In-
struction is given to groups or indi-
vidually in the supervised experience
program of Vocational Agriculture.

l'oeng tanner Education
The Mobile Unit is used ten hours

each week, on an individual basis, to
implement the Nebraska Farm Busine
Analysis Education and to assist the
young farmer in highly technical man-
agement decisions.

Testing Program
A five part test of agricultural

achievement, developed by the Nebras-
ka Agricultural Education Project, is
being used for testing and evaluation
of the project. The five part test will
evaluate the students' achievement in
management, plant and soil science,
animal science, mechanics, and a gen-
eral interest test. The summer program
tests have been evaluated and the re-
sults are promising. Complete results of
the project will be published at the end
of the two year testing period.

I 'u I -%Vay Radio
A business band radio is used be-

tween the County Extension Office and
the Mobile Unit. The purposes of the
radio are: ( I ) if a student is in need
of assistance, he may telephone the
County Extension Office and they will
relay the message by radio, (If the need
is in the same area the Mobile Unit
is operating. assistance is given to the
student after or before scheduled class

sessions are given) (2) if a problem
cannot be solved because of lack of
information or knowledge, the County
Extension Agent is radioed for as-
sistance, (The County Extension Agent
can be reached by radio-phone when
not in the office and information is
then radioed back to the Mobile Unit
by the office personnel).

Future Mobile Classroom l'se
Research and studies are being made

to broaden the use of the Mobile Unit
during the school year after the com-
pletion of the pilot study. It is hoped
that by the 1973.74 school year the unit
will be on one-half time for young and
adult farmer education, and by the
1974-75 school year one-half time for
young and adult farmer education and
one-half time for high school students.
It is also hoped It may be used for a
program to educate Arop-out students
to a high enough skill level that they
may apply for entry-type occupations
in agriculture.

funding
A total of $7,497.00 of exemplary

funds will be used during the duration
of the project which began on Apra 1,
1971, and will end on June 30, 1973.
A total of $9,190.00 of local funds will
be used during the duration of the
project.

Summary
During the period from June 1 to

September 1, 1971, a total of 217 stu-
dent contacts were made and a total of
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471 mobile classroom hours of instruc.
don was given.

A total of 82 percent of the student
enrollment scheduled actually attended
the Mobile Classroom Unit.

The learning areas completed during
the summer were not structured as
complete courses but were planned to
complete the practical application as.
pect of courses studied during the
school year. Examples were: (1) crop
diseases, (2) insect identification, (3)
weed identification, (4) pasture im.
provement, (5) career opportunities in
agriculture, (6) record analysis, (71
irrigation management, (8) livestock
management, (9) job placement and
skills training, and (10) home improve-
ment.

The instructor devoted 580 hrs of
time to this project from June 1 to
September 1. Since the mobile unit
construction was not begun until April
1, 1971, the resource materials were
not as complete as desired on June I.
The needs of the students were much
different than the traditional meth, di
of summer education and much time
was spent preparing resource materials
to fill student needs during the sum.
mer. The instructor's time may be re-
duced during the summer of 1972
but it is felt the high school students,
young and adult farmers, will ask for
more assistance because of the effective.
ness of this Unit filling the need, of
agriculturalists in this community...
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EIGHTEEN NEBRASKA COUNTIES COVERED

Mobile Van Serves as Classroom
Kaiak L. Ate,

P. Dane, Whet*,
Mid-Halm Comma Ity Collor

North Plotto, NE 69101

Mid-Plshis Community College at North
Platte, Nebraska had a dream. It welshed
twenty-one toss, rolled on slum wheels
and brought welding and machine shop in-
unction to a twenty-thousand square mile
service area. The dream began nearly ten
yeas

Sometimes1912.
and bec
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n March of
of names,

this "Mobile Metals Van" was the admina-
doe of many months of inspiration and
perspiration by the administrative, instruc-
tional and maintenance staff of Mid-Plains
Community College with the support of the
sonnies board.

How does a college go about building,
equipping and staffing a mobile chiefdom
to serve students in a support area which
consists of small, widely separated schools?
How dos a college provide instruction for
high school students and adults in com-
munities unable to justify purchase of ex-
pensive equipment? First the van itself had
to be found la this instance that meant to
41 constructed. Since it had already been

winked that a mobile van was the only
practical way to service an elehtestaccoomty
area. the college tried to find funding.
When this was impossible because federal
and state fads were nearly nonexistent,
plus local budgets had mill levy and paren-
tal, limitations, it was decided that if the
dream was ever to become a van, it would
have to be done the hard way. Compost-
ly, the van was started five years eV using

cones, students to build it, utilzing instruc-
tionsl materials needed to provide practice
in militias and fabrication, thusno labor
ousts. Many of the material costs were
alleviated by the salvaging of practice
material that would have been scrapped.
Since instruction had to be first priority
while working on the van, the unit which
might have been built in five months took
surly five years to complete with the col-
lege maintenance department putting on the
finishing touches and doles that part which
was not good instruction. In addition to the
Welding; department, there were contribu-
dons from the Machine Shop, Mechanics,
Building Construction, Heeds/ and Mr
Conditioning and Electrical depertments.

Next, equipment had to be found. For
n early ten years equipment had been se-
culumated that might be used for this pro-
ject. Much of the equipment was govern-
ment surplus, used equipment, or existing
e quipment that could be borrowed from
other departments in the college. A total of
more than $50,000 worth of machine shop
and welding equipment cod the college
about $13,000.

Staff was the last big problem. It was
decided that since it would be impossible to
hire one person to staff this lab on its yearly
Inv*, the next best thing would be to
utilize the voc-ag and industrial arts Indio*.
ton at each of the schools it would visit.
Mid - Plains gave a special condensed course
for these instructors during the summer to
allow them to train with their peen, both
on the equipment they would be using in the
van and the equipment in the regular
welding and maim at Mid-Plains.
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Since the "instructors" came to the course
at Mid-Plains with a variety of skills in this
area, they were given instruction and
"hands on" pectin* to bring them to a
level of proficiency necessary to instruct
their high school students and adult voca-
tional metals dames. There was no cost to
the instructor except his time. Housing was
provided in college housing if the. Instructor
desired.

Now that the dream is a reality, what is k
exactly and how will it be used?

The Mobile Metals Van is 11 fed high, 12
feet wide and 60 feet long, weights twenty.
one tons and is supported by a heavy steel
frame carried by sixteen wheels on eight ax-
les. Walls and roof are made of light weight
steel studs and joists covered with steel
sidles on the exterior and lined with
plywood on the interior. Collins, walls and
floor are insulated with a combination of
fiberglass insulation and sprayed on
urethane, both on the roof and floor. The
heath* and cooling system is a combination
of electrical and propane. Usually the dec-
ides' system will be sufficient but severe
weather may make the propane necessary.

The van is divided into two sections. The
front half contains twelve arc welding units.
Tea of the welders are 250 amp, AC-DC 60
percent duty cycle, industrial quality
welders, four of which are set up with MO
frequency attachments so that they can be
used for TIO welding, welding of
aluminum, stainless steel, etc. The other
two welders are serniautomatk wire feed
MIO. This end of the van has an extensive
exhaust system to ventilate the welding
fumes.

The second part of the van houses four
gas welding units followed by grinders, drill
press, power shears and a power horizontal
band saw. Also included is a metal shaper,
horizontal mill, vertical mill, universal mill
and four 10 inch swine x24 inches to 30 in-
ches bed metal lathes. The machine shop
e quipment is of industrial quality but of
tookoom rather than production size.

This van is self sufficient with the support
of a second smaller unit, $ feet by $ feet x
feet, built to provide its electrical power
book-up. This second unit carries extra sup.
plies for welding and machine shop work as
well as equiwomt and materials for block-
ing and leveling the Metals Van on location.
The main purpose of the support van is to

MOVING?
Doe't forget to let the National
ATEA Office know your new ad-
dress.
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provide portable transformers with 28 feet
high poles which raise and lower
hydraulically. The three transformers
enclosed within the support van are a dual
primary voltage type. This makes it possible
to connect the Mobile Metals Shop to the
local high voltage power lines in almost all
of the eighteen-county Mid-Plains Com-
munity College era. This enable the Metals
Van to be disconnected at one location and
hooked back up again at another location
in the same day at an affordable cost. Both
of the tractors which move this equipment
were obtained through state educational
=plus.

The van and its accompanying trailer are
n ow being utilized to serve an area approx-
imately 123 by 200 miles in west antral
Nebraska. It will serve (on a rotating
schedule) high schools ranging in size from
twenty-five to seven hundred students with
an average size of one hundred students. A
schedule is being arranged with the high
schools in this rural area to utilise the van
and its equipment about every four years,
u sually five weeks per visit. This will allow a
high school student in ninth through
twelfth grades to be exposed once during
his high school career to a welding and
machine shop program that his school
could not otherwise afford. There is no ex-
pense to the school except for the supplies,
utilities and inventory. The van comes to
the school fully equipped and stocked. It is
delivered on site, booked up and reedy to
utilize. The instructor merely incorporates
the instruction into his regular teaching
schedule. Classes for adults are offered in
the evenings. In this case the instructor
becomes an employee of the college in its
regular part-time program and is paid by
the college.

What are the benefits of a project like
this? The students of a very rural area are

being given treltdng in welding and machine
shop that would not have otherwise been
offered. The adults of the area have an op-
portunity to be introduced to welding and
machine shop without having to drive fifty
to one hundred and twenty-five miles for
evening instruction. The college and the
high schools have beccze more closely con-
nected and can better nerve each other.
Students are more aware of Mid-Plains Col-
lege and this can be an excellent recruiting
tool. The van will be used to train industry
when the schools are not in session.

It will be moved to a public power facility
this summer to train their employees in
welding and machine shop.

A mobile weld* and metals laboratory
is indeed proving to be beneficial to Mid-
Plains and the area it serves but there is one
major problem one van is not going to be
enough.

SOW

1983 Exhibitors for
National Conference
Dodge/Scan Div. of McGraw-Hill
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020

ASCI Marketing Group
27439 Holiday Lane Suite 0101
Perrysburg, Ohio 43551

Seders Art Supply
1113 Locust Street
St. Louis, Missouri 63101
Electronics Supply Company, Inc.
4100 Main
Kansas City, Missouri 64111

Feedback. Inc.
620 Springfield Avenue
Berkeley Heights, New Jersey 07922

E & L Instruments, Inc.
61 First Street
Derby, Connecticut 06418

Sun Electric Corporation
One Sun Parkway
Crystal Lake, Illinois 60014

Prentice Hall
College Division
Englewood Cliffs, New Jeny 07632

Bobbs-Merrill Educational Publishing
4300 W. 62nd St.
P.O. Box 7080
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206

Nova University-Center for Higher Ed.
3301 College Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33317

Hocking Technical College
Nelsonville, Ohio 45764

Dependable Educational Programs Co.
Route 3, Box 136
Pittsburg, Kansas 66762
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Machine Shop Belles of Mobile Vas showing lathes, edifies machines, shaper, metal
*ear.
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The van's rear section houses four gas welding units, grinders, a
drill press, power shears, and a power horizontal band saw. We
also included a metal shaper, horizontal mill, vertical mill, uni-
versal mill, and four lir swing X 24" to 30" metal lathes. The
machine shop equipment is industrial quality but of toolroom,
rather than production, size.

A smaller second unit, V X r X 211, provides electrical power
hookup, carries extra supplies for welding and machine shop
work, and contains equipment and materials for blocking and
leveling the metals van on location. The support van's main
function is to provide portable transformers with 2r high poles
which raise and lower hydraulically. The three transformers
inside the support van are a dual primary voltage type, making it
possible to connect the mobile metals shop to local high- voltage
power lines in most of the college% service area. The metals van
can be disconnected at one location and hooked up again at
another in the same day at an affordable cost.

We obtained the two tractors from state educational surplus to
transport this equipment.

The population served. The van and support trailer now
serve an area approximately 125 miles X 200 miles in west-central
Nebraska. They visit, on a rotating schedule, high schools rang-
ing from 23 to 700 students, with an average enrollment of 100.

We schedule rural high schools for use of the van approxi-
mately once every four years, usually for five weeks per visit. This
arrangement exposes a student once during high school to a
welding and machine shop program that the local school could
not otherwise afford.

There is no expense to the school except for supplies, utilities,
and inventory. The van comes fully equipped and stocked,
hooked up. and ready for instruction. The instructor simply
incorporates lessons made possible by the van into the regular
teaching schedule. Classes for adults are offered in the evenings,
with the local instructor employed and paid by the college

A-47-c

through its regular part-time program.
What are the benefits of a project like this? Students in a vet)

rural area receive training they'd not otherwise have. Area adults
also have an introduction to welding and machine shop without
having to drive 50 to 123 miles for evening instruction. The
college and high schools have become more closely connected
and can better serve each other. Students have greater awareness
of Mid-Plains College, which yields excellent recruiting benefits
We give local industry access to the van for training purposes
when the schools are not in session.

Although the mobile laboratory is of benefit to the college and
its community, there is one major problemone van is not
enough. 0
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The mobile metals van with its support trailer, sot
up and connected to power at a rural Nebraska high
school
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Dy Kenneth L. Men and P. Donald Mak,

O UR community college had a dream. It weighed 21 tons,
%) rolled on 16 wheels, and would bring welding and machine
*op instruction to students in a 20,000 square -mile service area.
la March 1982, after 10 years of work and planning, the mobile
metals van became reality, the result of the combined inspiration
and perspiration of Mid-Plains Community College students and
administrative, inetruedonal, and maintenance staffs.

Illidldlne and omillIttIng the van. The college first sought
fending when we realised that a mobile van was the most
practical way to service our 184:aunty area. With federal and
mate funds nearly nonexistent and mill levy and percentage
Imitations on local budgets, purchase of a completed van was
impossible. Consequently, students built the van, using instruc-
tional materials designated for welding and fabrication practice.
labor was free and costs were held down by salvaging material
that would otherwise have been scrapped.

Because instruction was our first priority, a unit that might
have been built in five months took needy five years. The college
maintenance department put on the finishing touches and
performed jobs that mum% of an instructional nature. The
welding, machine shop, mechanics, building construction, beat-
* and air condidoning, and elm:tried departments all contrib-
uted to the van's construction.

For nearly 10 years, we collected needed equipment. Much was
teed or government-surplus equipment or already-purchased

Kenneth L Aun is president and P. Donald Minkkr k direc-
ts. of porminot vocational hutruction, ifidPlabu Commonly
College. North Plane, Nebraska.
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Part of the Metier of the completed van showing
some of Its meshing shop equipment and the
double-door indrawn/oak
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items borrowed from other college departments. In the end, more
than 650.000 worth of machine shop and welding equipment cost
the college about 615,000.

Staff was our last big pi oblem. Because it was impossible to
hire one person to staff the lab, we decided to use the vo-ag and
industrial arts instructors at each school we visited. Mid-Plains
pve a special condensed course during the summer for these
instructors, allowing them to train with their peers both on the
vans equipment and in the regular welding and machine shops st
Mid-Plains.

Because instructors came to us with varying skills, we provided
instruction and hands-on practice that broughtthem to the profi-
ciency needed to teach their high school and adult vocational
metals classes. We charged no tuition and made housing avail-
able in the college dormitories.

The completed van is 8' high X 12' wide X 60' long and is
supported by **heavy steel frame. Walls and roof are lightweight
steel studs and joists covered with steel siding outside and ply-
wood inside. We insulated the ceiling, walls, and floor with a
combination of fiberglass and sprayed-on urethane. The heating
and cooling system uses electricity supplemented by propane in
severe weather.

The van is divided into two sections, the front half containing
12 arc-welding units. Ten are 250 A, ac/ dc, 60 percent duty cycle,
industrial-quality welders, four of which have high-frequency
attachments for use in T10 welding and welding aluminum,
stainless steel, and so forth. The other two welders are semi-
automatic wire-feed M10. An extensive exhaust system at this
end ventilates welding fumes.
Condoned on neat page.
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This view Mows additional machine shop equip-
ment and, at the end farthest from the camera, the
van's welding area.
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The New Jersey Department of Ed=
sicebon recently purchased 12 "clew
rooms on wheels." These trailers,
which are designed to be mobile,
telocatable or permanent. are part of
an experimental program of "Itinerant"
vocational education initiated by Dr.
Robert Worthington, New Jersey's in-
sistent commissioner for vocational
education.

"Itinerant" is a good word for the
program although It bears little re-
semblance to the image of an early
traveling preacher, which the name
brings to mind. By comparison, the
mobile classrooms, built by Intermod-
vier Structures, Inc., are comfortable
arrangements for ten students with
cabinets loaded with audio-visual
equipment for both group and in-
dividual selfinstruction.

Each trainer is fully instrumented
for instruction in automotive tuneup,
linomotive air conditioning, automo-
tive brake repair, control of automo-
live exhaust and small engine repair.
Each unit is also equipped for teach-
ing clerical work, touch typing, In-
troductory drafting, human relations
and graphic arts.

The units. measuring 10 x 00 ft,
travel an average of 40 miles between
schools about every six weeks. The
framing is metal, with 412 In. ply.
wood subfloor and underlayment. The
wail and roof sheathing is 3/8 in.
plywood. Fully equipped. the average
noel Per unit is about $30,000.
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ABOVE. New Jersey's "itinerant" classrooms move on every six weeks.
BELOW. Mounted on an 'I' beam chassis the units withstand constant use.
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Forty-foot traveling
shop brings

automotive course to
400 New Jersey

students and trainees
Hy HOWARD SIAM

Managing Editor

Before going into live" tune-up
work on the engine analyzer these

students learn theory from
workbooks. They work on the

automotive ignition wiring board
and the testing board which

simulate actual systems.

"Round-Robin"
Auto Tune-up
Program
Mel Hersh is a vocational instructor and
he teaches automotive tune-up just about
anywhere in New Jersey that has a de-
mand for him. And wherever he goes he
carries his classroom with him. To bor-
row a phrase from the movie, "The King
and I," "Is a puzzlement"until you visit
Mel at work.

His classroom is a 10 by 40-ft. trailer
'which, on the morning of March 5 was
parked on the asphalt playground of Me-
morial Elementary School in Union
Beach. The trailer is one of nine which
form a unique experimental program of
Itinerant" vocational education initiated
this past year under Dr. Robert Worth-
ington, New Jersey's assistant commis-
sioner for vocational education.

Itinerant" is a good word for Henh's
tune-up program although it bears little
resemblance to the image the early trav-
eling type preacher brings to mind. By
comparison the mobile dassroom is luxu-
rious with comfortable arrangements for
10 students and cabinets' loaded with
audio-visual equipment for both group
and individual self-instruction. Formica-
topped desks provide ample working
space for students working on the train-
ing boards, taking notes or working out
the lessons in their workbooks.

Mar
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"Up front" in the trailer is a cardboard
and plastic mock-up of an engine run by
a small ac motor which simulates the ac-
tual ignition system in operation and a
benchtop auto engine analyzeran actual
piece of test equipment which can be
moved outdoors to tune up an engine.
Smaller than some of its "sister" trailers.
the tune-up unit was built and outfitted
by a New Jersey firm which is developing
its original capability in construction of
such mobile units as diners and relo-
amebic bank buildings into an educa-
tional specialty. They are building and
equipping educational units according to
the specifications of educators. Cost of
the equi

30
d unit runs between $21,000

and , 11 1 .

Hersh, whose background is in air con-
ditioning, spent three months working
with an experienced instructor and is tak-
ing special courses to qualify for certifica-
tion under New Jersey accreditation pol-
icy for vocational education. lie teaches a
schedule of five periods a day with 10
students in each session. In addition he
teaches a class of adults two evenings a
week. While most are upper grade level
studentsmostly eighth grade. one group
is comprised of eight special students who
make up an ungraded class. Some are re-

°°:::.%*.
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Instructor, Meh4n Hersh, demonstrates the operating
electronic engine tester, behind Instructor, le used out

tarded while others have failed to achieve
in their regular classes for various rea-
SODS.

"It's not that we are trying to make
auto mechanics or tune-up specialists out
of these grade school students," Hersh ex-
plained. "We want to give them exposure
to occupations. Some of the special stu-
dents, young as they are, have quite a bit
of mechanical ability and we try to de-
velop this. We have some of them work-

on the training boards. They learn
to trace the automotive electrical cir-

cuit and bow different parts can be ad-
justed."

When they have learned this, Hersh
lets them work on the mock-up where
they do some experimenting. The die
tributor cap is transparent so they can see
the rotor turning, the opening and closing
of the points and the effect this bas on
ignition. He has them remove the con-
denser so they can see the difference in
the spark. At the same time they can see
the difference on the scope of the engine
analyzer.

The course which Hersh teaches is pur-
posely unstructured since the program is
experimental. However, a groat deal of
audio-visual equipment and software is
used. These include a small engine me-
chanics training course with film strips,
engine tune-up training board, volt-
meters, tape recorder, 35mm carousel
slide projector, a 16mm sound projector,
35mm slide and record player, and an
overhead projector.

The 10 formica-topped desks have ver-
tical storage for the training boards.
There is a drawer for workbooks and
miscellaneous supplies. Cabinets over-
head and between the windows hold

din - visual equipment and software.
dery is a small teacher's office at the

Mar with additional storage. Power for
heat, light and air-conditioning is pro-
vided by an umbilical cord.

Like the ether eight mobile 'ninths
nits which include programs of graphic
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aknulator to an el=tudent. Forty-toot trailer has stations for 10 students The
ors to tune up an

ant, typing, industrial plastics, and small
engine mechanics, the tune-up trailer is
scheduled to move on to another school
after 20 teaching days. This schedule is
repeated throush mid-June when it will
probably be pressed into service for train-
ing programs to migrant workers, to in-
mates of correctional institutions and to
students in summer school programs in
New Jersey. By that time Hersh will have
put in a solid school year completing his
Wday program in eight schools.

There are no actual limits to his travels
except the state boundaries. In practice,
John Bohner, coordinator of the mobile
units, tries to schedule the route within a
35-40 mile radius.

He and John Wyllie, director of the
state's Bureau of Special Needs and Ca
operative Education are hopeful and en-
thusiastic over the program. Primary pur-
pose of the mobile units, they feel, is to
serve as examples to the various school
districts of the types of vocational pro-
grams that should become a permanent
part of the school's curriculum. A suc-
cessild 20-hour program in some area of
automotive service, industrial plastics, or
graphic arts is an effective way to gener-
ate permanent programs for the dis-
advantaged, they reason.

"You can write and you can talk about
such provams, but this effect of the ac-
tual participation of 50 of his own pupils
is more likely to trigger action by the
school superintendent," Wyllie ex-
plained.

illowever, neither Wyllie nor Bohner is
downgrading the potential of the mobile
snits for more-or-less permanent voca-
tional pragrama of short training duration.
One of the units has been tried in a jail with
escouragine results. "We have in mind de-
tention centers where kids ire held for
short periods. They're doing nothing but
looking at four walls. The units and the
equipment an make a difference. We've
seen it with our own eyes."

gnat son of Oman ethas es a mobile

Ast150..b 10 5

salt assignment? According to Bohner,
he's pt to have a great deal of mothes
lion, resourcefulness and willingness to
accept the unusual. Take the idea of
moving from place to place. One month
he is traveling 10 miles to his daises, the
next stop may be 33 or 40.

Self sufficiency is another prized qua!
ity. "These are people who may have to
change a tire during a moving operation
or jockey the unit over bad roads.

Motivation? Take Mel Hersh. "We've
trained him to teach automotive tune-
up," Bohner continued. "With only a
three-month training period with another
instructor, we feel very comfortable is
putting him out on his own. . . . Higher
priority than normal is placed on the
adaptability, personality, and attitude of
the person toward the program."

Funding for the program came from
state and federal money for the dis-
advantaged, part of the VEA '63 and '6$
monies, It is possible that after menial
the results of the nine units, additional
trailers will be purchased to expand the
program. There are no patterns as yet
But one thing appears cern& in New Jer-
sey. Men are hard at work to provide
relevant vocational education for all in a
way they can assimilate and use to best
advantage.

For the present, the architects of the
program are content with a quiet opti-
mum. The real measure of the program
may well be in small success. Hersh
talked of one of them: "I was in South
Plainfield with my unit and I had a boy
who couldn't read. But he did surpri
ingly well in the tune-up course. He had a
job with Sears and Roebuck just chant
ing tires. Doing a good job too. Now he
has a new skill. He may never be an ace
mechanic but he can qualify for a job set
Ling up new can for delivery or he can do
automotive servicing in a filling station.
He's happy and Sears is happy with him."

Where regular education has failed
who can argue with that kind amass?,



BUSES TAKE
TECHNICAL TRAINING

t) STUDENTS
IN RURAL SCHOOLS

Each day Harry Chase holds a
three-hour electricity and electronics
class at Mosquero, N. Mex., High
School. After lunch be drives his
classroom (a reconditioned military
ambulance bus) 19 miles to Roy
High School for another three-hour
session in the afternoon.

Halbert Slagle drives a 39-mile
technical-vocational route in Ari-
zona. Frank Bettis, another New
Mexico teacher, travels 86 miles a
lay to bring basic instruction in elec-
xicity and electronics to three classes

,./"P77.7"
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of 12 students each in 3 different
rural schools.

All these teachers are part of an
experiment to make equal vocational
education opportunities available to
students in rural schools. Long lag-
ging behind because of the expensive
shop facilities needed (as well as
qualified teachers), many small
school districts are turning to shared
facilities to put their vo-ed programs
on a par with city schools.

The New Mexico programs were
brought into being by three cooper-

_cam illkMA

bows: Jack Boulton (in foreground) of
'e State Department o/ Education confers
ith Frank Bettis (center), teacher, and Ed
angman, manpower consultant. In back.
ound, Lee Palmer, State Department o/
duration, talks with William Allen o/ Simi,.
n Educational Systems. Abovatights Harry
base (center) lectures on theory and super.
yes laboratory activities as well as taking
re o/ incidental duties of driving his
lassroom" between the Mosquero and Roy
g. 'tools. Right: Project boards, securely

.d in overhead racks, give the student
actical experience in circuit operation. The
.tructor's demonstrator makes lessons
lily visible to each student.

I

sung groups. The Educational Serv.
ice Center, a project funded under
the Elementary and Secondary Edu-
cation Act of 1965, owns the buses
and installed the equipment. The
New Mexico Department of Educs
don underwrites the teachers' salaries
and operating expenses. Participating
schools supply educational materials
and training equipment.

Not only have the buses expanded
vo-ed for students, plans are being
made to use them for teacher train-
ing. Traveling around the state, they
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The buses plug in to the electrical
utilities at each school they serve.
Heat is provided by electrical space
heaters . on this bus. Promises of fobs
for graduates have shown that local
businessmen are interested in the
success of this program.

would be used for a series of two-
week workshops to update knowl-
edge and help teachers implement
electricity-electronic programs in their
own schools.

The mobile classroom uses courses
in both English and Spanish by
Simpson Educational Systems. The
standardized tests which are part of
the system help insure that the stu-
dents are competitive with those of
urban schools.

Another type of mobile classroom
with the same SES equipment and
materials will be used for a 12 -week
time block at each of three junior
high schools. This classroom will be
installed in a 41-foot semi - trailer
and will easily accommodate a class
of 24 students, Instead of the 12
handled in the buses. The trailer
unit will be used to teach drafting
and electricity, using the same four-
student work station tables for both
classes. The three districts undertak-
ing this project will be within 20
miles of the teacher home base.

Ed Tinsman of the Education'
Service Center of Albuquerque, N.
Mex., headed the development of
the Moriarity, Estancia, Mountainair
pilot program. M. G. Hunt, director
of the New Mexico State Depart-
ment of Education, and Lee Palmer,
supervisor of the Trade and Industri-
al Division, played key roles in the
Roy-Mosquero program. William Al-
len, SES's New Mexico and Arizona
representative, worked on equipment
design to fit the limited space.

The Arizona program was sparked
by J. R. Culhson, state director of
vocational education. Marvin Seglem,
T & I supervisor, Theo Beach, Yuma
County technical vocational co-ordi-
nator, and William J. Anderson, su-
pervisor of industrial arts, worked
out the many difficult problems of
bringing a technical subject to sec-
ondary school students who live in
small districts.
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klPorkshops, on Wheels Bring Treirkinp
to the Day Care Door by Pamela Mauk and Patrick L. Gogerty

Photos: Soothe Day Nurson,

f e are a nation ever more de-
1 . pendent on child care pro-

viders to oversee our chil-
dren's growth. The percentage of
:,ingle-parent families and house-
holds in which both parents work
have risen dramatically in the lot
decade, resulting in increased de-
mand for child care facilities. Un-
fortunately, programs to train and
equip day care providers have not in-
creased as rapidly. Ass result, many
caregivers have had no special train-

Pamela Mauk, formerly with Seattle
Day Nursery, Sean* Wash., is staff
assistant for development and public
relations for the Ryther Child Center,
Seattle. Patrick L. Goperty is director
of Seattle Day Nursery.
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ing and lack the resources to provide
positive, developmentally-oriented
programs for youngsters.

In the Seattle, Washington, metro-
politan area, where 14,000 children
under age six have working mothers,
Seattle Day Nurserya United Way
agencyhas tackled this problem
by bringing training literally to the
doors of day care providers. Since
1976, through the agency's Early
Education Mobile Resource Pro-
gram, vans piloted by education
specialists have been visiting care-
givers in the city and surrounding
suburban and rural areas, providing
specialized training and support
services to enhance caregivers' skills.

Beginning with one van in the inner
city, the program has expanded to

Gail Haynes, a Mobile Resource
Unit staff member, wale with a
child in a family day can provider's
home.
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Photo: Seattle Day Nursery

.,cow: Inside the van, MRU coordinator Margo Siegenthaler (right) shows a ca.
giver some of the items that can be borrowed. Opposite: Staff member Wayne
Reinhardt discusses the program with a visitor from South Africa.

three vans visiting three counties.
To date. 350 homes and centers have
received training and resources, and
about 85 day care homes and nine
centers are added each year

The workshops on whevis dis-
seminate information, provide
educational materials, books and art
supplies and act as a liaison between
Seattle Day Nursery and the wider
child care community. ate day care
providers spend an hour and 15
minutes twice a month with a re-
source specialist while the children
under their care are supervised by a
mobile van assistant.

Accessibility is the program's most
distinctive characteristic. Lack of
child care training results most often
from provider isolation, particularly
in rural areas where transportation
oblems are common. In addition,
ay care providers often work a 10-

to 12-hour day, leaving them little

8

time or energy for taking classes at
night. The van's mobility counters the
caregiver's isolationand both pro-
viders and children say they like the
break in the daily routine. One care-
giver calls it "an outrageous pro-
gram. ..the kids always look forward
to van days They love the things they
do." Another provider looks forward
to the van's visit because it delivers
"emotional support and advice, the
chance to freely discuss everything
with someone who really cares about
children. This enables me to provide
better care."

The Training Program

Training for wOrkers in day care
Atenters is accomplished through bi-
weekly workshops while for family
day care home providers, one-to-one
consultation is used.

The program for family day care
providers folliows a 20-session cur-

A-52
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riculum. Each 75-minute session in-
cludes four elements: discussion of
the caregiver's concerns and a topic
of the day presented by the trainer
(the time spent for each segment
varies, depending on the caregiver's
needs); discussion of a specific
activity (5 to 10 minutes); selection
from the van's toys and resource
materials for use in the day care home
(15 minutes); and modeling of skills
by the specialist (10 minutes).
Mt, van assistant first takes charge

Of the children, reading to Ahem or
telling s story, singing songs, con-
ducting art activity* or playing active
games. Relieved of her duties, the
caregiver meets in the van with the



Staff member Remaly Forsythe involves children in a building activity in a caregiver's home.

resource specialist. There, in a com-
fortable, quiet environment, the care-
giver specific concerns
about a particular child or parent,
for example, or about an activity that
did not work.

These conversations provide a
"great sounding board, helping me to
get a better perspective on my job,"
explains one caregiver. Another men-
tioned her delight at having an ,,,I-
pueitsetily to ' 'r problems with a
caring professional." Problems dis-
cussed range from the mundane to
the serious: A provider may conil.:ain
that a child only eats peanut butter
sandwiches, or she may raise her
suspicions that a child has been
abused.

Caregivers' questions often involve
child development: is this child
normal? Why is she different?
Answers to broader concerns about
children are not delivered prepack-

CHILDREN TODAY MayJune 1982

aged. Rather, over a year's time, a
problem-solving approach is
stressed.

This emphasis recognizes that
there are many ways to handle child
care problems. A great benefit of a
program which meets 20 times is that
a variety of methods can be tested
and the results analyzed. The one-to-
one instruction also enables pro-
viders to receive positive feedback.
And since the training takes place
at the day care home itself, methods
can be immediately adapted for
specific situations.

The specialist may also refer the
provider to a variety of resources
such as medical, legal and recrea-
tional organizations in the com-
munity. Or the caregiver might ask
the specialist to meet with parents
of to arrange story hours and special
?lasses. For example, one mother
was having problems raising her two

A.52 -c 110

boys. "My oldest boy is advanced for
his age," she noted, "and it's hard to
get him interested in most activities
that others in his age group enjoy."
The specialist helped him to enroll
in a class on model rocketry at the
Seattle Science Center, and his be-
havior improved markedly.

A variety of child care issues are
also addressed when the specialist
and provider focus on the pre-
arranged discussion topic for the
session. Although the Mobile Re-
source Program (MRP) has devel-
oped an outline of suggested topics,
the curriculum is planned for in-
dividual instruction, based on each
provider's needs, since the care-
givers' skills, the type of home and
the ages of the children served vary
greatly. The specialist gives the pro-
vider printed information on the
topics, which include guidance and
discipline, relationships with parents,



activities for children, health and
safety practices, child growth and de-
velopment, working with children
with special needs, behavior prob-
lems, nutrition,. recordkeeping and
other business practices.

Most of these printed handouts are
derived from magazine articles; many
are written by MRP specialists and
some are reprinted with permission
from standard texts. They are reg-
ularly supplemented and revised by
staff members. The materials are
considered a resource to which pro-
viders may turn to plan their own cur-
riculum. By the end of the course, the
providers have accumulated a refer-
ence library of some 350 pages.

After the discussion period, the
specialist teaches a specific activity
involving science, music, numbers
or making toys from "throw- away"
items. Language development and
systems of classification are em-
phasized and the objective of each
activity clearly identified.

The time spent in selecting toys
end resources from the van is a
popular part of the program, par-
ticularly among those new to day
care. Providers may borrow audio-
visual equipment, easels, balance
beams, puzzles and a host of toys.
Caregivers often lack funds or stor-
age space, and some may also lack
experience in purchasing toys and
educational equipment. One pro-
vider had given up buying anything
because "all the little pieces get lost
or broken." A loan from the Mobile
Resource Van allows caregivers time
to examine equipment and to test the
durability of a toy, as well as its ap-
peal to children or its appropriate-
ness for a particular age group. Many
objects which would never be pur-
chased because of space limitations
or expense can enliven the day care
program for the period of the loan.
All of the providers claim the new
equipment enhances the quality of
their care.

The topics of the workshops for
day care center workers (determined
by the center) include child develop-
merit, curriculum planning, center
management, activities with chil-
dren, child abuse, sex eoucation and
discipline. Demonstrations of ma-
terials are emphasized. As with day
care homes, the needs of day care

10

centers vary greatly, and individual
sessions with a center's director are
often planned to determine how best
the resource van can assist the pro-
gram.

Following the 60-minute workshop
in the van, the workers ard specialist
return to the center, where the van
assistant has been in charge of the
children. The specialist presents a
story or song or joins in a project in
progress while the caregivers both
observe and participate. The special-
ist introduces children and providers
to new activitiesmany caregivers
have never before molded playdough
or dribbled finger paintsand also
models effective skills in working
with children. In one center, for ex-
ample, a child care worker was so
anxious to maintain an extremely
professional facade that she had re-
fused to participate in activities
with the children. However, seeing
that the trainer could "play" with the
children without relinquishing her
role as a teacher, the caregiver
gained the confidence to join in their
games and activities.

Classroom activities are not spe-
cifically geared to the workshop
topic. However, through modeling,
discussions are often reinforced.

By spending time in the center, the
specialist also becomes familiar with
individual children (aided as well by
discussions with the van assistant),
and by actually using the space he or
she is able to note any problems
and offer suggestions on improving
the environmentdiscouraging the
use of television as a constant back-
ground noise, placing pictures at a
child's eye level and storing toys on
shelves instead of in boxes, for ex-
ample.

r*. 4 PV'T/11
At the end of the course, providers

are asked to complete a survey eval-
uating the Mobile Resource Program.
Ninety-two percent of the caregivers
surveyed at the end of the first year
stated that their job had been made
easier as a result of the visiting van.

"The topics and handouts were
very valuable," said one 'When a
parent asked for my help with a prob-
lem, I was able to give her informa-
tion on it. I used the handouts con-
stantly." Another liked "the environ-
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mental pictures shown of f:Ifferent
day care homes and what they did
with their homes,"

Providers listed many Miner:als
they have made from the spacii'l!'s
instructions: flannel storytelling
boards, puppets, xylophones.
mobiles, collages, bean-bag toss
games, block prints, indoor hop.
scotch matsall of which broaden
the scope of activities they co.+0..er
in the home.

Caregivers cited the new Ideas
and the confidence they gained as
important factors in makino their
easier. One day care mother men
honed the help she received in ham.
dling two problems stuttering and
bedwettingtypical of her chiirtrpn
age group.

caregivers' relations With
also change as a result of the train.
ing. Often providers enter the day
care field little realizing what !hp,. to
getting into, with no business en-
prime, knowing only that they hhe
children. Many leave the field ex
haunted from hassling with parents
Many providers have indicated that.
as a result of the training, they have
become more comfortable handling
business matters and more assertive
in setting limits with parents

It is important to note that the Mo.
bile Resource Program is very much
a 2-way exchange of information
Specialists learn much about actovi
ties and the behavior of children
from providers. And because there is
an enormous range of skill levels
within the day care field. there is
great variety as to what providers re
alive from the program. However
their comments indicate that for all
the training delivers new or renewed
confidence and pride in being mem-
bers of an important profession
One ceregiver expressed it this way
it makes me feel more professional
knowing I warrant this expert atten-
tion and effort." Another said. "II was
an encouragement for me to stay .11
day care."

o: .t.. 4

The Mobile Resource Program's
services are provided on a first-come
first-served basis to caregivers woo
meet the following criteria:

(Continued on page 351



Workshops on Wheals (Continued from pep 10)

The provider is currently caring

for state-funded children (previously
considered Title XX children) or has

signed a contract with the intention
of caring for state-funded children.

The home has at least three full-
time children under six years of age
at the time of the visit.

The horns is In a geographic

ea identified by demographic data
as one that has a high concnntration

low- income families with children
under six.

The caregiver intends to can for
children for three or more years.

The carejiver feels she needs
the program's services and will

benefit from them.
The home or center is licensed

by the state.
Day care providers most often

learn of Seattle Day Nursery's pro-
grim from their state licensors at an
initial orientation. By manning dis-
play booths at conferences and by
participating in workshop and pro-
fessional meetings, specialists also
spread word of the program. As the
number of "graduates" has grown,
word-of-mouth advertisement has
increased as well. In addition to di-
rectly serving children and care-
givers, the program has had an ,11-
pact in other ways. After consulting

with Seattle Day Nursery, several
communities in the State of Wash-
ington have begun similar programs.
Inquiries about it have come from
communities in California, Hawaii,
Oregon and Illinois, and presenta-
tions on the Mobile Resource Pro-
gram have been featured at regional
and local education conferences.

We believe that the Early Educa-
tion Mobile Resource Program has
widespread applicabilitv and we en-
courage other communities to ex-
plore this versatile method of deliver-
ing training to day care workers.



Checker Training
Is Rolling
In Washington State
History of a mobile classroom

K. Otto Logan
Program Director
Distributive Education

State of Washington

Chopt, I: Now It All Como About

NOW ON MR ROAD serving school
districts in remote areas of the state,
the Washington State Cashier-
Checker Mobile Unit had its origin in
an interesting set of circumstances.

It was conceived when employ-
ment statistics showed a shortage of
well-trained cashier-checkers both na-
tionally and statewide.

This critical need prompted the
National Supermarket Institute, the
National Cash Register Company,
and the Department of Distributive
Education at Western Michigan Uni-
versity to call a national meeting to
consider ways and means of solvi ";
the need. Washington State was
among those invited to attend.

The grocers of Eastern Washington
quickly endorsed the report of the
Michigan meeting and asked Leigh
Hales, supervisor of distributive edu-
cation at Spokane Community Col-
lege, to attend a two-week teacher-
training program at Western Michi-
gan, at their expense.

Later, through the efforts of the
National Cash Register Company, the
Associated Grocers of Seattle also re-
sponded by sending Walter A. Riggs,
DE coordinator at Bellingham Tech-
nical Institute, to a meeting of grocers
held at Western Michigan to evaluate
the adequacy of the training program.

The Soon. Shifts. With this set of
circumstances as background, the fo-
cus of "how the cashier-checker mo-
bile unit came about" can now be
directed to the State of Washington.

Two overall questions were: What
had the State of Washington offered
in the past? What could be offered in
the future?

It was apparent that despite five
cashier-checker training programs op-
erating in the state, the demand was
far from being satisfiedespecially in
outlying areas. The state staff conse-
quently directed its attention to the
area, of greatest need. At a brain-
srwming session of the staff' (LeRoy
McCartney, Jim Blue, Ernie Kramer,
and others), the idea of the mobile
unit came out as one possibility for
expansion.

When the purchase of a made-to-
order unit proved financially prohibi-
tive, the staff, rather than drop the
idea, described the situation to Wally
Riggs, who pursued the matter with
Ray Smith, his vocational director at
Bellingham Technical Institute.

Mr. Smith came up with the sug-
gestion that the school, through its
regular instructional offerings, could
convert a trailer unit into a class-
roomif one were available. The
state, Mr. Smith said, would have to
work out the blueprints and plans,
and cover the costs of materials.
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Trailer Acquired. The growing in-
terest in the project prompted those
involved to present the matter to the
executive director of the Washington
State Food Dealers' Association, F.
N. McCowan. It fell into a completely
receptive atmosphere. After Mr.
McCowan had had time to discuss it
with the directors of the food dealers'
group, they put out a notice for a
trailer unit.

The response was almost immedi-
ate. Safeway, Inc., gave the Associa-
tion the opportunity to select a used
trailer with their compliments, and at
the same time, Darigold donated a
tractorone that would be suitable
for transporting the trailer from place
to place.

With these hurdles out of the way,
the next step was to approach the
Coordinating Council for Occupation-
al Education, the agency responsible
for DE in Washington State. The
Council approved the mobile unit as a
worthy project and budgeted 815,000
to cover costs of materials and equip-
ment.

The Bellingham Technical Insti-
tute, together with the state office,
completed plans for converting the 8
by 35-foot trailer into a classroom on
wheels. Without benefit of previous
blueprints as guides, Institute and
state office employees measured off
space for three split "L" checkstands,
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a table and chairs to servo a group of
12 students at one time, storage facili-
ties, wiring, paneling, flooring, beat-
ing, and air conditioning.

With this pioneering blueprint, the
dellingham Technical Institute went
to work.

In the meantime, the Coordinating
Council employed Wally Riggs as
program specialist in food marketing.

Pilot Program. Before the year
was up, the unit was ready for its
initial pilot program on Haggen's Su-
permarket lot in Bellingham. A local
advisory committee, consisting largely
of grocers and supported by labor,
backed the initial project 100 per-
cent.

After two weeks of training, the
first class of 12 graduates completed
the program on July 4, 1969. The
unit was ready for launching state-
wide.

That action was not taken, howev-
er, until a state advisory committee
representing both labor and manage-
ment had been organized. The com-
mittee's first meeting was held in the
mobile unit at Bellingham, where
members observed students in train-
ing,.

rst Request. The first request
tut the mobile unit came from Skagit
Valley College where it was to be
used in connection with upgrading
employed grocery personnel. Harry
Tobin, mid-management coordinator .

at the College, who made the plans
on the basis of advice from his local
advisory committee, organized the
program for employed personnel. As
a result of his participation, the
ACURA-TOUCH system of cash
register operation was initiatedan
innovative system which increases
checker accuracy.

The second request came from
Spokane Community College where
the unit was to be used to serve a need
in the outlying areas of the Communi-
ty College district. To brief vocational
directors and supervisors on the avail-
ability of the mobile classroom, the
unit was placed in the center of the
campus at Eastern Washington State
College during the Washington Voce-
:Iona! Association's Conference in
1ugust 1969. Through the efforts of
re I Educator William D. Syhl-
la, the first college credit course
.as offered on how to teach the 90.
our cashier-checker course.
The next month the unit was
aced on display at the Food Deal-

len
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Wally Riggs (left), mainstay of Nye project, and Cecil Clark of the Re-
tail Store Employees Union. Labor and management support the pa
gram 100 percent. Riggs designed interior of van, shown in background.
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Class In session.
At cash register,
Gloria Bastedenbeck
demonstrates her ability

Students work in teams of three.
Kaye Prather, kft, checks groceries.
Toni Carlson, center, bags
merchandise, and Gloria
dastedenbeck acts as "customer
evaluator." After two weeks of
training In the van, students
train on the fob in a supermarket
for another four weeks.
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en' Convention in Seattle. As a re-
sult, publicity appeared in the Wash-
ington Food Dealer, Washington
State's Vocational Education News,
the Labor Advocate, and numerous
newspapers.

End of Chapt. I. There were many
problems in connection with the pio-
neering of this new unit, most of them
occurring during the time span be-
tween the first pilot program at Bel-
lingham and the third program at
Pullman.

Packing the trunk for travel, find-
ing adequate electrical connections
for hookup on supermarket lots, vari-
ous procedures involved in recruit-
ment and publicityall of these prob-
lems, in themselves interesting experi-
ences, were incidental to making the
unit a functional school on wheels.

Mot N: TIN Mud Tar
Olvidods ad 111Prodacts
DUR1NO no SECOND YEAR the mobile
unit continued to be requested by
community colleges, vocational-
technical institutes, and secondary
school districts. But more significant,
the mobile unit has opened doors to
career opportunities.

It has reached out to isolated geo-
graphical areas of the state to provide
students with equal opportunities for
training and employment, and indus-
try with a source of trained employ-
ees. Several outlying centers have
asked for repeat performances and
are now regularly scheduling sessions
well in advance.

These were hoped-for results. Oth-
er doors have opened unexpectedly.
The Navy base at Oak Harbor, in
cooperation with Skagit Valley Com-
munity College, offered the course to
Navy personnel and their wives in
preparation for their return to civilian
life.

Sidewalk Academy. Yakima ex-
perimented with the mobile unit in a
project to help high school dropouts.
A special counseling class, two to
three weeks in length, was organized,
and dropouts who showed that they
might benefit from a cashier-checker
course were counseled into the mobile
unit for the ACURA-TOUCH sys-
tem.

Here is a follow-up comment from
the director of the Sidewalk Academy
of the Yakima Public Schools: "Per-
sons who accepted failure as their lnt
in life now saw reasons for living, and
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most of them became enthusiastic and
hopeful young workers."

Witnessing the results of the train-
ing offered in the mobile unit, many
permanent cashier centers are request-
ing assistance in upgrading their
checker education programs. One
outcome has been an entirely new
curriculum embracing the ACURA-
TOUCH system which got under way
early in 1971 at the Clover Park
Education Center. A new instructor
has been trained and initiated.

Two-Year Course. Of all the by-
products and dividends, perhaps the
greatestfor both the food industry
and student opportunitywas the
Coordinating Council's approval of
the Food Marketing Institute, a two-
year food marketing program now
under way at Spokane Community
College (for Eastern Washington)
and at Fort Steilacoom Community
College (for the western part of the
state). The curriculum is being
planned in terms of behavioral objec-
dyes, with training stations in industry
contributing to the cooperative aspect
of the program.

In cooperation with the National
Supermarket Institute and Western
Michigan University, the state staff is
planning a library which will contain
the latest information published in the
food industry. Consideration is being
given to making this information
available to all food centers, and
hopefully to planned seminars in the
not too distant future.

Commendation. The end of the
second year's experience is summar-
ized by F. N. McCowan in the Wash-
ington Food Dealer as follows:

"We are getting closer and closer to
the realization of fulfilling the need
for the retail food industry in man-
agement training through the state
program of vocational education.
Plans are well formulated for the fa-
cilities.

"Fort Stellacoom Community Col-
lege in Tacoma and Spokane Com-
munity College will offer this course
with on-the-job training, beginning in
September 1971. Vocational educa-
tion in the State of Washington and
all those who have worked so dili-
gently in developing this course are to
be commended. When established it
will be as fine a course as is offered
any place in the nation."

Progress from here on may well be
the topic of Chapter M.
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Mobile units boon or bust
In Industrial education?
Survey sees most
promise In
delivering elements
of career
education
11y HOWARD SIM
Editor

°Traveling" classrooms an a frequent
enough eight in Americo alccadon
these days to came one to wonder. Are
they setting a pattern for certain types
of education? Are they a good invest-
matt for htrlustrW education? Will they
be used in bringing together resources
for career education?

As an approach to the questions, edi-
tors of ProvrratAl. DUCATIort oita-
vassed the state departments of educe-
don to see where aid how the mobile
unit was being used is .this specialized
area of educatioa.

Many states, we found, do not we
the mobile units in any way or they do
not use them for industrial sdacation.
Some said they planned to vas them is
the flame; a few said they did not feel
that the concept was modal for indus-
trial education.

Yet, the survey identified 16 states
which used the trailers for either Wass
trial arts or vocational-industrial pro-
grams. In all, SO units were timid being
used for various purposes.

Most popular uses were for career ex-
ploration, and vocational programs kr
disadvantaged and adults. Twelve re-
spouses indicated that they used the
trailers for either career explorados or
for guidance. We construed these types
of programs to have a pat deal is
common although obviously they are
not the same thin& Six units served die.

Three Types of trailers were hued is
um. One is the commercially available
"house" type =its matted by Irus
which are in the business of roil
mobile classrooms. Another
to buy an old messier or

pp

and either Mild in the equipment Por
the program or contract for a cow

SI INDUSTRIAL EDUCABON

nutria! km to do it. The third
preach is the complete "
approach; where a vocational school
constructs the trailer on a purchased
dumb and WWII the equipment.

Typical of the lint approach are the
industrial arts trailers used is New York
City for elementary school industrial
art and for career educed= In New
Jam the same type unit is used for a
variety of innovative programs in-
&dial auto turnout', oommerdel typ
is& graphic arts mid assembly line pro-
duction. Such trades usually tun from
30 to 60 font loss and follow the lines
of the conventional "home trailer."

School or passenger buses have
worked out well kr some situations
such as the electronic programs in New
Mexico and Colorado as well as care=
education is

The "do -it- y approach is rep-
resented by an exploration pogrom for
three elementary schools in Wilkes
County, North Carolina which is
housed in an S by 32-foot trailer con-
structed at the Wilkes Vocational Cen-
ter. Welding carpentry and electrical
classes ecastructed two unitsone for
industrial arts and one for home eco-
nomics. Mom of the Mt two units
has led to a third now being con-
structed foe guiders is civics and
awareness to is "world of walk."

Reasom fix wig trailers vary widely.
The New Jersey Mese Department at

It

Education, which 12 units, hr
as one of its to promote pa
manent by demonstrating dis
need mobil approaches. It feels
that the trailers can he sell the vales
of the program in quasdon.

Some districts use them because lowea.
rollments do . not warrant
menent space in a axed
use them for courses of short thustice
which can be more easily brought to the
kdu=y or the community. Stillothers sae
the mobile approach because they find k
more feadble to have several schools dus.
kg the corn of the laboratory and the is.
sancta's salary. (Such is the cass with m
electronic program which &Wes dolly
between two schools IS milesapart in Col.
credo.) New York City uses the trailers k
has to enrich the elementary school pro-
gram with hands-on career oriented activ.
ides. Where the trailer is used for cum
education and guidance information k
houses a variety of resources for the
broadest possible experience for the suss
dent.

There are some advantages to tie
mobile classroom as opposed to its
fixed counterpart. The int of these I
that it is initially choeper than adding s
room to a crowded schooL And the cog
per student factor is lower it it can
shared with another school. Some so
bile units are shared with three distric
thus reducing the cost even more. Nor
does expensive equipment sit idle.

L
4.

.1

Arizona iludsrils MI a amble rewires wit for owner akimbo. A coordlnekr on diiy dd nuns "Ass Ism laugh V* OsifOlt.
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Report of

The Northwest Area Schools Multi-District

Secondary Occupational-Vocational

Training Program

Project Initiation

In the fall of 1973 a vocational education project
became operational in sparsely populated north-
western South Dakota which brought instruction by
utilisation of three relocatable, self-contained units
to students in nine schools having a total of 1,333
students in Grades 942. The number of units has
since been increased to nine, with nine different
courses offered on a semester basis.

Prom their inception, each of the nine courses
has met the vocational education standards necessary
to qualify for reimbursement.

Initial funding was principally from federal and
state sources.

Previously, few or qo vocational education courses
had been offered by the nine schools, and none had
a comprehensive program in vocational education.sees..

The following news release issued October 19.
1973, preceding dedication ceremonies at Lemmon
on October 31 presents a capsule description of the
project in its early stages of implementation.

NATIONAL ATTENTION FOCUSES ON
NORTHWESTERN SOUTH DAKOTA .
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ON WHEELS

rewthwestem South Dakota will be the meter
..atonal attention during the nest few months for

event innovation.. Vocational education is the
center of 'bracken as the magadistriet SAVE
areannation institutes *madam' adulation in
alma: tor bleb wheel moots is sine
panscipsting ached &Skin

Dedication esremonies foi the Ow 12 s W
toot ocaspeSonaktueabonal education mobile units
MU be held bt Lamm on Wednesday, °ebbs, IL
at 1:30 P.M. in the National Owed Marty." :at, which will Medea moving the
mobile units peelay dfferest mho* is a
federellvfinanoe4 ezemplery "reject which km been

tionalapproved by the State Dead of Valua
Edue.abon. E.& (Ike) Olsson Is the South Dakota

ef Vocaftnel Limbos

The puma of the whieh we
ievntw nine erensposftW elareeem,

to determine the fesethility of mobile oseatonal
education therrooms fat meal areas WWI it would
not be practical to bus *dote to a astral
wetional feethty.

Schools beated ho sorthweetern South
Dakota that will be involved in the project me

Duffalo, Bison, *asuman, McIntosh, McLaughlin,
Timber lake, Isobel, Fifth and Dupree.*

Each mobile unit win look *alba to a 12' s
40' mobile home and will contain 730 square feet of
imbuctional men

The Sot them units will be deigned for
aurae of lardy in the areas of: (1) mend metals to
include machine tool operation, duet metal, electric
arc welding and pe welding: (2) building trades to
Isolude =pantry, masonry, plumbing end
meidential wiring: and (3) elesbicity/dectronks to
include sommerciel wiring; industrial electricity,
qplience rep*, metes% end electele 1110.0111.

The propoud ourrioahrm and projects have
been designed to provide ainnweek betruetionsl
smite. At the soneluden of each Womack period,
oath facility will be misted to a new site. At the
ameiodoes of the 107144 school yes:, Ordeals at
'dad within sash of the nine disbiets will have
waived mid mown to one at the these Mitt
rodundosa proper. Wing the 1074.73 and
107316 othool yeas * additional facilities (three
ash yaw) will be added to the system so that at the
oondadoes of the project all shoe northwest area
mho* km* priticipated is the project on a full
thne Min

James Doolittle. Director of Northern* Ares
litho* SAVE Program, wW elm as director for the
ezialitrY !ROA

Interested perms from throughout South
Dakota and twighbeeing states will attend dedication
meemonies at Lemon on October 31.

Iteporler's Note: Pall title of the erpnisstien Is the
Northwest Area Schools Special, Adult, and Verational hues.
Hos taS1L1 program. A *maned expianstise Is presented
en Page W.

gloperter's Nate: Mb and Dupree are cited In the news
release u Individual schools, hut are In West River Independent
Illeariet N. IS.
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The Northwest Area Schools Multi-District
AN.0....'

.

ONO 'II

NEM OF THE NORTHWEST AREA SCHOOLS
MultiDistrict Secondary Occupational Vocational Edu-
cation Center is shown in relation to the entire state
by the shaded portion of this South Dakota map.
As shown in the illustration below, all schools and
independent school districts in the original proposal
became part of the MultiDistrict except Cheyenne-
Eagle Butte.

-....6"1146.1111111111Mi 111111111011

Principal Roads Linking the 9 Towns In the Multi-District

42 Mills

SS Kass 14 Mins

LOCATIONS OP SCHOOLS
In the MultiDistrict are
shown in bold face. The
distance from Buffalo to Ile
Laughlin over the shortest
route on principal roads is
166 miles.

100 Dame

16 Mils
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General & Specific Purposes

As set out in the application for the exemplary
program, the purpose and the general and specific
objectives were stipulated as follows:

"The purpose of this exemplary project is for the
development of a relocatable secondary occupational
vocational education system for the counties of Hard-
ing, Perkins, Corson, Dewey, Ziebach, and parts of
Meade; this system will contain the necessary class-
room facilities, specialised equipment, curriculum
guides, A. V. Materials and will include operational
staff training for instructors so as to conduct prevo
cational programs."

General and specific objectives of the program
were delineated as follows:

"1. To provide meaningful knowledge, that which
can be put to productive use.

"2. To provide an atmosphere in which students
evaluate their interests and aptitudes for a specific
career.

"3. To provide the students with a new approach
for educational experience as well as sense of
relativity to education in general.

"4. To broaden the scope of secondary education
in the schools participating in the MultiDistrict pro-
gram by serving as an extension of occupational class-
rooms to each member school.

"5. To provide students with the background

. . *4 a.

.
.

tor77...Ar- T. 40.
4.. ..64
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*a`

. . .
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necessary to enter vocational technical education pro-
grams at an advanced level.

"I To develop an exemplary program which will
serve as a pattern allowing other communities to
provide a similar delivery system which will afford
secondary students throughout South Dakota the
chance to learn new skills."

Other parts of the application pointed out the
following specifically significant aspects:

1. Prior exempiary projects in the state that have
proved successful in more densely populated areas
are not practical in the northwest region of South
Dakota because of the great distances between educe-
tional centers.

2. The proposed duration of the exemplary pro.
jest was to be from August 31, 1973 to July 31, 1976.

3. The budget proposed amounted to $238 ,000
for the first fiscal year, with 1211,000 to come from
Federal and State funds and $27,000 to be raised la
pity ($31000 from each school).

4. Certification for each staff member would be
based on certification requirements set forth by the
South Dakota State Plan for Vocational Technical
Education.

S. The proposal was developed in consultation
with advisory committees.

S. Students in Grades 941 in the high school
operated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs at Eagle
Butte would be eligible for participation in the oc
cupetionalmocational training program if the govern-
ing board would choose to become part of the govern-
ing districts.

7. Particiyation of any school district would be
in accordance with the South Dakota State Plan for
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The First 3 Mobile Units In the Exemplary Project
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

vornoinnio Technical Education Fiscal Tear 1V73, Sec-
tion 4.2, which cites provisions for participation of
students attending private nonprofit schools.

8. The 1973 session of the South Dakota legislature
approved legislation and the governor signed into law

an Act which allows for the origination of multi-
district secondary oecupationalvocational education
centers at the desire and action of local school die.
Vida with the approval of the State Board of Yoe
tonal Education.

Significant Population & Financial Statistics
In the Proposal

POPULATION

Population by city, MO Nam
CITY
Bison 1141CNI
Buffalo .393
Dupree ..523
Faith .576

Isabel .394

lemon 1997

McIntosh .563

McLaughlin 863

Timber Lake 625

Total population in entirearea, 1970 census
was 111,013

ASSESSED VALUATION, 1973
School District Agues Other Total

Bison Ind. School Dist. 87 $14,460,773.00 $1,373,000.00 $15,833,773.00

Harding Co. Ind. School Dist. 4 22279,180.00 1,823,331.00 24,102,511.00
Isabel Ind. Dist. 1 4,113,267.00 519,001.00 4,632,268.00
Lemon Ind. Dist. 88 13,744,236.00 5,135,930.00 18,880,166.00
McIntosh Ind. Dist. 1 7,678,876.00 1,283,353.00 8,952,229.00
McLaughlin Ind. Dist. 21 7,467,589.00 1,878,894.00 9,346,483.00

Timber Lake Ind. Dist. 2 6,588,328.00 1,243,909.00 7,832,207.00
West River Ind. Dist. 18 14,387,810.00 1,922,795.00 16,310,605.00

.4 T.:dation $90,720,059.00 $15,180,273.00 $105,900,322.00

TAX LEVY FOR EDUCATION BY EACH
SCHOOL DISTRICT IN 1973

MetrIM

....11 Tam* gm... ..

Isabel lad. Dist. 1

Harding Co. ind. Dist. 4

Lammon Ind. Dist. 88

Mert:e$: :nd. Dist. 1

Met aughlin Ind. Dist. 21

Timber Lake Ind. Dist. 2

'tt'ut River Ir.d. Dist. 18

Average Levy

Tax Levy for Milacation
General road

AS- Other

20.57 33.14

24.00 40.00

.1321 18.01

20.30 32.60

24.00 40.00

21.20 34.40

24.00 40.00

20.99 1328

21.01 84.02

A-55-d

BONDED INDEBTEDNESS OF EACH
DISTRICT, 1913

School District Amount of Indebtedness
Bison Ind. Dist. 87

Harding County Ind. Dist. 4 (Buffalo)
Isabel Ind. Dist. 1 4 65,000.00

Lommon lad. Dist. 811 rNrrNrrrrNM. 40,000.00
. McIntosh Ind. Dist. 1 r 61,000.00

McLaughlin Ind. Dist. 50,000.00

Timber lake Ind. Dist. 2 137,000.00

West River Ind. Dist. 18* 97,000.00

Faith 92,000.00

Dupree 5,000.00

Total Bonded Indebtedness 9430,000.00
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SEMESTER ROTATION OF 0OURSES
AM) MOBLE UNITS IN 19711411

I 'HIED YEAR OF EXEMPLARY PROJECT)

Hawing County (Buffalo)
hi Auto Mechanics
IndHealth Occupations

Bison
lstBuildbm Trades
IndAuto Mechanics

West River
(Faith)

1stAgricultural Technology *2 (Animal Science
. & Range Management)

IndBuilding Trades
(Dupree)

1st Quantity Food Occupations
IndAgricultural Technology *2 (Animal Science

& Range Management)
Isabel

ietElectricity/Elactronics
IndQuantity Food Occupations

Timber lake
1stSales & Distribution
IndElectrkity/Electronks

McLaughlin
1stAgricultural Technology *1 (Plant A Boil

Science)
IndSales & Distribution

Mcntosh
1st - General Metals
BidAricultural Technology *1 (Plant & Boil

Science)
Lemmon

1st Health Occupations
IndGeneral Ilvtals

SEMESTER ROTATION SCREW= PLANNED
FOS 0011tSICS AND MOBILE UNITS

FOR THE 1071147 SCHOOL YEAR

Harding County (Buffalo)
lit - General Metals
IndAgricultural Technology *1 (Plant & Soil

Science)
Bison

1stHealth Occupations
2nd General Metals

West River
(Faith)

1s Auto Mechanics
IndHealth Occupations

sanding Trade.
IndAuto Mechanics

Isabel
1stAgricultural Technology *2 (Animal Science

A Range Management)
IndBuilding Trades

Timber Lake
1stQuantity Food Occupations
Ind Agriculture Technology *2 (Animal Science

and Range Management)
McLaughlin

htElectricity/Electronics
IndQuantity Food Occupations

McIntosh
1st Sales A Distribution
IndElectricity/Electronics

LINOM011
lstAgricultural Technology *1 (Plant & Bon

Science)
IndSales & Distribution

Soars' Population Decisive In Multi-District Formation

INDICATIVE of the sparse
nrralutlAr fti fhp mumDb
Viet is Meadow on Highway
No. 20 Wet 12 miles east of
Bison, a town which bad a
population of 408 hi 1970. In
titlue:aUlt, tit uke tune tarns in
the eight Independent die
trlcts comorisina the Multi.
District, the area contains
about 25 settlements similar
to Meadow. Population of
ttt: .l'ultiDistrlot in
1970 was 114013.
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THIS MORI= UNIT, Mu*
fag the Health Otsupstions
course, was alturad tightly
near the Buffalo school
building when the photo
was taken. The unit has
running water and a bath
to aid instructional objectiv-
es.

41.4

. . 41. .04'

. .4 410. .400 ! Lk_
..41006:: = :op ty . 11; ilia..o.". .
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224411n *

Mb%

si.prag 111.11,211/4- -
age.
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41.

1100.1"
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THZ HINZ mobile units
..41 obtained kr the Multi-
District in groups of three.
Dimensions of the last six
were eniarpsd. The Bret
three were 22 z 0) feet . The
last six are 14 00 Wt.

a.

r
i1.1:414 ""*.
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CHARACTERISTICS of ma-
bile units were designed to
be adaptive to specific in-
structional purposes. This
one, for Sales & Distribu-
tion, was constructed with
an entrance and windows to
accomodate needs of that
course.
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of Instructional Activities For Youth & Adults
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Glimpses Inside The Mobile Units
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Figures on total expenditures for the year 11175711
will not become available until the end of this fiscal
year, but an amended budget shows anticipated ea-
pmiditum amounting to $290,235.00. The budget
reflects the cost of three additional units put into
operation for instruction in Health Occupations, Wei
and Distribution (Distributive Education), and Agri.
culture Technology *2 (Animal Science and Range
Management). A summary of the budget follows.

SUMMARY OF THE BUDGET FOR 197578
Item or Program Total
Administration $41,272-25
Instructional

General Metals 16,79425
Building Trades 15,75515
Electricity/Electronics 15,370.25
Quantity Food Occupations 15,974.00
Auto Mechanics 15,344.00
Agriculture Technology #1

(Plant & Soil Science) 17,20.00
Health Occupations 46,90.0011
Sales & Distribution
(Distributive Education) 471138.03
Agriculture Technology *2

(Animal Science & Range
Management) 42,083.00

Dissemination 1,000.00
Telephone 3,000.00
Moving Instructional Units

and Instructors' Travel 11,500.00
Sites (Electrical Connections

and Site Preparation)

$290235.00

Mayne for Health Occupations, gala I Itilotribution, sad
glrlcolloce Technology eta 'Wad* onto of mobil* mans aid
equipment In addition to inettuotional some

Summary of Income

Since Project Initiation

Since its activation in the 1973.74 school year, iltt
exemplary project has had income from federal, state
and local sources.

Records in the South Dakota Division of Voca-
tional Technical Education show it has received
$370,731 in federal Part D or stemnplary prom"
funds since the. fiscal year beginning July 1, 1973.

Federal Part B or "basic program grant" funds
over the period since the fiscal year beginning .Tr.ty 1,
1973, and extending through December 31, 1975, have
amounted to $82,142.14. In the same period, state
reimbursement has totaled $27.021.18.

Financial support coming from local sources has
increased from $27,000 during the initial year of op-
eration, to $54,000 the second year, and to 3108,000
during the current year for a total of $189,000.

Anticipated amount from local sources for the
1978-77 school year is 3128,000.

Project Appraisal
Letters asking for appraisal of the project sent

to the chairman of the MultiDistrict Board, to superin-
tendents of the participating districts, and to four leg&
lators of the multi-district area reveal strong support
for the project, although some mild but significant
reservations were expressed by two of the three
legislators who responded.

The letters, dated March 9, 1976, asked each of
them these specific questions:

Have mobile units met expectations in provi
ing students the best and most varied vocational pro.
grams that could be offered at a reasonable, efficient
cost in schools in sparsely populated areas? Would
you recommend a similar operation for other sparsely
populated areas?

A strongly affirmative reply was made by Multi-
District Board Chairman Andrew Fischbach.

The letter from Chairman Fischbach follows:
I think that in general the mobile units have ex-

eroded expectations. The response by both the high
school and adult students has been most gratifying.
Particularly pleasing was the fact that some of the
male graduates of the Quantity Food Occupations unit
have joined the military service to learn more in the
area.

With our limited enrollments and very limited
financial abilities this is the only poestbility we have
of exposing our students to a variety of vocational
areas that may create an interest in a career. At the
same time, some vocational skills are acquired that
will always be useful. We cannot hope to produce
skilled artisans in the limited time we have, but those
students who show an aptitude for a particular von-
tion have demonstrated that they can indeed learn a
lot in a semester.

I would highly recommend a similar cooperative
effort in any sparsely settled area where people are
willing to cooperate for the benefit of ail the students.



RESPONSES FROM SUPERINTENDENTS
From Russel Monroe, larding County Schools,
Bala to
The Northwest Area MultiDistrict exemplary vo-

cational education project is serving a large land area
with few students. In our school at Buffalo we feel
that the total project is a real asset to the system. It
was intended to relate interest areas to students and
adults in many vocations not readily available to par-
ticipant& There is a limitation in skill development
but the vocational interest to be pursued by the stu.
dent, if he desires, cannot be replaced. I feel the goals
are being instituted well and that program of this
nature has unlimited resource to the communities in-
volve&

From Dr. Carl (kisser, Bison
There is no doubt in my mend that more could be

done if we had a full year of classes for each vocation-
al area we wanted to otter. We have simply dedicated
ourselves to providing exposure to peat variety of
vocations rather than to attempt to prepare students
for the job market in one or two vocations. In that way
the mobile classroom approach is meeting our needs.
Yes, it has some shortcomings and some problems but
we always seem to be able to cope with them. Yes, I
would recommend this approach for sparsely settled

(Dr. Wane. then adds that he feels that these
units and other Northwest Area Schools projects have
bonded the schools together. He says, "Oh yes, we
disagree on issues at our monthly meetings, but we
don't dwell on petty issues that so often set one school
against a neighboring school. What I am saying is that
the Northwest Area projects have given us many com-
mon grounds and also get us administrators together at
least once a month to discuss Northwest Area servic-
es and common problems.")

From Jobs L Misr, Isabel
Our organization provides us with an excellent

variety of vocational programs. These mobile units
have surpassed the expectations of their founders.

The cost of these urdts is lees than our cost per
CRU in our school system. This multklistrict war
tional education concept is an excellent answer to the
question of providing quality void services to stu-
dents in sparsely populated areas at reasonable cost.

The small rise of our high school allows an op
portunity for every student to participate each semi
ester in new unit.

From Robert L. Seeley, Lames
As new superintendent in the Northwest Area,

my remarks will be very limited From what I have
been able to observe, the mobile tmit compt of vow
Donal education is working very efficiently. If it ware
Dot for this program, we would never be able to offer
the variety of vocational programs that we marently
do. I would most certainly recommend similar op
erasion for other areas similar to oun.

From Dumb Fernau, acting imperiateadento
Nelms&
Our students are very exdted about each mobile

unit except the Agriculture/Crops mit. Each mobile
unit provides a basic overview of the occupation they
are associated with; therefore, I would consider them

to have met our expectations. The units have worked
well by moving them from one town to another even
though not all school semesters end at the same time.

From W. O. Rarvig, Mdmagblin
1. I believe Mobile Education Unite are the ant

war to curriculum needs of small schools in sparsely
populated areas.

3. Staffing has been much better than avenge.
I. I believe the cost Is within Tenon, since not

only secondary students, but also adult educational
programs can be handled by the same units.

4. It is the only system I know of that can pro-
vide programs where individual school costs would
be prohibitive.

5. I would recommend the program to districts
which have the need, vision and management person.
net to operate such a program.

& The cooperation among district school
tendents is very necessary, as one bad attitude can
change an entire program. You need dedicated ad-
ministrators, not only for oversight of program, but
to assess progress.

From Doodah Calvetti, Timber Lake
As a new administrator this year, I was skeptical

of the project, but in a very few months I was a con-
firmed apostle. I was amend at the cooperation
among nine schools in governing and fundin;. Thr.
participation by so large a number of students in seven
different areas shows these young people believe
in the benefits. It is something an individual school
district would not be able to do unless it expended a
great amount of funds. The nine trailers and their
areas benefit our school district population very well
and we cannot accomodate all those interested. The
Adult Education classes are very popular. The pro.
gram has been accepted very well here in Timber
lake, and I would encourage other school districts to
give this type of program careful consideration.

From W. O. Warren, West River Ind. School Die-
evict (Faith and Down)

The mobile units have provided experiences in
wide variety of vocations. This has given whole new
concepts for 'our children who live in this isolated
area and the District could not have provided these
opportunities without the assistance we have ready-
ed from State and Federal MUMS.

RESPONSES FROM LTIGISLATORS
From Rip. Ronal Mi llet!, Siva
It seems to me that possibly the project has not

been in operation long enough to properly evaluate. I
am sure that some courses are at each school for too
short a beriod to allow students to gain much from
them. The biggest benefit would seem to be that the
student might get enough insight into a subject to
know whether they would want to pursue it further.

As federal funds are withdrawn, I am sure we
must tote a good look at the program and may have
to make many adjustments to Justify its continuance.
No matter bow you present additional courses in the
sparsely settled areas of our state, it is going to be
costly.

From Rep. George Mortimer, Bette Fourche
I think the Multiietrict OccupationalVocational

Project is doing a very good job. I also believe it is
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the only system that could be used in such an area,
considering the population and distance problems.

The cost.sharing of equipment and instruction
lakes it possible for the schools to offer Instruction

.hat would otherwise be too costly.
To make a program like this work, you must have

local support and good management. Both are in this.
project. It is working good.

From Senator Sobs Shay, fender Hawk
I believe that the use of mobile units for vocation.

al instruction by the Northwest Area Schools is a very
practical thing. There may be some question about
the necessity of offering such courses to high school
students. Since it is evident that those schools involv-
ed feel it is a good idea, then the use of the mobile
units is certainly the most economical way of provide
ing the space needed for such classrooms.

Offering instruction in several vocational courses
has value in more ways than one. It is good for the
student who does not intend to go to school after
graduation from high school. The person who does In.
tend to attend one of our post secondary vocational
schools can better decide which skill he would like
to pursue. Since the instruction is offered on a saw
ester basis there is enough time spent on the various
courses so that the student can decide intelligently on
his future.

STUDENT COMMENTS
Student response to the project has been =thus.

ladle. The comments which follow were given in
evaluation as students were completing the first group
of courses offered by the project. The multhdistrict
Vector says they are representative of most student
...omments gathered at the time. They are presented
here, with wording and punctuation slightly edited.

Since that time, the multklistrict has prepared
formal evaluation and followup instrument for stu

dent use. A copy is presented after the student cow
mats which follow. The form has been "tested" on
students, and plans are in progress which would have
the director of the multi.district present it to students
in each unit after each course.

Student comments follow.

In this course I feel I have learned practical
skills that I will be able to take with me no matter
what line of work I go into.

When this (mobile) unit came I hardly knew any
thing about carpentry or plumbing, or about drawing
blueprinta. Now I think I know most of the tools
and how to use them, and could draw a set of blue.
prints U I had to. Dad plans to lot me, with a little
help from him, build a hog house.

I have learned a lot even though my tests don't
show it. The course helps the kids who don't pion to
go to college.

It was a real good class, and is the only chum
in this school that Interests me ... It also can be real
helpful In everyday life.

I learned quite a lot (from this course), got real
interested In carpentry, and am going to try to get a
job at one of the lumber companies this summer.

I think I learned something that will stick with
me for long time. The course gave me an idea of
what I like and don't like. It got boring some times,
but that's just school. Hike it.

I learned a lot about carpentry mostly, and I also
thought you were a good teacher better than any
other In this school.

I learned a lot of useful things In this class. In
fad, it's about the only class I'm taking that amounts
to anything.

I think this class was a worthwhile class. Even
though I'm not going on into the electronics business
I learned things I'll probably use in the future. It
was interesting also.

I thought this course was one of the most ViIi.uta
Vona! courses I've ever taken. It was educational, I
think, because of the interest In the course. If I had
my choice I'd take it for a full year or more. Baur*
-taking this class I had no interest In dectronks as i
now I'm tempted to go on and take more.

I thought this (electricity/electronics) was a very
good course. I learned a lot and enjoyed the course
very much. We covered a lot of material. but it
wasn't dull. The teacher was good and knew lot
about what he was teaching and could get it across.
This Ii the best mobile I've taken to date.

I think this Vo-Tech van was great and did a lot
for me because it was something to do with the life
I'm going to lead. The courses in it were great, es-
pecially the welding and acetylene. The instructor
was just fine and I wish he could stay (longer).

The van was very Interesting. I learned a lot of
things about metals and welding that I probably
wouldn't have learned If I (hadn't taken) this van.
The teacher was super. It's because of him, I think,
that I learned so much. He knew what he was doing
and would always stop to help you. He always laugh:
ed with us about our jokes and he was always in a
good mood. I think that if all teachers were like this,
students would like school and the teacher too. This
is the best class I have ever had.

This was the best van I've imr been enrolled in.
Now, whenever I want to weld or cut metal I'll know
how. The class was interesting and I'd encourage any.
one who had the chance to take It Our teacher is
really good with metals and really knows what he's
doing. He is friendly and makes the class interesting
by explaining everything and usually had to twice,
because the first time I never always caught it.

.

I really enjoyed this class. I learned things I can
use for the rest of my life when working on a farm
or on nearly any mechanical job. If it weren't for
this class I probably would not have had the chance
to learn these things. As for the instructor, I think
he is a wonderful man with as much knowledge in
the field as any man with many years of schooling.

I liked this clue because this is what I like to do.
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